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To each hirown. 

Not everybody needs a concert grand piano, nor does everybody need the 
best cartridge Shure makes to enjoy his kind of music on his Ki nd of 
hi -fi system. Eventually, you'll want the renowned V -15 Type II improved, 
the peerless cartridge for advanced systems and ample budgets. But, 
if your exchequer is a little tight, coisider the M91E, widely acclaimed 
as the second best cartridge in the world. With a sharply ci cum - 
scribed budget, all is far from lost. Choose any of the tow models 
in the M44 Series, built for optimum performance in the easy -ic -take 
$18 -25 price range. Write for a complete catalog: 

Shure Brothers Inc., 
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, Illinois 60204. d 
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Why 

does 

LEADER 
give you Four Color Bar Generators? 

MODEL LCG -384 
MINI -PORTABLE, 
BATTERY- OPERATED, 
SOLID STATE 
PRECISION 

lk. >a .... ... 
I 

MODEL LCG -388 
THE ULTIMATE IN 
PATTERN STABILITY 
THROUGH 
DIGITAL ACCURACY 

MODEL LCG -389 
RELIABILITY 
AND STABILITY, 
IN -SHOP OR 
ON -CALL. 

0loi1m 

MODEL LCG -390 
SURE DEPENDABILITY 
UNCHANGED BY 
TEMPERATURE 
EXTREMES. 

Because we know what you need...when you want it! 

$10950 $15950 $9900 $11950 
High quality test pat- 
terns through our exclu- 
sive digital clock binary 
system! Uses just four 
1.5V penlight cells, is 
AC adaptable and fits 
into all tube caddies. 
Has 2 pushbutton selec- 
table frequencies. 8 
basic patterns, with 
gated rainbow; and tem- 
perature change protec- 
tion. Includes carry case, 
extra battery comp't and 
all accessories. 

The finest available 
thanks to our unique 
digital clock, binary fre- 
quency divider. Features: 
lab grade performance 
in 15 patterns for both 
RF and video frequen- 
cies with single dot and 
crosshatch- two switch 
selectable channels; reg- 
ulated DC power supply 
and ambient tempera- 
ture control. All acces- 
sories incl. 

Stable operation that's 
hard to beat! Fits into 
any caddy for use on 
call or on the bench. 
Offers our exclusive bi- 
nary frequency dividers 
for reliable operation 
plus a convenient scuff - 
proof carry case. Pat- 
terns include gated rain- 
bow, dots, crosshatch, 
horizontal and vertical 
lines. All accessories, 
carry case incl. 

Instruments to believe in. ri ,.,,.,,,m,, 
INSTRUMENTS CORP. 

37 -27 Twenty- Seventh St. Long Island City, N.Y. 11101 
September, 1971 

Crystal controlled oscil- 
lators, PC board con- 
struction and our own 
digital clock frequency 
dividers assure full re- 
liability, regardless of 
temperature. Patterns in- 
clude gated rainbow, R -Y, 
B -Y and -(R -Y); dots; 
crosshatch; single cross - 
hatcn. All leads, gun -kill- 
ers, accessories incl. 

Send for catalog. See Your Distributor. 

(212) 729 -7410 
CIRCLE NO. 122 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 1 
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Keep electronic components handy with 
Ma'bobin`I Benchtoo Organizers. Each Mal obin 
cor-ains a popular assortment of electronic 
components in a staccable, interlocking plastic 
case. Fifteen part tioned drawers keep parts 
neat And each cra.ver is color coded and 
labe ed for quick location of the part you wart. 

Mallobins come with selectad components in- 
cluding all types of fixed capacitors, MOL and 
wire-wound resistors, carbon and wire -wound 
contticls. In addition to regular Mallobins, cus- 
tom assortments are avai'ab.e. 
Ask sour Mallory distributor or Mallooin prices 
and cetails today. 

MALLORY DISTRIBUTOR PRODUCTS COMPANY 
a fIIVIMII111 Of P. H. \IAI.l.mltY !l .'(). INC. 
Box ions. In,linnullleli,.. Wnlloon 46200; T.ti3hont: 3_7036463513 

Bane-es Capacitors Cassette Tapes Controls Resistors Semiconductors Sonalerts Switches Timers Vibrators 
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Electronics World 
SEPTEMBER 1971 VOL. 86, No. 3 

I :IerI mnics 11tir1d 

THIS MONTH'S COVER 
shows three of the newest 
programmable calculators on 
the market. Offering many 
features of the minicomputer 
but more sophisticated than 
electric calculators, these 
compact desk -top units are 
gaining wide acceptance. 
Shown at top is the Olivetti 
P602 with magnetic card 
memory; bottom Wang Series 
700 which uses cassette tape 
memory, and the Hewlett - 

Packard 9100A also with 
magnetic card memory. See 
article on page 27 for details 

on such calculators. 
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ifiagnetícl 
NEW NUTDRI VERS 

STOP FUMBLING, SAVE TIME 

Exclusive with Xcelite, 1/4" and 5/16" hex 
socket magnetic nutdrivers offer the ultimate in 
convenience for starting, driving, or retrieving 
screws, bolts, or nuts. 

All types: Midget Pocket Clip, Regular, Extra 
Long, Super Long fixed handle ... also inter- 
changeable shanks for Series "99" handles. 

Permanent Alnico magnet. Sockets remain 
demagnetized. Won't attract extraneous matter 
or deflect against metal surfaces. 

New comfort -contour, color -coded handle 
makes one -hand driving easy, identifies tools as 
magnetic. 

Sockets specially treated and hardened for 
use with hex head, self -tapping screws. Finished 
in black oxide for dimensional control and 
added identification. 

REQUEST DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE 

nationwide availability through 
local distributors 

Made in 
U S A 

XCELITE, INC., 12 Bank St., Orchard Park, N. Y. 14127 
In Canada contact Charles W. Pointon, Ltd. 

CIRCLE NO. 101 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 
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Coming Next Month 
Special Issue 

POWER 
SUPPLIES 

--- 
EIec(riiiiir11urld 

Four important, timely articles covering the various as- 
pects of power supplies. Ed Brenner of Lambda dis- 
cusses the general -purpose supply which is uniquely 
suited to bench -type lab work; Geoffrey Walker of Hew- 
lett- Packard tells how SCR supplies can provide large 
amounts of fixed or slowly varying d.c. power; Fred 
Heath of Trio Labs explains why switching regulator 
supplies are so useful in applications requiring light 
weight and low heat dissipation -even if they are more 
expensive; while Paul Birman of Kepco discusses the 
use of operational amplifiers in the control of a.c. -d.c. 
power supplies, making it possible to control analog 
output by digital instructions. 

Hirsch Houck 
Lab Tests 

Stereo Headphones 

Which Computer - 
The Minicomputer? 

The increase in "audio pollution" in many locations has 
switched audiophiles from speakers to headphones in their 
desire for high -fidelity reproduction. This "survey" ana- 
lyzes the performance and features of thirty such units 
from twelve of the leading manufacturers. 

The second of three articles covering the different types of 
computers suitable for the technician /engineer. According 
to Rob Katz of Digital Equipment Corp., the minicomputer 
has many of the advantages of the programmable calcula- 
tor and the time -sharing computer -yet few of the disad- 
vantages of either. See why he thinks so. 

Interstellar 
Communications 

All attempts to pick up intelligent communications from 
the stars have failed thus far, but some scientists are still 
wondering about intelligent beings on other worlds and our 
ability to contact them. Read what is being done in field. 

All these and many more interesting and informative articles will be yours in 
the October issue of ELECTRONICS WORLD on sale September 21st. 
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NEW IR -18M solid -state 12 -speed 
chart recorder kit 

H 

_. 

NEW GR -371MX 25" square- corner 
solid -state color TV kit 

Y. 

NEW GD -29 microwave oven kit 

NEW IB -101 
solid -state 
15 MHz frequency 
counter kit 

win MIN v 
iht 

NEW IB-102 175 MHz 
i_ 

solid -state 
frequency 

- 
scaler kit 

11011B/ 
r 
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NEW 1M-105 solid -state 
VOM kit 

®/ . 
O v 

00 
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NEW 10 -102 solid -state 
5" scope kit 

Seven new Heathkit improvement ideas for home or shop 
N EW ! Heathkit 1R-18M 10" chart recorder kit provides 12 different 
chart speeds...instant pushbutton selection from 5 sec /in. to 200 
min /in. Digital logic delivers accuracy unobtainable with ordinary 
gear trains. Two input ranges permit accurate measurements from 
0 -1 & 0 -10 mV full scale. Hi -Z input minimizes loading. 3- terminal 
floating input. Light- operated modulator eliminates problems of a 
mechanical chopper... operates at 240 Hz to reduce 60 Hz noise. In- 
ternal temperature -stabilized reference voltage eliminates trouble- 
some reference battery. Coarse & Fine zero controls allow fast, 
accurate pen positioning. Other features: versatile pen holder that 
accepts virtually any writing instrument & hinged top for easy paper 
loading. For the best value going in a chart recorder, order your 
IR -18M now. Kit IR -18M, 15 lbs., 149.95* 

N EW! GR -371 MX 25" solid -state ultra -rectangular color TV. Check 
out the competition for standard features like these: 25" square cor- 
ner Matrix picture tube for the biggest, brightest, sharpest color pic- 
ture ever...high resolution circuitry plus adjustable video peaking 
...Automatic Fine Tuning...pushbutton channel advance..."Instant- 
On "...Automatic Chroma Control...factory assembled 3 -stage solid - 
state IF and VHF & UHF tuners for superior reception, even under 
marginal conditions... adjustable noise limiting & gated AGC...ad- 
justable tone control... hi -fi sound output to internal speaker or your 
hi -fi system. Plus your choice of installation in one of the three 
beautiful Heath cabinets or custom wall mounting capability. And 
the exclusive Heath self- service features let you do all normal ad- 
justment & servicing, saving hundreds of dollars in service costs. If 
you want the finest, this is it...order your 371MX now. Kit GR -371 MX, 
125 lbs. 579.95* 

N EW ! GD -29 microwave oven...the most modern way to prepare 
food. Cooks up to 70% faster with better vitamin retention. Cooks on 
glass, ceramics, even paper plates. low profile design fits under cup- 
boards easily, yet has one of the largest oven capacities in the indus- 
try. Operates anywhere on standard 120 VAC current. Kit includes 
specially prepared cookbook. Kit GD -29, 97 lbs. 379.95" 
Roll- around cart gives oven easy mobility, Model GDA -29-1, 24.95* 

N EW! IB -102 Scaler and IB -101 Frequency Counter combination 
give you frequency measurement capability to 175 MHz at low, low 
cost. IB -101 counts from 1 Hz to over 15 MHz. Hz /kHz ranges & over - 
range indicator let you make an 8 -digit measurement down to the 

last Hz in seconds. 5 -digit cold- cathode readout...extremely low in- 
put triggering...all solid -state with 26 ICs, 8 transistors. NEW IB -102 
Frequency Scaler can be used with virtually any counter on the 
market to extend your measurement capability well into the VHF 
range...at a price far below the cost of a 175 MHz counter. 10:1 and 
100:1 scaling ratios give resolution down to 10 Hz...1:1 ratio provides 
straight -thru counting for frequencies in range of counter. Exclusive 
Heath input circuit triggers at very low levels - at 100 MHz less than 

30 mV is needed. A handy Test switch gives a quick, accurate check 
of proper operation. All solid- state; fully regulated supplies; conven- 
ient carrying handle /tilt stand. Extend your frequency measurement 
capability now with these two new kits. Kit IB -101, 7 lbs.....199.95* 
Kit IB -102, 7 lbs. 99.95* 

NEW! 10 -102 solid -state 5" scope ideally suited for general purpose 
service & design work. Features wide DC -5 MHz response, 30 mV /cm 
sensitivity and 80 ns rise time. Switch -selected AC or DC coupling 
for greater versatility. Frequency- compensated 3- position attenu- 
ator. FET input provides hi -Z to minimize circuit loading. Recurrent, 
automatic -sync type sweep provides five ranges from 10 Hz to 500 
kHz with vernier. External horizontal and sync inputs are also pro- 
vided. One volt P -P output provides an accurate comparison voltage 
source. Additional features include a big 5" CRT with high visibility 
trace; 6x10 cm ruled graticule that can be replaced with a standard 
camera mount; solid -state zener -regulated supplies for extra display 
stability and 120/240 VAC operation. An excellent all- around scope 
that belongs on your bench now. Kit 10 -102, 29 lbs., 119.95* 

NEW! 1M -105 solid -state portable VOM...an extremely rugged, high- 
ly accurate, low cost meter for hundreds of applications. High impact 
Lexan * case and ruggedized diode & fuse protected taut -band meter 
movement will suffer extreme abuse and still maintain specifica- 
tions. 95° wide viewing area provides high resolution. 3% DC accu- 
racy; 4% AC accuracy; 3% DC current accuracy. Temperature 
compensated. 8 DCV ranges from 0.25 to 5000 V full scale 7 ACV 
ranges from 2.5 to 5000 V full scale...6 DC current ranges from 0.05 
mA to 10 A full scale -..5 ohms ranges from xl to x10k with center 
scale factor of 20...5 dB ranges from -10 to +50 dB. Other features 
include DC polarity reversal switch; front panel thumbwheel ohms 
zero; self- storing handle and fast, easy assembly. A lot of meter at a 
little cost... that's the new IM -105. Order yours now. Kit 1M -105, 7 
lbs., 47.95* 

See these kits at your local Heathkit Electronic Center ... or Send for Free Catalog 
CALIF.: Anaheim, 330 E. Ball Road; El Cerrito, 6000 Potrero Avenue; La Mesa, 8363 
Center Drive; Los Angeles, 2309 S. Flower St.; Redwood City, 2001 Middlefield Rd.; 
Woodland Hills, 22504 Ventura Blvd.; COLO.: Denver, 5940 W. 38th Ave.; GA.: At- 
lanta, 5285 Roswell Road; Ill.: Chicago, 3462 -66 W. Devon Ave.; Downers Grove, 
224 Ogden Ave.; MD.: Rockville, 5542 Nicholson Lane; MASS.: Wellesley, 165 Wor- 
cester St.; MICH.: Detroit, 18645 W. Eight Mile Rd.; MINN.: Hopkins, 101 Shady Oak 
Rd.; Mo.: St. Louis, 9296 Gravois Ave.; N.J.: Fair Lawn, 35 -07 Broadway (Rte. 4); 
N.Y.: Jericho, L.I., 15 Jericho Turnpike; New York, 35 W. 45th Street; OHIO: Cleve- 
land, 5444 Pearl Rd.; Woodlawn, 10133 Springfield Pike; PA.: Philadelphia, 6318 
Roosevelt Blvd.; Pittsburgh, 3482 William Penn Hwy.; TEXAS: Dallas, 2715 Ross 
Avenue; Houston, 3705 Westheimer; WASH.: Seattle, 2221 Third Ave.; WIS.: Mil- 
waukee, 5215 W. Fond du Lac. 

Retail Heathkit Electronic Center prices slightly higher to cover shipping, local 
stock, consultation and demonstration facilities. Local service also available 

whether you purchase locally or by factory mail order. 

HEATH COMPANY, Dept.1 5 9 
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022 

Enclosed is $ , plus shipping. 

Please send model (s) 

Please send FREE Heathkit Catalog. Please send Credit Application. 

Name 

Address 

City State lip 
Mail order prices; F.O.B. factory. 

Prices & specifications subject to change without notice. CL-411 
J 

a Schlumberger company 
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CUSTOM 
TAPE 

COMPONENTS 

Model 87. Compact, inexpensive, yet 
highly reliable two speed, two motor 
open reel tape transport ideally suited 
for most manual recording /playback ap- 
plications. Interlocked tape motion and 
record controls, pause and cue controls. 
Monaural or stereo head configurations. 
Available also three motor, electrically 
controlled series 230 tape transports. 

Broadcast quality transports for all NAB 
type endless loop tape cartridges. Three 
models manual, semi -automatic or 
automatic for broadcast, industrial or 
commercial applications. Single or dual 
speed, in monaural or stereo head con- 
figurations. 

Matching electronics for above. RP 84, 
professional solid state, monaural re- 
cord and playback preamplifier for tape 
transports with two or three heads. 
Selectable equalization from 1 -7/8 to 
15 ips. A -B monitor switch. Mixing of 
line and mike inputs. Bias synch provi- 
sion for multi -channel applications. 
Phone jack, VU meter, record light. 
30- 18,000 Hz ± 3dB at 7.5 ips. Also 
model PB -10 playback preamplifier and 
model PA94F, 8 watt playback ampli- 
fier. 

For free catalog and price information 
write 

PRODUCTS OF SOUND RESEARC . 

TELEXe 
.... a .. JUS CI,, SAO N 

9600 ALDRICH AVENUE SOUTH 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55420 

CIRCLE NO. 105 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 
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LETTERS 

LARGE D.C. MOTORS 
To the Editor: 

Regarding your January, 1971 arti- 
cle, "Speed Control for Large D.C. Mo- 
tors," I was amused by what you con- 
sider large, since the article covered 
fractional- horsepower motors. 

Our company manufactures rectifi- 
ers and related equipment for d.c. -mo- 
tor -driven power tools. One of our cur- 
rent models uses a variable autotrans- 
former which feeds into a full -wave 
bridge /filter circuit to supply variable 
d.c. voltages of from 0 to 170 volts at 15 
amps. Our equipment has been occa- 
sionally abused by construction work- 
ers who attach it to a.c. motors or use it 
for arc welding, which burns the car- 
bon brushes on the autotransformer 
and melts the copper wire contact sur- 
face, causing irreparable damage. 

We have developed and are now 
testing a solid -state d.c. motor speed 
control which eliminates the variable 
autotransformer. It uses a variation of 
phase -shift control, delivering at the 
output low -ripple, filtered direct cur- 
rent. Our prototype delivers 10 amps 
d.c. variable 5 to 120 volts and has an 
allowable maximum demand of 20 
amps for 10 seconds. 

Incidentally, we are currently devel- 
oping the circuit to handle large crane 
and mill motors -to the 500 horsepow- 
er range. 

EDWARD HECK, Chief Engineer 
Price b R u tzebeck 

Hayward, Cal. 
s s s 

HI -FI VOLUME EXPANDER 
To the Editor: 

I was glad to see the June, 1971 arti- 
cle by Richard Wilt on a "Low- Distor- 
tion Hi -Fi Volume Expander." I have 
been using a somewhat more sophisti- 
cated expander for a year now and it 
has added significantly to my listening 
pleasure. I would urge interested read- 
ers to try Mr. Wilt's unit. However, I 
beg to differ with the author on one 
point. 

He recommends placing the expan- 
der between the preamp and the pow- 
er amp. I have obtained better results 
with the unit in the tape monitor cir- 
cuit. 

If placed at the power -amp input, 
tone controls can influence the amount 
of expansion, leading to possible ampli- 
fier overload or blown -out speakers. 

Moreover, the expander placed at the 
preamp outputs is required to handle a 
wider voltage range, which could also 
create problems, depending on the ex- 
pander design. 

If placed in the tape monitor circuit, 
however, not only is there a narrower 
input voltage range to the expander, 
but the program source is the sole de- 
termining factor in the amount of ex- 
pansion -which is as it should be. 

With some systems, it may be neces- 
sary to add a monitor switch so that the 
expander can be used with all program 
sources and not just with a tape record- 
er, but this switch can be easily incor- 
porated into the expander chassis de- 
sign. 

FORREST C. GILMORE 
Valley Station, Kentucky 

* s * 

TURNTABLE TESTING 
To the Editor: 

We are interested in using the 
speed -test method referred to by Julian 
Hirsch in his June, 1971 article on "Au- 
tomatic Turntables." 

At present, we are using a similar 
system on all types of tape recorders. 
We have produced our own tapes of 
various types, using locally available 
professional tape transports, but we 
have not been able to produce or lo- 
cate a suitable frequency test record of 
the type he described. We would be 
most appreciative if you could advise 
us where such a record is available. 

W. H. GEARHART, JR. 
The Crestline Co. 

Corpus Christi, Texas 

The record Mr. Hirsch referred to is 
the CBS STR -100, available from CBS 
Labs, High Ridge Rd., Stamford, Conn. 
06906.- Editor 

DWELL /TACH 
To the Editor: 

In Jon Colt's May, 1971 article, "Dy- 
namic Dwell /Tachometer," instruc- 
tions for calibration of the dwell por- 
tion were omitted from the third -from- 
last paragraph on page 80. 

I would appreciate receiving this ad- 
ditional information. 

S. HALL 
Brooklyn, N.Y. 

After you have attached the power 
and ground leads appropriately under 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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the hood -while the engine is run- 
ning- temporarily attach the "to 
points" lead (See Fig. 2) to the car bat- 
tery's positive terminal. Then adjust R5 
for the appropriate dwell set for your 
car. (The readings indicated in the arti- 
cle are correct as is.) Just remember to 
remove the "to points" lead and attach 
it appropriately again after you have 
completed the dwell calibration mea- 
surements. 

JON COLT 
Tucker, Ga. 

V.T.V.M. BATTERY ELIMINATOR 
To the Editor: 

I would like to thank Mr. Warren G. 
Heller for his article "V.T.V.M. Battery 
Eliminator" in the April issue of ELEC- 
TRONICS WORLD (page 72). 

I built mine on a phenolic board and 
installed it inside the instrument hous- 
ing. For Dl and D2, I used IR's SD500- 
F diodes; for Cl, C2, C3, and C4, I used 
a 1000 -1.1.F, 15 -volt capacitor; for Q1 
and Q2, I used a GE -28 and a GE -20, 
respectively. 

It works like a champ in my Conar 
Model 211. 

THOMAS E. SHAFFER 
Dwight, Ill. 

* * * 

WAVESHAPING WITH LOGIC GATES 

To the Editor: 
I wish to take this opportunity to ac- 

knowledge the invaluable assistance of 
Mr. Gayle C. Russell of Texas Instru- 
ments, Inc., with my article "Wave - 
shaping With Logic Gates" which ap- 
peared in a recent issue of ELECTRON- 
ICS WORLD. Since Mr. Russell's work 
resulted in the final circuit forms and 
empirical data presented in the article, 
I feel his contribution should be recog- 
nized. 

JAMES E. MCALISTER 
West Helena, Ark. 

* * * 

SPECIAL SECTIONS 

Reprints of the seven "Special Sec- 
tions" listed below are still available at 
25c each from ELECTRONICS WORLD, 
One Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016 

"Computer Memories" 

"Linear IC's" 

"Solid -State Diodes" 

"Filters" 

"Cables & Connectors" 

"Linear IC's" 

"Power Supplies" 

October, 1970 

July, 1970 

July, 1969 

April, 1969 

October, 1968 

July, 1968 

April, 1968 

September, 1971 

r- Be Safe with DeltAlert 
The Proven Crimestopper 

Everyone knows crime is increasing steadily. In fact. statistics show that one out of 
every six homes will be victimized this year What can you do about it / The DeltAlert 
Ultrasonic Burglar Detection & Alarm System was developed to help protect you 
and your family. DeltAlert effectively monitors and blankets up to 300 sq. ft. of 
space, utilizing the sonar principle to pick up even the slightest motion. When 
DeltAlert is activated, horn and lights automatically begin operating. The loud ear - 
shattering blasts of the high intensity horn, coupled with light drives away even the 
boldest intruder. At home 
or work. protection 
begins with the 
DeltAlert Alarm and $69.95 
Detection System. 
It s maintenance 
free. and to 
install you _ 
simply plug 
it in. Order 
yours today 
and start 
enjoying the 
feeling that 
comes rt 
DeltAlert j 
protection. 

$24.95 

Here Are S Reasons to Put 
The Mark Ten B On flour Car 
The Mark Ten B CD System with exclusive VARI SPARK Circuitry will give you 
these substantial dollar saving advantages: 1) Eliminate 3 out of 4 tune -ups; 
2) Improve combustion, reduce contaminants; 3) Install in ten minutes; 4) Instant 

Superior Products 

start in all weather; 5) Dramatic increase in performance; 
6) Handy switch with redundant contacts for instant 

return to standard ignition; 7) Two -piece hous- 
ing with neoprene seals provides total ? dust and moisture 

protection; 8) Use 
on ANY 12 -volt, 

negative- ground 
o 

engine. Put the 
Mark Ten B on , i ° yourcartoday. 

It will pay for 
itself in dollars saved. 

Mark Ten B 
(12v neg only) Only $59.95 ppd 

At Sensible Prices Standard Mark Ten $44.95 ppd' 

MI III IMO III MN III OM ' 
Please send me literature immediately Enclosed is S 

Please send: - DeltAlert(s) @ $69.95 ppd. 
DeltaHorn(s) @ $24.95 ppd. 

_Mark Ten B @ $59.95 ppd. 

Standard Mark Ten (Assembled) @ $44 95 ppd 

6 Volt: Neg. Ground Only Positive Ground 
_ 12 Volt: Specify Negative Ground 

_Standard Mark Ten (Deltakit) @ $29 95 ppd. 
(12 Volt Positive Or Negative Ground Only) 

Car Year Make 

Name _ _ 

Address 

City /State 

Ship ppd. C.O.D 

1 
1 
1 

DELTA I 
Zip PRODUCTS, INC. 

P.O. Box 1147. Grand Junction. Colorado 81501. (303) 242 -9000 

MEN 1.11 1111 MOM IIMMIS 
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IS YOUR 
PREAMPLIFIER 
AS GOOD AS 
YOUR EARS ? 

Your first preamplifier was probably 
a kit or prebuilt economy model with 
minimum quality and just the basic fea- 
tures. Since then you no doubt have be- 
come more discerning and can hear more 
music than your old preamp "lets 
through ". Perhaps it is hindering the 
development of your music appreciation? 

We suggest that you consider the new 
Crown IC150 control center for signif- 
icantly increased enjoyment. For example, 
does the loudness control on your present 
unit really do much? The IC150 provides 
beautifully natural compensation whatever 
the volume. Similarly, your tone controls 
may give inaccurate effects, while the 
IC150 has new "natural contour" ex- 
ponential equalizers for correct com- 
pensation at low settings. Is your preamp 
plagued with turn -on thump and switching 
pops? Crown's IC150 is almost silent. 
The three -year parts and labor warranty 
is based upon totally new op -amp circuit- 
ry, not just a converted tube design. 

Most dramatic of all is the IC150 
phono preamp. No other preamplifier, 
regardless its price, can give you disc - 

to -tape recordings so free of distortion, 
hum or noise, and so perfect in transient 
response. It also has adjustable gain 
controls to match the exact output of 
your cartridge. 

These are some of the refinements 
which make the IC150 competitive with 
$400 units, although you can own it for 
just $269. Only a live demonstration 
can tell you whether you are ready to 
graduate- to the IC150 and explore new 
horizons in music appreciation. May we 
send you detailed product literature today? 

Ask your dealer also about Crown's new 
companion D150 power amplifier, which delivers 
150 watts RMS output at 8 ohms (150 watts per 
channel at 4 ohms). No amp in this power range - 

however expensive - has better frequency response 
or lower hum, noise or distortion. It offers per- 
formance equal to the famous DC300, but at 

medium power and price. It's worth listening into! 

=0147m/A/mrSO 
BOX 1000, ELKHART. INDIANA. 46514, U.S.A. 
CIRCLE NO. 135 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 

Diode 
Quiz 

By WESLEY A. VINCENT 
Electronic Engineer, Motorola Inc. 
Government Electronics Division 

Here's a chance to determine your 
"diode quotient" by taking this test. 

EST y -Air ability to recognize different diode character- 
. istics. Match the I -V curve or other distinguishing char- 

acteristic shown in the figure with the correct diode hype 
listed below. Answers, with a brief description of each 
diode, are printed upside -down below. 
1. Zeser diode ( 5. "P -i -n" diode ( 1 

2. Rectifier diode ( ) 6. Step -recovery diode ( 1 

3. Varactor diode I ) 7. Photodiode ( ) 

4. "P- n -p -n'' diode ( 1 8. Tunnel diode ( 

9. Schottky -barrier diode ( ) 
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HI-FI PRODUCT REPORT 
EMT LAB TESTED 

Wharfedale W -35 Speaker System by Hirsch -Houck Labs Pickering V -15 Phase IV Stereo Cartridge 

Wharfedale W -35 Speaker System 
For copy of manufacturer's brochure, 
circle No. 1 on Reader Service Page. 

TI IE Wharfedale W -35 is a compact, low- priced speaker 
system, whose shape and size provide more than usual 

versatility in mounting and room placement. 
Basically, the W -35 is housed in a square -format oiled - 

walnut cabinet, 15" on a side and 8" deep. Weighing only 
161/2 pounds, it can be installed on any bookshelf where its 
depth can be used to advantage. Of course, it is equally 
adaptable to placement on almost any cabinet or table, or 
even on the floor. 

The rear edges of the cabinet are sliced off at 45- degree 
angles so that the W -35 can be installed snugly in any cor- 
ner. An optional mounting bracket (the Model B -66) is 
available for wall mounting in a corner. 
The speaker grille is about 14" from isr 

the corner when so mounted. Aside 
from esthetic considerations, corner 
mounting improves the bass response 
of any speaker and the effective high - 
frequency dispersion is improved be- 
cause the listener is always within 45 
degrees of the speaker axis. 

The W -35 is a three -way, 8 -ohm sys- 
tem in a fully sealed enclosure. It uses 
an 8" woofer, a 31/4" mid -range speak- 
er, and a 21/2" tweeter. Shallow, curvi- 

.' linear cones are used on the latter two 
drivers for improved dispersion. Sepa- 
rate level controls are provided for the 
two higher frequency speakers. The 
crossover network, whose frequencies 
are not specified, has 12 dB /octave 
slopes. 

Our frequency- response measure- 
ments, in which we tried various com- 
binations of level- control settings, sug- 
September, 1971 

5 
+ 
o 

Bested that the woofer /mid -range crossover takes place at 
about 800 Hz, while the transition to the tweeter occurs at 
about 2500 Hz. The controls have considerable range and 
permit tailoring the over -all response of the system to suit 
the room environment, mounting position, or personal 
taste. 

With all level controls at maximum, the W -35 has a very 
uniform frequency response, with no significant peaks or 
holes. It was within ±3 dB from 57 Hz to 13 kHz, and 
within ±2 dB from 450 Hz to 10 kHz. The high -frequency 
dispersion was fairly good, but we feel that corner mount- 
ing could be used to good advantage to cover all parts of 
the listening area with the full frequency range of the 
speaker. 

The tone -burst response of the W -35 was generally good, 
with no tendency to ring or generate spurious frequencies. 
However, 2 or 3 cycles were required for the burst output 
to build up to its final output level or to decay fully, suggest- 
ing a slightly over -damped system. 

The low -frequency distortion at a 1 -watt drive level was 
low above 60 Hz, rising to 5% at 50 Hz and 10% at 40 Hz. 
This was measured with center -wall mounting; some im- 
provement could be expected with corner mounting. In- 
creasing the drive to 10 watts caused a considerable in- 
crease in low -frequency harmonic distortion, to 5% at 85 
Hz and 10% at 57 Hz. This is in contrast to many other 
speakers whose distortion rises only slightly with increased 
power, at frequencies above their "break point." Fortu- 
nately, the W -35 is quite efficient in comparison to most 
other speakers of similar size or price -about 3 to 6 dB 
more efficient over most of its frequency range. This means 
that it can produce a strong, clean output with moderate 
drive levels and should never require undue "pushing" to 
develop a more-than.-adequate listening level. 

The electrical impedance of the W -35 varied over rather 
wide limits, reaching its maximum of 25 ohms at the bass 
system resonance of 70 Hz, and with another broad maxi- 

I MUMI I , 1 í 
[ r p¡ 9 

1 WHARFEDALE W -35 SPEAKER SYSTEM- COMPOSITE, SMOOTHED, AND 
CORRECTED FREQUENCY RESPONSE - AVERAGE 8 MICROPHONES -BOTH 
CONTROLS MAX. ..:.. 
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mum of 18 ohms at about 800 Hz. The minimum imped- 
ance of 4.5 ohms occurred at about 10 kHz. 

How does the W -35 sound? Very good indeed, although 
some care is needed in adjusting its level controls for prop- 
er balance. We found maximum high- frequency level and 
about 2/3 mid -range level to be the best in our somewhat 
"live" listening room. In the "live vs recorded" listening 
test, using a specially prepared tape and reference speaker 
system, the W -35 acquitted itself admirably. The highs 
were almost perfect, although the reproduction of wire 
brush and cymbal sounds gave evidence of diminished out- 

put above about 10 kHz (which also showed up in our fre- 
quency- response measurements). Most of the mid -range 
was reproduced faithfully, with a slight coloration of the 
lower middles. Over -all, the balance was excellent, with the 
system sounding neither bassy nor over -bright. Although 
the small size and physical design of the W -35 allows it to 
be installed unobtrusively in a small den, its sound is per- 
fectly suited -both in magnitude and quality -in any living 
room. 

The Wharfedale W -35 carries a list price of $82.00, with a 
suggested "minimum resale" price of $69.75. 

Pickering V -15 Phase IV Stereo Cartridge 
For copy of manufacturer's broch u re. 
circle No. 2 on Reader Service Page. 

PICKERING's XV -15 series of stereo phono cartridges, 
with its unusually wide choice of styli having different 

sizes, shapes, and tracking -force requirements, has been 
further augmented by the new V -15 Phase IV cartridge. 

The V -15 Phase IV series, which includes four models, is 
basically quite similar to the XV -15 design. The most obvi- 
ous external change is in the mounting system, which fea- 
tures a "keystone" mounting adapter. This is a plastic plate 
which can be installed in many tonearm shells separately 
from the cartridge. Then the cartridge slides into the "key- 
stone" grooves and locks into place when pushed fully for- 
ward. Cartridge removal requires only pressing on the 
front of the clip and sliding the cartridge to the rear, with- 
out removing any screws or disturbing the position of the 
mount in the arm. 
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The removable, stylus assembly has the same "V- Guard" 
design used in the other Pickering cartridges and can be 
pulled out or inserted in an instant without the use of tools. 
It carries the "Dustamatic" brush, a soft hinged brush that 
rides on the record surface just ahead of the stylus and ef- 
fectively removes surface dust and lint from the record as it 
is played. The brush weighs one gram and allowance is 
made for this by setting the arm tracking force one gram 
higher than the rated tracking force after it has been bal- 
anced. 

At this time, the Phase IV series includes the AME, a 0.3 
X 0.8 -mil elliptical stylus tracking at 11/4 grams; the AM, a 
0.7 -mil spherical stylus tracking at 2 grams; the ATE, a 0.4 
X 0.8 -mil elliptical stylus for 3 -gram operation in automatic 
turntables; and the AT, which is similarly rated but has a 
0.7 -mil spherical stylus. Two accessory styli are also availa- 
ble (and the ease of changing them makes their use entirely 
practical). These are the 4510, a 1.0 -mil spherical stylus for 
playing LP mono records and the 4527, a 2.7 -mil spherical 
stylus for old 78 r /min records. Their rated ranges of track- 
ing force are 2 -5 and 3 -7 grams, respectively. 

For this report, we tested the V -15 Phase IV ATE in- 
stalled in a Garrard Zero 100 automatic turntable arm. A 
stylus force of 3 grams was required for optimum tracking 
of very high level low- frequency and middle- frequency sig- 
nals. The output from the 3.54 cm /s bands of the CBS 
STR100 record was about 8.9 millivolts. This is somewhat 
higher than the value that is indicated in the manufactur- 
er's specifications. 

The output of the V -15 Phase IV ATE was quite uniform, 
within ±1.5 dB up to about 15 kHz and fell off rapidly at 
higher frequencies. Stereo channel separation was good, 
better than 30 dB at mid -frequencies and between 10 and 
13 dB from 10 kHz upward. 

IM distortion was satisfactory up to stylus velocities of 
about 18 cm /s, increasing rapidly above that point. Increas- 
ing the tracking force to 4 grams (the maximum recom- 
mended value) reduced the high -level IM distortion slight- 
ly, but not enough to warrant the higher force. Hum shield- 
ing was fair (as compared to other cartridges we have test- 
ed) and no problems from induced hum are likely to occur. 

The 1000 -Hz square -wave response from the CBS 
STR110 record was very good. In fact, 
the only significant departure from 
ideal shape was a single cycle of low - 
level ringing. 

The V -15 Phase IV ATE had a good 
listening quality, without any obvious 
coloration or audible distortion. Its 3- 
gram tracking force is compatible with 
the requirements of most low- priced 
automatic turntable arms. The 0.4 X 
0.8 -mil stylus shape is relatively "mild" 
as elliptical styli go, and should not pro- 
duce undue record wear at the rated 
force. 

sk 10k 20k Price of the Pickering V -15 Phase IV 
ATE is $39.95. 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 

PICKERING XV -15 PHASE= ATE 
LEFT CHANNEL 

RECORD:CBS STRIOO 
FORCE: 3 GRAMS 
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THE SANSUI QS -1 

QUADPHONIC SYNTHESIZER' 

4- CHANNEL SOUND FROM ANY 2- CHANNEL SOURCE 
Senses and recovers the ambient information 

hidden in your stereo discs, tapes and broadcasts 

After having discovered that the ambient components of the original total sound 
field are already contained in hidden form, in conventional stereo records, tapes 
and broadcasts, Sansui engineers developed a method for sensing and 

2 cn inout - 
recovering them. These subtle shifts and modulations, if re- introduced, sans 

breathtakingly recreate the total of the original sound as it existed in the R mat. 
do 

recording or broadcast studio. Ph.,, 

The heart of the Sansui Quadphonic Synthesizer'` is a combination of a unique """" 
reproducing matrix and a phase modulator. The matrix analyzes the 2-channel 
information to obtain separate direct and indirect components, then redistributes Phase modulated signals - 

these signals into a sound field consisting of four distinct sources. 
This type of phase modulation of the indirect components, applied to the additional 

speakers, adds another important element. It sets up a complex phase interference fringe in the 
listening room that duplicates the multiple indirect -wave effects of the original field. The result is 
parallel to what would be obtaind by using an infinite number of microphones in the studio (Ml through 
Mn in the accompanying illustration) and reproducing them through a corresponding number 
of channels and speakers. 

A 

September, 1971 

)F.L IF R 
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The startling, multidimensional effect goes beyond the four discrete sources used in conventional 
4- channel stereo, -ctually enhancing the sense of spatial distribution and dramatically expanding the 

dynamic range. 41so, the effect is evident anywhere in the listening room, not just in a limited area 
at the ce-ter. And that is exactly the effect obtained with live music! This phenomenon is one 

of the true tests of the Quadphonic system. 

The Sansui Quac )honic Synthesizer QS -1 has been the talk of the recent high -fidelity shows at which 
it has been demcnstrated throughout the country. You have to hear it yourself to believe it. And you 

can do t at now at your Sansui dealer. Discover that you can hear four channels plus, today, 
with your present records and present stereo broadcasts. $199.95. 

Saj,s-ut2 

Patents Pending 

SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORP. 
Woodside, New York Gardena, California 

SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., LTD., Tokyo, Japan Frankfurt a M., West Germany 
Electronic Distributors (Canada), British Columbia 
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FIVE VITAL COMPONENTS 
FOR KNOWLEDGE ...FOR PROFIT... FOR SHEER MUSIC 

AND ELECTRONICS ENJOYMENT! 

OUT -OF -PRINT 

NO LONGER 
AVAILABLE 

1971 STEREO /HI -FI DIRECTORY 
The complete guide to everything you need for your home music system. Everything available from 
all the manufacturers: amplifiers tuners receivers chargers tape machines -cartridge, 
cassette and reel -to -reel speakers cabinets compact hi -fi systems cartridges, arms, 
accessories. Picture- crammed pages and complete, accurate, reliable facts on every piece of 
equipment including full technical specifications, model numbers, dimensions, special features, 
optional accessories, manufacturers prices. If you intend to buy just one new piece of equipment 
this year getting hold of the 1971 Stereo /Hi -Fi Directory is your most important 
first step. 

1971 TAPE RECORDER ANNUAL 
The experts guide to getting the best use and pleasure from your tape recorder. What's 

available and how to choose what's best for you! WHAT TO BUY: reel -to -reel recorders. 4 and 
8 track cartridge players, cassettes; HOW TO USE IT: taping off the air, tape editing, using 

test tapes; TAPE TACTICS: tape recorder maintenance, replacing your tape 
heads, using an oscilloscope - PLUS a complete Directory of Manufacturers 
Glossary of Tape Recorder Terminology fact filled Tape Recorder Directory 

covering Video tape recorders Recorders, players, transports Combination 
Music Center" Machines Raw tape Tape accessories Microphones -PLUS 

a round -up of the best pre- recorded tapes of the year! 

I( YK(1Jlt 1 . 
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1971 ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK - SPRING EDITION 
20 electronics construction projects in the Spring 1971 Electronic Experimenter's Handbook. All lab - 
tested by the Editors, with parts list, easy "How- To- Do -It, How -It- Works" instructions -many with actual 
size PC foil patterns! Experimenter's Laser Ten -Watt PA Amplifier A Pair Of Loaded Dice Auto- 
matic Vehicle Burglar Alarm "No- Fooling" Fence Alarm The Thumpa -Thumpa 
Box Electric Aquarium Heater Beginner's Signal Generator Plus 12 others 
and these informative features: Caution -Laser ... Rally Round The Reflex ... 
Engineering Level Opportunities For You ... Strange Power of Air Ions. 

1972 ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK - WINTER EDITION 
Join in this big semi -annual projects festival! You'll get 33 electronics construction projects, each one 

lab tested by the editors, complete with parts list, easy "how- to- do -it, how -it- works" instructions, 
and many with actual size PC foil patterns and I. C. diagrams! Build these brain- busters for home and 

car, for experience, for fun -The Frisky Four Speaker System Autocratic Lightning Protector Super 
Flash Remote Camera Shutter Release Design Your Own Printed Circuits Laser Beam 

Communicator Modify Your Electric Guitar Sound Electronic Overload Protection Electronic 
Combination Ignition Lock Build A Low -Cost Relay Photocell Motor 

Control Demonstrator Wire Music Super Substitution Box -Plus 20 More. 
CÖMMIIiiCATIOAIS 
HANDBOOK 1971 

1971 COMMUNICATIONS HANDBOOK 

1972 

ELECTRONIC 
EXPERIMENTER'S 

HANDBOOK 

Here's everything you want to know -need tc know -about Citizens Band, Amateur Radio, Short Wave Listening. 
It's the world's most complete guide to communications. Fact -packed pages for the CB, SWL and HAM. 
Equipment buyers guide -photos -tables- charts -getting a 'tense- ideas -tips -PLUS a special bonus listing of 
frequencies for all channels used by police, sheriff, fire and other public safety agencies in all states and 
territories and 249 cities across the country. 

BACK ISSUES AVAILABLE! 
If you've missed any of these previously 
published Annuals, a wide selection is still 
available. To place your order, circle the 
corresponding numbers on the coupon on this 
page. 

Tape Recorder Annual: 1969 #81, 1970 #99. 
Stereo Hi -Fi Directory: 1969 x82. 
Communications Handbook: 1968 #53, 1969 
#86, 1970 *10. 
Electronic Experimenter's Handbook: 1968 - 
Spring #84, 1970 -Winter x97, 1970 - 
Spring *14, 1971 -Winter x33. 1971- 
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USE THIS COUPON TO ORDER YOUR COPIES TODAY! 
ZIFF-DAVIS SERVICE DIVISION Dept. W 595 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10012 

Please send me the Annuals I've checked below: E W -971 

1971 Tape Recorder Annual, $1.50 L] 1971 Electronic Experimenter's Handbook- Spring, $1.50 

1972 Electronic Experimenter's Handbook- Winter, $1.25 1971 Communications Handbook, $1.50 
Also I have circled the numbers below of the additional Annuals I wish to receive: 

$1.25 53 82 84 S1.35 10 81 86 97 99 $1.50 14 33 ch ch 
I am enclosing a total of $ for the Annuals ordered above. I've enclosed an additional 
35c per copy for postage and handling. (For orders outside the U.S.A. all Annuals are $2.50 per copy, 
postpaid.) 

print name 

address 

city state zip 

PAiMENT MUST BE EVCLOSED WITH ORDER 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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NEWS 
HIGHLIGHTS 

Mariner 9 On Its Way to Mars 

Mariner 9, on its 161 -day cruise to Mars, had its trajectory slightly altered on June 4 to carry it close 

enough to the planet so that it could be injected into Martian orbit. If this correction had not been made, the 

satellite would have flown past Mars approximately 16,000 miles above the surface. It was deliberately aimed 
at this point to insure that it would not impact Mars. With the June 4 correction, the new flight path will 
cause the satellite to skim past Mars at approximately 1000 miles from the surface. A second, mid -course 

maneuver, if necessary, is planned for around October 24. Finally, a 14- minute burn of the on -board rocket 
engine on November 13 will insert the spacecraft into an orbit about Mars with a low point of 750 miles and a 

high point of 10,000 miles. Mariner 9 is planned to return scientific data on the atmosphere and surface and 

5000 to 6000 photographs for at least 90 days while orbiting Mars. When the satellite arrives at Mars on 

November 13, the planet will be 75.5 million miles from earth. Our spacecraft's arcing trajectory will have 

covered 247 million miles. 

HEP Program Expanded 

One hundred and sixty -seven new device types have been added to Motorola's HEP semiconductor line. 
This now makes HEP one of the broadest semiconductor lines available to serve the radio /TV and industrial 
maintenance, repair, and operations markets. The line now totals 470 devices including mounting hardware 
and accessories which actually substitute for nearly 32,000 individual semiconductors. To locate replace- 

ments for any semiconductors, including foreign ones, write Jack Jaques, HEP Technical Manager, Motorola 
Semiconductor Products Inc., 8201 E. McDowell Rd., Scottsdale, Ariz. 85251. 

E -V and Scheiber Join Forces 

No Hands 

Lawrence LeKashman, president of Electro- Voice, and Peter Scheiber, president of Audiodata Company, 
jointly announced that the two have reached an agreement in principle to cooperate in the area of four -chan- 

nel matrixing systems for broadcasting, recording, and home -entertainment equipment. The companies have 

pooled their efforts in seeking encoding standards in the industry based on the E -V system. The agreement 

will also include co- patent protection and probably manufacture of equipment using developments from both 
firms. Scheiber was one of the first to develop a four- channel matrixing system. At least this is the start 
toward industry standardization. 

Next time you're walking by a street telephone booth and notice a caller without a telephone handset 
tucked by his ear and apparently talking to himself, don't be surprised. He's okay, and so is the telephone. 
The caller is probably using a new coin booth called a "hands -free' model, which will soon undergo Bell 
System field trials. A microphone in the booth picks up any voice transmissions and a loudspeaker mounted 
in the booth, behind walls specially designed for acoustical balance, is used as a receiver. Should the caller 
forget to press the "off" button, an automatic timer will disconnect the call after a few seconds. 

New ATC System for New York Area 

September, 1971 

As an outgrowth of the FAA's study of near mid -air collisions during 1968, a new system of air traffic 
control is scheduled to be implemented in the New York area early this fall. It will be shaped something like 
a giant three -stemmed mushroom, rising 7000 feet in the air, with the three stems, or columns, anchored at 
Newark, LaGuardia, and Kennedy airports. The radii of the columns would range from four miles at Newark 
to six at LaGuardia to eight at JFK. The main body would extend outward on a radius of 20 miles from each 

airport to form three concentric circles, giving the mushroom its shape. Although the top would be a flat 
7000 feet, the base would vary from ground level inside the columns to 1500 feet in the area immediately 
around the columns (1800 feet north of Newark) to 3000 feet farther out -with the exception of the area over 
Grumman- Bethpage, Renabia . and Zahn.% airports on Long Island where it would rise to 4000 feet, and the 
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area south of JFK where it would remain at 1500 feet. This configuration would permit uncontrolled aircraft 
operating under visual flight rules (VFR) to fly underneath the TCA and between the columns, if necessary, 
when arriving or departing one of the nearby general- aviation airports. 

The Columbia Stereo /Quadraphonic Record 

CBS Records and the Sony Records Division of Sony Corp. (Japan) have jointly announced the development 
of a complete quadraphonic disc system. A supposedly major electronic breakthrough developed by CBS Labs 
under commission from Columbia Records, the system permits four channels of sound to be reproduced from 
a two -track source. To produce a quadraphonic disc, four channels of a master tape are passed through an 
encoder which preserves undiluted signals of the two front channels and, according to the announcement, 
produces two additional circular modulations on the disc which correspond to the back channels. Since a 
phono stylus can record or reproduce in only two modes -vertical and lateral -the quoted "circular modula- 
tion" seems to be confusing. It would appear that the system is not really very different from the Len 
Feldman Electro -Voice matrixing /decoding design. The only difference would probably occur in the value of 
level and phase shift parameters. Although CBS plans to release 50 titles in quadraphonic sound by year -end, 
we think it would be to the industry's advantage to first set specific standards. 

A single National Service Organization? 

The following Joint Resolution was passed by NATESA and NEA in Dallas last February and is now 
subject to adoption by the respective Houses of Delegates of the two groups: "Since the National Electronics 
Association (NEA) and the National Alliance of Television and Electronic Service Associations (NATESA) are 
continually confronted by problems affecting their livelihood and even their very existence, the two national 
service associations have enjoyed an increasing spirit of cooperation in recent months in matters of mutual 
interest to both groups, and since the general aims and goals of NATF,SA and NEA are quite similar- there- 
fore the two national service associations pledge a full spirit of cooperation in joint endeavors and that 
concrete steps shall be taken to achieve a better understanding and more harmonious relationship between 
our groups and within our industry." At least they are working together to solve mutual problems. 

Did You Know That? 

Allied Radio Shack will open its 1000th store in July, according to Lewis F. Kornfeld, president of the 
giant consumer electronic store chain. Present plans call for a total of 1500 stores by 1973 and increased 
company -owned manufacturing facilities to keep pace with this rapid growth . . . the Western Electronic 
Show and Convention (WESCON) will be held August 24 through 27 at Brooks Hall /Civic Auditorium in San 
Francisco I afayette Radio Electronics is opening its third store in Columbus, Ohio -its 46th fully owned 
hi -fi and electronics center . . . Steam -powered transit buses with low -pollution engines will be running in 

California this year. Thanks to a $409,448 federal grant and local contributions of $204,724, three different 
steam engine systems are now being built and installed in three transit buses to be operated by public transit 
companies in Oakland, San Francisco, and Los Angeles. The project is to prove that a low level of air 
polution from transport vehicles is possible. (What ever happened to electric vehicles ?) . . . 1970 was the 
safest year in air transport history, with a fatality rate of 0.001. Airline passengers had a 99.999999 percent 
chance of completing their flight safely. 

Congratulations! 
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"Man of the Year" Hank Russell (president, Russell Industries) was awarded the AEM plaque for substan- 
tial contributions to the growth and well -being of our industry and for dedicated service to the Association of 
Electronic Manufacturers (AEM Eastern) . . . Dr. Norman Hilberry was recently named an Honorary Mem- 

ber of the Western Society of Engineers by virtue of his distinguished career in nuclear science and engineer- 
ing. He was part of the organization which first achieved a self -sustained, controlled nuclear chain reaction on 

Dec. 2, 1942, and was instrumental in formulating proposals which led to the establishment of the Atomic 
Energy Commission and the creation of Oak Ridge, Brookhaven, and Argonne National Laboratories. The 
Society elects no more than two honorary members in any given year . . . RCA's chief executive, Robert W. 

Sarnoff, frequently cited for his contributions to civic and charitable organizations, has now been awarded the 
honorary degree of Doctor of Public Service by Temple University (Philadelphia) . . . "Tiger of the Year" 
Francis "Mac" McAllister (vice president, Newark Electronics) received the coveted citation from the Electron- 
ic Industry Young Tigers this year. Equivalent to the Oscar in the electronics industry, the award is presented 
in recognition of an outstanding career in electronics distribution. 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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Electro iìics \Voii ti 
READER SERVICE PAGE 
FREE 
INFORMATION 
SERVICE, Here's an easy and convenient way for 

and to get additional information 
about products advertised or mentioned 

editorially (if it has a "Reader Service Number ") 
in this issue. Just follow the directions below... 
and the material will be sent to you promptly 

% free of charge. 

On coupon below, circle 
the number(s) that 
correspond(s) to the key 

number(s) at the bottom or 
next to the advertisement or 
editorial mention that is of 
interest to you. (Key numbers 
for advertised products also 
appear in the Advertisers' 
Index.) Print or type your 
name and address on the 
lines indicated. 

2 Cut out the 
coupon and 
mail it to: 

Electronics World, 
P.O. Box 7842, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
19101 

NOTE u 
If you want to write to the 
editors of ELECTRONICS 
WORLD about an article on 
any subject that does not 
have a key number, write to 
ELECTRONICS WORLD, 
One Park Avenue, New York, 
N.Y. 10016. Inquiries con- 
cerning circulation and sub- 
scriptions should be sent to 
ELECTRONICS WORLD, 
P.O. Box 1093, 
Flushing, N.Y. 11352 

September, 1971 
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NOW train at home with NRI to be 
a Computer or Digital Technician 
no other program is so complete 
in digital logic, computer 

operation and 
programming. 

ANOTHER 

FIRST 
Your own digital computer 

included at no extra cost 
This may very well be the most 
unique educational aid ever 
developed for home training - 
a real digital computer you build 
yourself and use to learn 

organization, operation, 
trouble shooting and programming. 

This remarkable training aid 
performs the same functions 
as bigger commercial 
computers. One of ten 
training kits you receive in 
the new NRI Complete 
Computer Electronics course. 

16 ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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NRI FIRSTS make learning Electronics fast and 
fascinating -give you priceless confidence 

FIRSTto give you Color TV training equipment engineered 
specifically for education -built to fit NRI instructional material, 
not a do- it- yourself hobby kit. The end product is a superb Color 
TV receiver that will give you and your family years of pleasure. 
You "open up and explore" the functions of each color circuit as 
you build. 

FIRST. give you true -to -life experiences as a Communications 
Technician. Every fascinating step you take in NRI Communica- 
tions training, including circuit analysis of your own 25 -watt, 
phone /cw transmitter, is engineered to help you prove theory and 
later apply it on the job. Studio equipment operation and trouble 
shooting become a matter of easily remembered logic. 

There is so much to tell you about this latest "first" 
in home training from NRI, you must fill in and mail 
the postage -free card today to get the full story of 
the Complete Computer Electronics course and the 
amazing digital computer you build and use as 
you learn. 

Planned from the start to include specially de- 
signed training equipment in the pioneering NRI 
tradition, this exceptional new course succeeds in 
combining kits with NRI "bite- sized" texts to give 
you an easy -to- understand educational package. 
But, unlike other home training, this is not a general 
electronics course. Lessons have been specifically 
written to stress computer repair. You perform a 
hundred experiments, you build hundreds of circuits. 
Included are over 50 modern, dual -in -line TTL inte- 
grated circuits you use in the construction of your 
computer. You use professional test equipment. In 
addition to your digital computer, you build and use 
your own solid -state voltohmmeter and oscilloscope. 
Because you work with your hands as well as your 
head, your training is as much fun as it is education. 

Train with the leader -NRI 
As it has in other fields of home -study Electronics 
training, NRI has taken the leadership in computer 
training because the "Computer Age" continues to 
leap ahead. Qualified men are urgently needed, not 
only as digital technicians and field service repre- 
sentatives, but also for work on data acquisition 
systems in such fascinating fields as telemetry, mete- 
orology and pollution control. Office equipment and 
test instruments also demand the skills of the digital 
technician. Like other NRI courses, this exciting 
new program can give you the priceless confidence 
you seek to walk into a technician's job and know 
just what to do and how to do it. Mail the postage - 
free card for the FREE NRI Catalog. No obligation. 
No salesman will call. NATIONAL RADIO INSTI- 
TUTE, Washington, D.C. 20016. 

GET FACTS ABOUT GI BILL 
If you have served since January 31, 1955, or are in service 
now, check GI line on postage -free card or in coupon. 

FIRSTto give you completely specialized training kits engi- 
neered for business, industrial and military Electronics Technol- 
ogy. Shown is your own training center in solid -state motor control 
and analog computer servo- mechanisms. Telemetering circuits, 
solid -state multivibrators and the latest types of integrated cir- 
cuits are included in your course. 

September, 1971 

If postcard has been used, mail this coupon 

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE 
Washington. D.C. 20016 2 091 

Please send me your FREE NRI CATALOG with details 
about new Complete Computer Electronics training. 

Name Age 

Address 

City State Zip 
Check here for facts on GI Bill 

ACCREDITED MEMBER NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL 

J 
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Measurably 
Better! 

MICRONTA' MULTITESTERS 
Sold Only by Allied Radio Shack 

2Q95 v 
#22.152 

100,000 Ohms /Volt! 
27 Ranges! 4" Mirror 
Scale, Protected Against 
Burnout! 

1995 
=22 009 

30,000 Ohms /Volt! 26 
Ranges! 33/e" Scale, 1% 

Re sistors. 

1595 t 22022 

20,000 Ohms /Volt! 28 
Ranges! Mirror Scale, 1% 
Resistors. 

Factory wired VOM's (batteries & leads included!) at 
"kit" prices! See 'em at our 1000 stores. Find us, in 
almost every town and city, in the phone book. Or we'll 
ship anywhere in the USA postpaid.* 

FREE! 

Electronics 
Catalog 

Add stet L Lout rues d Aoohc.Et when You 

2725 W. 7th St. Fort Worth, Texas 76107 
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BOOKS 

"SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES AND CIRCUITS" by Charles 
L. Alley & Kenneth W. Atwood. Published by John Wiley & 
Sons, Inc., New York. 485 pages. Price $11.95. 

This volume is an outgrowth of a course given by the 
authors at the Technical Institute, Division of Continuing 
Education, University of Utah and is presented at the junior 
college or technical institute level. It is designed to bridge 
the gap between theoretical knowledge and practical de- 
sign experience. Although calculus would be useful, those 
understanding trig and algebra can handle this material. 

The text is divided into 16 chapters dealing with circuit 
basics, semiconductors, junction diodes, junction transistors, 
common -emitter amplifiers, devices with high input im- 
pedance, RC- coupled amplifiers, transformer- coupled am- 
plifiers, small -signal tuned amplifiers, direct -coupled ampli- 
fiers, multistage amplifiers, power amps, negative feed- 
back, IC's, power supplies, and pulse and digital circuits. A 
useful appendix lists semiconductor device characteristics. 

* 

"TRANSISTOR SUBSTITUTION HANDBOOK" compiled and 
published by Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., Indianapolis. 
160 pages. Price $2.25. Soft cover. 

This is an eleventh edition of this handy manual and, as in 
previous editions, the substitutions have been computer -se- 
lected for nearest match of electrical and physical parame- 
ters. 

Representative types of American, European, and Japa- 
nese transistors are included. A second section of the hand- 
book provides pertinent data on general -purpose replace- 
ment transistors including the manufacturer, polarity, ma- 
terial, and recommended applications. 

"HANDBOOK OF MAGNETIC RECORDING" by Finn Jorgen- 
sen. Published by Tab Books, Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 186 
pages. Price $7.95. 

While this volume covers all types of magnetic recording 
and recorders (audio, video, and computer), most of our 
readers will find the material as applied to audio recorders 
of greatest interest. 

The first three chapters are general and cover magnetic 
recording and playback, the tape recorder, and the trans- 
port. The balance of the text covers magnetic heads and 
tapes, amplifiers and equalization, the selection of tapes 
and accessories, applications and proper use of tape record- 
ers, care and maintenance, specialized techniques, and 
measurements and standards. The text material is appropri- 
ately illustrated by photographs, line drawings, graphs, and 
tables. 

* * * 

"A CASEBOOK OF BASIC CIRCUITS FOR ELECTRONICS IN- 
STRUMENTATION" edited by George C. Stanley, Jr. Pub- 
lished by Rinehart Press, San Francisco. 212 pages. 

The editor is Product Training Manager for Hewlett - 

Packard and the contributors are all members of the corpo- 
rate training staff of the company. From their on-the-job 
experience they have determined that what has been lack- 
ing in the past was practical material on common failure 
patterns and fault diagnosis for commercial instrumenta- 
tion. 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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The material is divided into 13 "circuits" covering the 
power supply with and without feedback, the Wien bridge, 
differential amplifiers, integrators, trigger circuits, sam- 
pling oscillography, decade counting and divider assem- 
blies, operational amplifiers, voltage -to- frequency convert- 
ers, the basic feedback amplifier, phase -lock circuits, and 
shaping circuits. 

Suitable for either technicians or engineers, the material 
is presented in such a way that the text can be used in 
training courses for instrumentation designers and trouble- 
shooters. There are review questions appended to each 
"circuit" with answers provided for self -checking if this vol- 
ume is to be used as a home -study text. 

* * * 

"ABC'S OF INFRARED" by Burton Bernard. Published by 
Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., Indianapolis. 141 pages. Price 
$3.50. Soft cover. 

This manual delves into the fundamentals of infrared 
physics and optics with mathematical examples and calcula- 
tions provided throughout. From this basis, the book goes 
on to the design of basic infrared systems and instruments. 
It behooves the reader to have the necessary skills for solv- 
ing equations since the questions at the end of each chapter 
require mathematical manipulation in most cases and, al- 
though the correct answers are indicated in the back of the 
book, picking the correct statement from the multiple- 

% choice offerings requires understanding not guesswork. 
Throughout the text the material is illustrated by charts, 

graphs, pictorials, line drawings, and photos of commercial- 
ly available units for various applications. On the whole 
these serve their purpose except for the few cases where 
typographical errors have slipped through. 

* 

"INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING AND COMPUTER 
SCIENCE" by Anthony Ralston. Published by McGraw -Hill 
Bunk Company, New York. 501 pages. Price $9.95. 

The author, chairman of the Department of Computer 
Science at State University of New York (Buffalo), has ex- 
panded his lecture notes for a one- semester course in com- 
puting into this present volume. It is designed for under- 
graduates at all levels, irrespective of their majors, since the 
author feels that ultimately the computer will touch every- 
one's life and a basic understanding of computer science is 
a "must." 

After a comprehensive introductory chapter, the book 
continues with the basic concepts of computers and com- 
puter languages; memory organization and computer num- 
bers; constants and variables; computer languages; program 
structure, preparation, and testing; functions, sub-pro- 
grams, and procedures; iteration and recursion; logic, logi- 
cal design, and logical variables and statements; input and 
output; and operating systems and time sharing. 

Although meaty, there is no reason why most readers 
could not gain a better understanding of programming and 
computer operation by a careful perusal of this text. Since 
the author is convinced that such knowledge will be re- 
quired of all "educated" people in the near future, his pre- 
sentation is persuasive. 

* * 

"TRANSISTOR AUDIO AMPLIFIERS" by Jack Darr. Pub- 
lished by Howard W. Sams L Co., Inc., Indianapolis. 189 
pages. Price $5.50. Soft cover. 

This volume is addressed to service technicians and is 
intended to make their jobs easier and more profitable 
when confronted by a transistor audio amplifier on the 
service bench. 

+ In ten chapters he provides basic information on transis- 
tors and typical circuits; drivers and output stages; power 
supplies; test instruments and test methods; small, medium, 
high, and very -high powered amplifiers; replacing small - 
signal transistors; and the power- output transistor. This is a 
practical book written by a "pro" for "pros." 
SBptsmber, 1971 

YOU PAY LESS 
For top performance with 

ELECTRO 
POWER SUPPLIES 
Whatever your power supply needs are . . . you'll be 
better off buying Electro. Every model is engineered 
to deliver the superior performance you want, yet all 
are priced to create outstanding values you'll be hard 
pressed to duplicate. For complete details write today. 

RUGGED 
High- Current 
NFB -NFBR 
SERIES 

4 0 -32 Volts DC 
Up to 15 Amps DC 
Continuously Variable 

High current power supplies designed to deliver up 
to 480 watts of well filtered DC power. Exceptionally 
reliable, they feature silicon rectifiers for higher 
efficiency, less than 0.75% ripple at top load, a fast 
acting circuit breaker in the output circuit, excellent 
load regulation, special chokes, condensers and Pi- 
type filters, and two meters with 0 -50VDC output 
voltage- 0 -25ADC output current. 

EXTRA 
Hi -Power 
PS -1000 Series 
1000 Watts 
Continuously Variable 
Well filtered for Low Ripple 

For continuous heavy -duty. Continuously variable out- 
put, 0 -32 VDC for loads to 30 amps. Ripple: less than 
0.75% at max. current. Filter circuit uses chokes and 
capacitors. Variable autoformer for smooth control. 
Bridge -type silicon rectifiers. Also available in an 
0 -55 VDC at 20 amps. model. 

ç 

HIGH -CURRENT 
PS -50, PS -30 
12 Volts 

" ADJUSTABLE 
Low Ripple at Max. Current 

These new general purpose power supplies are heavy 
duty adjustable 12 -volt units for servicing auto, air- 
craft and marine communications equipment. Useful 
in industrial and educational labs, thermo -electric 
cooling power source, etc. Maximum ripple is 1% at 
maximum current. Output voltage adjustment is 8- 
position tap switch. PS -50 delivers up to 50 amps. 
continuously; PS -30 rated up to 30 amps. 

Sold through leading Electronic Distributors 

ELECTRO 
ELECTRO PRODUCTS LABORATORIES, INC. 
6125 WEST HOWARD STREET. CHICAGO. ILLINOIS 605.1. 
312 -647 -!31d.1/F A% JMO /CAfll I I LECTROLAO 
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men 

Train on this 
315 sq. in. 

picture 
color TV 

and get the 
skills that 

mean a 
high -paying 

career! 

Solid -State the newest flevelon 

Count on NIS training to always 

leature the latest electronìc enuiDment. 

Now included in two 
exciting NTS color TV courses, 
this set is the largest, most ad- 
vanced color television made. 
Guided by the NTS "Lab- Project 
Method" of combining profes- 
sional kits and easy -to- follow 
lessons, you build this color TV 
step by step - learning TV Serv- 
icing as you go! NTS has suc- 
cessfully trained thousands of 
men at home for rewarding 
careers as electronics techni- 
cians. Prepare for the great 
opportunity fields of TV -Radio 
Servicing, Computers, Communi- 
cations, and Automation. 

This solid -state color set 
contains: 45 transistors, 55 di- 
odes, 2 silicon controlled recti- 
fiers, and 4 advanced Integrated 
Circuits representing an addi- 

tional 46 transistors and 21 di- 
odes. The first solid -state color 
TV this large - yours to keep! It 
features Automatic Fine Tuning; 
"Instant On "; an Ultra- Rectangu- 
lar Screen (25 in. diagonal meas- 
urement) that lets you see the 
complete transmitted image for 
the first time -a full 315 square 
inches; exclusive built -in Self 
Servicing features which elimi- 
nate the need to buy costly test 
equipment; exclusive design 
Solid -State VHF Tuner with an 
MOS Field Effect Transistor; 3- 
stage Solid -State IF; Automatic 
Chroma Control; Adjustable 
Noise Limiting and Gate Auto- 
matic Gain Control; High Resolu- 
tion Circuitry; Matrix Picture 
Tube; and a specially formulated 
Etched Face Plate that eliminates 
unwanted glare, and heightens 
contrast. Colors are more vivid, 

fresh tones more natural, and the 
picture is sharper than ever be- 
fore. By training on this unique 
color TV, you'll gain the most 
up -to -date skills possible in TV 
Servicing! 

Other valuable equipment you 
build and keep includes an AM 
SW Radio, Solid -State Radio, 
FET Volt- Ohmmeter, and Elec- 
tronic -Tube Tester. All included 
in your tuition. You learn trouble- 
shooting, hi -fi, multiplex sys- 
tems, stereo, and color TV 
servicing. Step right into a tech- 
nician's job at top pay or open a 
business of your own! For com- 
plete details on all NTS elec- 
tronics courses, mail the coupon 
today for the full -color NTS Cat- 
alog. No obligation. No salesman 
will call. 
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Build this set 
and learn 
solid -state 
circuitry- the 
electronics 
of today! 

. ' l' , . 
//-' 1; , 

4 s 

.$ }L , . . 
I . .. r 

in color iV 
NTS ELECTRONICS & 
COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY 

Build this exclusive NTS Compu- 
Trainer! Loaded with integrated cir- 
cuits, it shows you the how, what, 
and why of computers. Learn this 
exciting field faster, more thorough- 
ly. You also assemble and learn to 
operate an FET 
Volt- Ohmmeter 
and 5" 
wide band 
Oscillo- 
scope. 

NTS BLACK & WHITE 
TV AND RADIO SERVICING 

Learn all phases of television, radio, 
stereo, and hi -fi. You receive this 74 
sq. in. picture Solid -State B &W TV, 
Lo -Silho "Superhet" Radio, FET 
Volt- Ohmmeter, Solid -State Radio, 
Electronic Tube Checker, and Signal 
Generator. 
Start 
earning 
extra 
money 
even be- 
fore you 
complete 
the 
course! 
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comes Io home Training. 
NTS ELECTRONICS 
COMMUNICATIONS & F.C.C. 

Gain the security and prestige of 
owning an F.C.C. First Class Radio - 
Telephone License! Two compre- 
hensive NTS courses cover the big 
opportunity field of transmitting and 
receiving. You build 14 kits, includ- 
ing a 5 watt AM Transceiver, 6 
Transistor Pocket Radio, and FET 
Volt- Ohmmeter. 
Learn 2 -way 
radio, Citizens 
Band, micro- 
waves and 
radar. 

NTS INDUSTRIAL & 
AUTOMATION ELECTRONICS 

Automation is the future of industry 
and you can play an important part! 
Learn industrial controls by training 
on the NTS Electro -Lab - a com- 
plete workshop. You also build and 
operate this 5" wide band Oscillo- 
scope. And you 
perform experiments 
that involve ' 
regulating motor 
speeds, temperature, 
pressure, liquid 
leve', and much 
more. 

Classroom Training 
at Los Angeles. You can take classroom 
training at Los Angeles in sunny South- 
ern California. NTS occupies a city block 
with over a million dollars in technical 
facilities. Check box in coupon. 

APPROVED FOR VETERANS 
Accredited Member: National Associ- 
ation of Trade & Technical Schools; 
National Home Study Council. 

NATIONAL TECHNICAL SCHOOLS 
WORLDWIDE TRAINING SINCE 1905 

4000 South Figueroa Street, Los Angeles, Calif. 90037 

r 
Please rush Free 
Color Catalog and 
Sample Lesson, plus 
Information on course 
checked below. No 
obligation. No sales- 
man will call. 
National Technical Schools 
4000 S. Figueroa St. 
Los Angeles, Calif. 90037 

Master Course in Color TV Servicing 
[1 Color TV Servicing (For Advanced 

Technicians) 
Master Course in B&W TV & Radio 
Servicing 
Master Course in Electronic 
Communication 
Practical Radio Servicing 

Ll FCC License Course 
Master Course in Electronics 
Technology 
Industrial and Automation Electronics 
Computer Electronics 
Basic Electronics 
High School at Home Dept. 240 -091 

Name Age 

Address 

City State Zip 
Check 11 rnlereeled 1n Vale,an Traineng under new G I eel 
Check il inleresled only in Classroom Tra.n.ng et Los Angeles 
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Sousa lives in the new Altec Segovia 

If you're going to listen to Sousa, it should sound like 
Sousa. Oom -pa, oom -pa, oom- pa -pa. It should be so real 
that you can reach over and nudge the tuba player 
when he gets out of step. 
The new Altec Segovia is the first bookshelf speaker 
system that lets you hear every sound clearly and 
distinctly and naturally. Oom -pa. From bass drum to 
triangle. There's nothing added and there's nothing 
taken out. Oom -pa. All you hear is what Sousa wanted 
you to hear. Oom- pa -pa. 
26 CIRCLE NO. 145 ON 

Ask your dealer to put on some Sousa when you 
listen to the new Altec Segovia speaker system. 
You've never heard him so good. 

ALTEE ANSING 

The new Altec Dynamic Force Segovia 
sells for $250.00. It's the culmination 
of years of building professional sound 
equipment and working with room acoustics 
and equalization while developing the 

proven Altec Acousta -Voicette Stereo Equalizer. Hear it at your local 
Altec dealer today. He's in the Yellow Pages under "High Fidelity 
& Stereo Sound Equipment" under Altec Lansing. 
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WHICH 
COMPUTER 

The Programmable 
Calculator? 

By PAUL ASMUS /Application Engineer 

Calculator Products Div., Hewlett- Packard Co. 

The author compares the desk -top programmable calculator 
as an engineering tool with mini and time -sharing types and 

explains why such calculators have a unique role to fulfill. 

Editor's Note: We have scheduled for next month an 
article covering "minicomputers" by Rob Katz of 
Digital Equipment Co. and, in the following issue, 
we hope to bring you the "case "for time- sharing, as 
presented by Lee N. Beyer of General Electric. 

T HERE seems to be a new gap in the engineering 
and scientific community. In fact, it fs a yawning 

chasm. Call it the computing gap. On one side of the 
gap is a computer with its awesome power; on the 
other side is the slide rule, adding machine, pencil, 
and you . . . with a fist full of problems. If you are 
an engineer, scientist, technician -if you are en- 
gaged in any type of technical work, a large part of 
your job involves calculating. There are design cal- 
culations to make, reports to prepare, and things to 
analyze. How many of those particular components 
should be stocked? What would happen if we moved 
the center frequency down to 21 kHz? What's the 
mean time between failure for those modules? How 
many of those parts do we have to test to be sure 
they are going to meet a certain spec? And the list 
goes on. 

Some problems are a perfect match for a comput- 
er; they are big; they are unwieldy; they require lots 
of data; and they don't require much human inter- 
action. Quite a few problems can be done in your 
head or just scratched out in 20 seconds on a piece 
of paper. But an uncomfortably large percentage of 
calculations that have to be made fall right in the 
middle of the computing gap. Some of them are too 
small to put on a computer, but too big to do in your 
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head or on a slide rule. Some are things you never 
really decided how best to handle, or things that had 
to be done by a certain time but couldn't be proc- 
essed through the system soon enough. All are 
things that, for one reason or another, did not fit the 
computer and just couldn't be done by hand. As a 
result of their falling into the gap, many of these 
problems never get solved to your satisfaction. They 
get worked out one way or another -maybe you 
guess that a 10% resistor would do. A "wet finger in 
the wind" told you that if you tested five of them, 
the rest would be OK. You never knew for sure. You 
never got that answer you wanted. Some of these 
problems may still be around. 

Bridging the Gap 

The programmable calculator bridges the com- 
puter gap because it's approachable and personal: 
approachable because it is easy to use -almost self - 
explanatory, and personal because it's flexible 
enough to be tailored to your requirements. You set 
it up to do what you need in the way you need it 
done. And even though it is as approachable as your 
slide rule, it still has much of the calculating power 
of a big computer. 

Inside, the programmable calculator is really a 
small computer: it has a memory, it has control, in- 
put- output elements, it stores data, and it can be 
programmed. On the outside it's quite different. It 
is small -about the size of a typewriter -and has a 
keyboard and display. The display is numerical, 
showing answers and interim results. Most calcula- 
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Users of programmatle calculators interact more closely 
with their calculations and gain knowledge in the process. 

tors display the contents of two or three registers where 
calculations are done. 

The keyboard is an "English language" one, much like 
that of an adding machine. Parts of it actually operate like 
an adding machine. There is a plus key for adding, a minus 
key for subtracting; there are keys for finding square roots 
or even cosines. When a key is pressed, the result is dis- 
played immediately. The keyboards of most programmable 
calculators are divided into four main functional groups: 
the arithmetic group, storage group, special- function 
group, and programming group. 

Somewhere near the center of the keyboard will be the 
arithmetic group. This group facilitates number entry and 
includes all arithmetic operations: add, subtract, multiply, 
divide, and square root. Numbers can be entered either in 
decimal or scientific notation (powers of 10). Most pro- 
grammable calculators display at least 10 digits. Numbers 
entered can be displayed either in scientific notation or in 
straightforward decimal notation, with as many decimal 

Programmable calculators are approachable, powerful, and easy 
to use. Various input ani output peripherals are also available. 
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places as the user needs. Although the machine always cal- 
culates its answers to 12 places, you can have the answer 
displayed with only two -place accuracy and it will even 
round the answer for you. 

The second group of keys, usually located in close prox- 
imity to the arithmetic group, is for storage and manipula- 
tion. These keys control storage and exchange of numbers 
between display and storage. Numbers storage is easy - 
simply press a storage instruction key and the key corre- 
sponding to the desired storage location, and the number is 
stored. To get the number back, press the recall instruction 
key and the key corresponding to the storage location. 
Sometimes recall is done with a single key stroke. For ex- 
ample, in the keyboard shown in the photograph, to store 
the contents of the X- display register in the register called 
"d." one simply presses the key- stroke sequence: `:x -.( )," 
"d" (called "x to" d). To recall that number, the "d" key is 
pressed. 

The third group, which gives the unit extra calculating 
power, is a special- function group. The special- function 
group includes commonly used mathematical functions, 
such as trig functions, logs, square roots, and exponentials. 
Often these keys include such functions as rectangular -to- 
polar conversion or single key -stroke summations. All func- 
tions are represented by a single key; to find the sine of a 
number, simply enter the number via the arithmetic key- 
board and press the sine key. 

Given the first three blocks of keys, the calculator be- 
comes an electronic slide rule, combining the best features 
of an adding machine, a slide rule, and a book of tables. 
Expressions like e = EF (1 -e- °/RC), the voltage on a capaci- 
tor, can be determined in seconds with just a few opera- 
tions. No special training is required -only an understand- 
ing of what each key does. Most programmable calculators 
have a pull -out card which explains what each key does and 
gives examples of how the keys work. It is possible for a 
person totally unfamiliar with a calculator to do a fairly 
complicated problem on the calculator the very first time 
he tries. As a matter of fact, this has been the experience of 
many calculator users. 

The fourth and final key block is for programming. This 
set of keys controls the program mode of the calculator and 
defines certain functions necessary for programming: such 
as starting a program, stopping a program, taking data from 
input devices or sending data to a peripheral, branching to 
a different part of a program, making a decision, etc. Calcu- 
lator programs are written by switching the calculator to a 
"program" or "learn" mode; pressing the keys correspond- 
ing to the desired operation in the same sequence that 
would have been used to do the calculation manually; and 
then switching back to the "run" mode. Several keys in the 
programming keyboard must be used at the beginning of 
the program and at various points in the program, in addi- 
tion to the keys needed to do the calculation manually. 
Anyone who can do a calculation manually can write a pro- 
gram for his calculation. The transition from machine oper- 
ation to machine programming is an easy one. Most people 
can learn to program a calculator in less than one working 
day and become proficient calculator programmers in a 
few days. 

Besides being approachable, easy to use, and easy to pro- 
gram, programmable calculators are powerful and accu- 
rate, with accuracies generally on the order of one part in a 
trillion and dynamic ranges large enough to simultaneously 
handle numbers as small as 10 -98 and as large as 10 ". Han- 
dling picofarads and megohms in the same expression is no 
problem. Most programmable calculators can handle pro- 
grams varying in length from about 200 program steps for a 
basic machine to about 3500 steps for a fully expanded ma- 
chine, where each program step represents one keyboard 
key -stroke. Basic calculators with memories in the 200 to 
500 program -step range can handle various problems in- 
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eluding statistics, electrical engineer- 
ing, solutions to four simultaneous 
equations, amplifier gain and phase 
calculations, simple filter designs, con- 
versions from S- parameters to other 
parameters, and so on. 

A good example is an RC timing or 
trigger- circuit design program written 
by one user. This program can calcu- 
late either capacitor value, resistor val- 
ue, critical voltage, or delay time. Giv- 
en any three values, the calculator 
finds the fourth. Then the program al- 
lows the operator to change any of the 
four values and note the effect on any 
of the other three. For example, he can 
change the resistor from the calculated 
value to the next closest standard value 
and note the effect on delay time; or 
can change capacitance value in a simi- 
lar way; or vary the resistance value 
10% to see how resistor tolerance will 
affect delay time. This isn't a compli- 
cated calculation, but does involve manipulation of expo- 
nential functions. It could be done on a slide rule or with a 
book of tables, but on the calculator it is done more quickly. 
And it allows the engineer to optimize the circuit instead of 
just design it, probably in less time than it would have taken 
him to do one calculation by hand. Here we have a problem 
too small for a computer and just a bit too complex to do by 
hand -one that probably wouldn't get done without a cal- 
culator. 

A fully expanded calculator, one with 3000 to 4000 steps, 
almost rivals a small computer in capability. Such a calcula- 
tor can do a problem like an RCL network analysis with 15 
nodes and as many as 45 components, and plot results on a 
Smith chart or log paper; or could fit a 12th order curve to a 
set of data points; or invert a 14 X 14 matrix. Although such 
a calculator, fully expanded, virtually matches a small com- 
puter in capability, it still is as easy to use as a basic calcula- 
tor. 
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The calculator keyboard and display -the "heart" of 8 personal computing system. 

Inputs and Outputs 

There is more to a problem than just getting an answer; 
there's the matter of getting results in a usable form. Basic 
calculators can be expanded to include a wide variety of 
peripherals to generate outputs and accept inputs in about 
any form the user desires. There are printers, fast, quiet, 
reliable, and inexpensive; there are typewriters and tele- 
typewriters for fully formatted outputs, for filling out forms 
and reports; there are X -Y plotters to help provide the in- 
valuable insight that only plots and graphs can give; there 
are tape readers, card readers, and interfaces to measuring 
instruments; and there are large- screen displays, memory 
extenders, and even a new peripheral called the "Digitiz- 
er" that allows graphical data from a plotter or hand -drawn 
graphs to be entered into the calculator. The calculator sys- 
tem can be configured to meet almost any requirement and 
then later expanded and modified to meet different re- 
quirements. Get a calculator now; as your work load in- 
creases replace the printer with a typewriter and keep the 
printer for smaller jobs, or add a plotter. As the need for 
larger programs arises, expand the memory to handle 
them. A fully expanded system with all the peripherals is 
still just as approachable as your slide rule. 

More than a Calculator 

Calculators offer much more than just solutions to prob- 
lems. They make better engineers and technicians by help- 
ing them make better decisions. They help people learn 
about computing, about computers, about mathematics and 
programming, and more about the work they are doing. 
September, 1971 

For example, the programmable calculator encourages 
people to do things they might not otherwise tackle. A per- 
fect example of this is the RC timing circuit program men- 
tioned earlier. Here is a problem that might not have been 
solved without a calculator. But, because the calculator was 
so easy to program, maybe even fun to program, someone 
¿vrote a program to solve a simple but persistent problem 
that had been around for a while. And it turned out to be 
quite valuable. This will, in turn, encourage an engineer to 
try other things -maybe, "I haven't time to mess with that" 
will be replaced by, "Let's try that on the calculator." 

A programmable calculator can also stimulate new 
awareness and insight. Since the calculator is so easy to use 
and program, it is possible to interact more closely with the 
problem. Freed from the leg work of setting up the prob- 
lem, users have time to take a closer look at what they are 
doing. Consider, for example, an engineer designing an an- 
tenna. One of the tools he uses is a pattern plot or plot of 
field -strength versus direction. Although calculations in- 
volved in making such a plot are not especially difficult, 
they are often messy and time consuming; nothing really 
unusual in them, but lots of sines and cosines to look up and 
lots of things to jot down. A plot program is easily prepared 
for a programmable calculator, especially one with built -in 
trig and single -step rectangular -to -polar conversion func- 
tions. With the calculator and a peripheral plotter, a fin- 
ished plot is ready in less time than it would have taken to 
calculate one point by hand. So, instead of making just one 
plot, the designer decides to change a couple of variables 
and make another plot; in fact, several plots -he changes 
the number of turns of this and terminations of that, or 
length of the other. Pretty soon he starts to notice things; 
that back lobe which wouldn't meet Federal specifications 
alternately widens and narrows as he varies the length of 
one of the elements; or those pesky side lobes start to disap- 
pear as the number of turns exceeds a certain figure. He's 
gaining insight into what antennas are all about. Next time 
he designs an antenna, he'll know more about it because he 
learned while doing calculations. 

There are other benefits, too; for example, having calcu- 
lator power available when you need it, as in lab situations 
where it is important to process data as soon as it appears or 
when a production facility must be shut down while some- 
one decides on a course of action. Also, people who have 
never used computers or calculators before will be encour- 
aged to try their hand on a programmable calculator. 

Then, there is the matter of cost. A programmable calcu- 
lator system can be put to work for less than $1 per corn- 
puting hour. One survey conducted by Hewlett- Packard in- 
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dicated that its customers feel that an average of 58 percent 
of all the calculating they had to do could be done on their 
programmable calculators; while 16 percent reported that 
90 percent of their work could be handled on a programm- 
able calculator. The basic calculator system costs less than 
$4000 but can be enlarged to a fully expanded system with 
all peripherals for an additional $10,000. The most expen- 
sive calculator system one can configure would cost less 
than $20,000 and rival a small computer in capability. A 
calculator system which would meet the needs of most peo- 
ple would cost about $5000. 

What About Mini and Time -Share Computers? 

In general, it can be said that calculators make poor com- 
puters and computers make poor calculators. That is to say 
nothing derogatory about either computers or calculators 
but rather to point out that they aren't really competitive. 
One does not use a calculator instead of a computer and 
vice versa. Each is designed to handle a specific job and are 
complementary. 

Calculators are useful for those jobs that fall in the gap - 
jobs that don't get done now, jobs that need your personal 
attention, and ones no one seems to have time to do. Calcu- 
lators are designed to help people interact with their prob- 
lems. Computers -big computers, small computers, and 
time share -have wider scope; they can perform more 
complicated calculations in much less time -often for a 
great deal more money. They can accommodate many us- 
ers and many different languages. They are general -pur- 
pose machines, intended for no specific kind of problem; 
but capable, after some programming, of handling about 
any task. 

But the more general the device, the more one must 
know about it in order-to use it profitably. There is no way 
of looking at a computer and telling what it is doing, where 
its answers are, or even what programming language it is 
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using. One doesn't just walk up to a computer and ask what 
(1 -e06) is. One doesn't look at a computer or time -share 
terminal and get the anwers; the user must program it to 
present the answers on one of the many output devices. 
But, once a person understands how to use the computer, 
he has almost unlimited computing power. 

If a computer is to be utilized effectively, it must serve 
many people, and so must be administered. Anything an 
intended user wishes to do must pass, to some extent, 
through that administration. One doesn't just walk up and 
grab a computer. Thus a computer is less approachable 
than a calculator, and necessarily so. 

Organizations faced with a wide variety of problems find 
that a combination of calculators and computers gives them 
the best return for their computing dollar and best utiliza- 
tion of their people. This way there is something for every- 
one; calculators aren't overtaxed to the point where they 
become inefficient and computers aren't tied up doing sim- 
ple problems. They also find that computer familiarization 
is easier and that people who learn about calculators and 
computers have a better understanding of each. 

How Do You Pick a Calculator? 

The best answer -considering a calculator as a personal 
computing system -is to select a calculator which you, the 
user, feel will best handle your requirements and your 
problems. Since programmable calculators are a relatively 
new product, there is disagreement as to what constitutes 
the "best" calculator. Some say it's the one with the most 
program steps; others say the one with the most built -in 
functions; still others insist it is the one that weighs the 
least, or has the most peripherals. If it were only a matter of 
program steps, then the best choice wouldn't even be a 
calculator, since there are many computing- equipment de- 
vices that have more program steps than the biggest calcu- 
lator. If it were a matter of weight, a slide rule would win. 

It is not inconceivable that you 
might even consider the calculator's 
portability if you need it away from 
your office. Some engineers are known 
to take their calculators along with 
them on business trips. 

I30 Remember, the programmable cal - 
230 culator was designed to be a personal, 

interactive computing system to help 
you solve problems the way you want 
them solved. So, your calculator must 

240' be easy to use, easy to understand, easy 
to program, and flexible enough to 
meet your changing needs. Perhaps 

251Y the best way to choose a programma- 
ble calculator is to try several and 
choose the one that best fits the way 
you plan to use it. Try it out on one of 
your problems to see how easy it is to 
program. After all, it is to be your per- 
sonal computing system. 

Programmable calculators have 
helped close the computing gap. Now 
there is a calculating tool for almost ev- 
ery kind of problem. The trend in cal- 
culators will most certainly be towards 
smaller units, with greater capability, 
that are even easier to use and easier to 
program -probably at lower prices. 
There will be more peripherals and 
they will be more flexible. Advances in 
electronics technology will make possi- 
ble large amounts of calculating capa- 

3Io bility in a box no larger than a type- 
writer, yet still be as approachable as 
your slide rule. 
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A broadside array antenna plot made by a programmable calcu- 
lator. Automatic plotting facilitates new design development. 
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Reliable Electronic 
Intrusion Alarm 
By GENE M. PRESSON 

A solid -state alarm that will foil even a clever burglar 
by the use of two different types of detection circuits. 

MOST electrical, or electronic, intrusion -alarm systems 
fall into one of two categories. The first type is acti- 

vated when its detector circuit is broken; the second type is 
activated only when its detector circuit is shorted. Disarm- 
ing one of these is relatively simple once a burglar deter- 
mines which type of circuit is being used. Combining both 
detection methods into one system makes it impossible for 
the burglar to determine what bypass device he should use. 

This alarm sounds off when its detector circuit is either 
shorted or broken. Hence, a window or door may be pro- 
tected in more than one way by the same alarm system. 

Some electronic burglar alarm systems use a relay which, 
after months of inactivity, can fail to function properly and 
sabotage the entire protection system. This particular intru- 
sion -alarm circuit eliminates the relay and its possible fail- 
ure. 

Finally, the circuit is all solid- state. Thus the system 
draws such a small amount of current that a standard six -or 
twelve -volt lantern battery will power it for months. This 
also provides protection against power failures during 
storms or by removal of the a -c. power by a burglar. 

How it Works 

Operating the push -button switch Si (Fig. 1) applies op- 
erating voltage to the silicon controlled rectifier SCR1. The 
1.5 -volt battery (81) however prevents current flow 
through the circuit by holding Ql turned off. If the protec- 
tor lines are short -circuited by the closing of any of the 
parallel normally open (n.o.) switches, Ql is triggered into 
conduction by R2. At this time the silicon controlled rectifi- 
er SCR1 is triggered into conduction, causing the alarm to 
sound off. 

If the protector lines are broken or if any of the series 
normally closed (n.c.) switches are opened, Ql and SCR1 
are again triggered into conduction by the voltage through 
R2, sounding the alarm. R3 acts as a holding resistor when a 
conventional alarm bell is used. 

The alarm, once activated, will continue to ring as long as 
the alarm battery holds out, or until the circuit is reset. To 
reset the alarm circuit it is necessary to push Si twice - 
once to disconnect the alarm battery, and then once again 
to re -arm the circuit. 

The author mounted all the components except Si and 
R1 on a 11/2 X 3 -in piece of perforated phenolic board. The 
circuit board may be glued inside a plastic box or mounted 
in a small metal box. Standard phono plugs make excellent 
connectors for the external parts of the circuit. 

Installing the System 

A convenient, concealed location (such as inside a cabi- 
net, a closet, or under a stairway) should be selected for 
mounting the box and alarm battery. A hidden location on 
the outside of your house or in an attached garage may be 
used for mounting Si. With this arrangement you can arm 
the system before leaving home and disarm it before going 
into the house when you return. 

A wide variety of switches can be used to trip the alarm 
September, 1971 

circuit (Fig. 2). These do not have to be either expensive or 
complex. 

Each door and window in the house should be protected 
by at least two different types of switches. One of these 
should be designed to break one of the series protector 
lines, and the other switch should short -circuit the protec- 
tor lines when the window or door is opened. The alumi- 
num ribbon for window glass can be cut from regular kitch- 
en aluminum foil and glued or taped in position. You may 
prefer to buy aluminum tape with adhesive applied. This 
tape is sold by most tape- recorder dealers. 

You might want to mount the sounding system, which 
may be any 6- or 12 -volt d.c. device, such as a bell, buzzer, 
or horn, somewhere on top of the roof. In this location it 
will alert your neighbors, or a nearby police car, and hope- 
fully drive away a potential burglar who may see it. 
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LINES ! 
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CI 

QI 
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CIO6BI =B2 

TO 
ALARM 

R1 -100 ohm, 1/2 W res. 
R2 -1 80,000 ohm, 1/2 W res 
R3-10,000 ohm, 1/2 W res. 
R4--120 ohm, 2 W res. 
C1 -1 µF, 50 V elec. capacitor 
S1- S.p.s.t. push- button switch 

B1 -1.5V "D" cell 
B2 -6 V or 12 V lante-n battery 
D1-1N5059 diode (GE) 
SCR1- Silicon controlled rectifier 

(GE C10681) 
Q1 -2N406 (RCA) 

Fig. 1. Protector lines shown dashed represent the various 
combination of switches and conductive foil (sensing tape). 

Fig. 2. Arrangement of switches and aluminum foil. Any 
number of switches or conductive strips may be paralleled. 
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Recent 
Developments 
in Electronics 
Precision solid -state film transport developed by Teledyne Ryan 
Aeronautical for U. S. Air Force utilizes piezoelectricity to advance 
film instead of rotary mechanisms. According to Dr. Charles M. Da- 
vis, Teledyne Ryan project engineer shown positioning film in trans- 
port, the principle involving piezoceramic materials provides precise 
film advance accuracies of one micrometer, essential in high -quality 
image recorders which build up imagery from a succession of evenly 
spaced scan lines. The precision film transport is capable of moving 
film continuously or in discrete steps over wide speed ranges, yet is 

compact and relatively simple in design and construction. Feasibility 
testing is being accomplished at the Air Force Avionics Laboratory at 
Wright- Patterson AFB, Ohio. 

This photograph, taken solely by starlight on a moonless night, 
demonstrates the "seeing" ability of a small, self- contained, direct - 
view image intensifier developed by Westinghouse Electric Corpora- 
tion's electronic tube division. The intensifier brightens images by 
converting weak incoming light into electrons, amplifying them, and 
reconverting them back into visible light. Similar intensifiers are a 

built -in feature of ultrasensitive Westinghouse SEC (secondary elec- 
tron conduction) image tubes that literally "see in the dark." These 
tubes, in the company's television cameras, have been aboard every 
manned space flight since Apollo 9, and have enabled millions of 
people around the globe to follow man's first flights to the moon and 
his first walks upon its surface. (Photograph was taken from a dis- 
tance of 650 feet, using a 76 -mm objective lens set at f:0.87.) 

The desk clock shown in the photograph does have one thing in 

common with a sundial . . . there are no moving parts. This unique 
timepiece was built by the Motorola Semiconductor Products Division 
Central Research Laboratories, at a developmental cost of about 
$25,000, to demonstrate what can be done with semiconductors 
and what could happen with the clocks and watches of the future. 
This clock represents three departures from the conventional design. 
First, there are no moving hands; instead, there are 72 light- emitting 
diodes arranged in two circles. The outside circle is made up of 60 
diodes and marks the seconds and minutes. Each second or minute 
is marked by an apparently moving red light as the circuit switches 
power to the appropriate diodes in sequential fashion. The inside 
circle of 12 diodes marks the hours in the same fashion. With this 
arrangement, only three diodes are turned on at any one time. This is 

an important design aspect because the diodes draw current which, 
in the case of portable clocks, must be supplied by a small battery. 
With this newly developed system, it is expected that two small bat- 
teries can drive the clock for about one year before needing replace- 
ment. The second departure is that the mechanical movement has 

been replaced by tiny integrated circuits. These circuits provide the 
signals that turn on the appropriate diodes to indicate hours, min- 
utes, and seconds. The third departure is that the timing device is a 

quartz crystal instead of a tuning fork or a circular balance staff. 
Although currently only in the research phase, it is almost certain 
that the electronics inside will be commercially adopted not only in 

clocks but in wristwatches as well. It is expected that a fully integrat- 
ed form of the clock circuit will exist within the year for application in 

clocks. Further work is being done to increase the efficiency of the 
light- emitting diodes so that the small battery of a wristwatch will be 

able to operate it. (In fact, wristwatches with motor -driven hands 
using similar integrated circuits are in the developmental stages now 
by watch companies here in the U. S. and abroad.) 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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J Handwork is still vital in making solar arrays. Whether they are 
satellite links for relaying communications, space stations, or lunar 
bases -they are all likely to have one thing in common and that is 

solar arrays for producing electrical power from the sun's energy. 
Solar arrays are composed of solar panels filled with thousands of 
solar cells- square silicon wafers measuring about 2/3-in. on each 
side. The wing -like solar panels on a satellite are as much as 80 feet 
long. At Lockheed Missiles & Space Co. much of the exacting work of 
assembling solar cells into panels and arrays is done by hand with 
the aid of microscopes to enable the technician to see where to apply 
solder to joints and check the cleanliness of the junction. In final 
assembly, the cells are covered with a very thin pane of glass that 
filters out radiation and protects the cells from the hazards of han- 
dling as well as from in -space particle bombardment. Studies pres- 
ently under way at Lockheed might well lead to requirements for 
flexible solar arrays up to 10,000 square feet in area, or about one 
million solar cells and four million soldered joints. 

A unique "Bullseye" attitude director indicator for guiding an air- 
craft along the radio beams of an aerial flight path and down an 

airport's Instrument Landing System (ILS) has recently been patent- 
ed by The Bendix Corporation. The flight director is manufactured by 

the corporation's Navigation & Control Division in Teterboro, N. J. It 

is currently flying dual installations on the U. S. Air Force's giant 
C -5A military transport and some of the 360 -passenger Boeing 
747's. In addition, it has flown on the twin- engine Beech A -80 Queen 
Air and recently was ordered as standard equipment for Cessna Air- 
craft's new Citation, a twin -jet, six -passenger business aircraft. The 
aircraft flight director gets its "Bullseye" nickname from three con- 
centric rings that rotate into view when the aircraft engages the glide 
slope beam of an airport ILS system. As the plane proceeds toward a 

landing down the ILS glide -path, about five miles from the airport it 
passes over an outer marker beacon which triggers a light that 
flashes blue in the center of the " Bullseye." About a half -mile from 
the airport, it passes over a middle marker beacon that triggers the 
middle ring to flash amber. At minimum decision altitude, a radio 
altimeter triggers the outer and largest ring to light up red. A cross- 
bar symbol that's mounted in the center of the concentric rings rep- 
resents the center of localizer and glide -slope beams. When dis- 
placed from the fixed -reference aircraft in the center of the instru- 
ment, displacement of the aircraft from beam intersection is indicat- 
ed. During cruise, the "Bullseye" and crossbar symbol rotate out of 
view. Pitch and roll steering- command bars and the fixed -aircraft ref- 
erence symbol are in view whenever the flight director is engaged. In 

addition to showing localizer and glide -slope displacement, the pat- 
ent discloses use of the instrument for showing other displacement 
information such as height above the ground. 

The Bell System has developed a new high- capacity communications 
link to provide economical telephone service between cities as far as 
500 miles apart. Engineers who developed the system are now test- 
ing it in Willow Grove, Pa., in preparation for its introduction into 
commercial service next year. The system, known as T -2, can carry 
over 4400 telephone conversations simultaneously over two 50 -pair 
cables (the cable size used in Willow Grove), but it is expected that 
larger cables will be used in commercial operations. The system car- 
ries information, in digital form, at a rate of 6.3 million bits per 
second. In less than four minutes, it could transmit all 36,372,800 
words in the 24- volume Encyclopedia Brittanica over a single pair of 
wires. The error rate should be one incorrect bit per billion for the 
average 500 -mile line. T -1, an earlier version introduced in 1962. 
has nearly one million voice channels in operation. T -2 has four times 
the capacity of T -1. Digital systems transmit information in the form 
of electrical pulses. Groups of pulses representing separate commu- 
nications can be interleaved by multiplexing into a single stream for 
high -speed transmission. A new multiplex terminal developed for the 
T -2 system combines as many as four T -1 "bit" streams into a single 
6.3- megabit signal. 
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SPENDING on consumer goods has been tight for more 
than a year, and it hasn't loosened up much even now. 

During such times people tend to have things fixed instead 
of buying new ones. Take a color -TV set for instance. It may 
be in someone's home or it may be a closed- circuit receiver 
in an elementary school. It might even be a monitor in a 
broadcast studio. But, sooner or later, they all have to be 
tuned up or repaired. When that time comes, the first tool 
you will probably reach for is a color -bar generator. 

If you have to buy one, you could be slightly bewildered 
by the variety of models. Which one you'll pick depends to 
some extent on how much you want to pay. There are all 

SH 

SV 

BV 

LV 

LH 

BC . 

D 

IC+.,A, 

sizes, shapes, and prices. But more important is the applica- 
tion. How do you plan to use the instrument? 

What's New 

No two models are alike, yet many of the differences are 
minor. The main pattern, the color test signal, is basically 
the same -the now -standard gated rainbow (keyed rain- 
bow) signal. Only two instruments in the accompanying di- 
rectory use an NTSC -type single -bar signal instead. 

Video patterns let you check purity, gray scale, and con- 
vergence. You'd think they might be standard by now. But 
no. There are at least a dozen kinds and shapes of dot and 

line patterns. Actually, not even the 
rainbow pattern is always generated in 
the same way. 

Fig. 1. Block diagram showing how pulses are timed, divid- 
ed down to lower frequencies, then recombined to form video. 
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If you've kept up with color test in- 
struments, you probably wonder what 
is new this year. So we'll detail a few of 
the innovative features'before showing 
the multiplicity of patterns and what 
you can do with them. 

Integrated circuits are the main 
thing that's new. Heath put digital IC's 
into the Model IG -28 a couple of years 
ago. Now you will also find them in 
B&K Models 1243 and 1246, both of 
which are brand -new. IC's are part of 
the tiny new Leader Model LCG -384. 

Down- counters in the frequency -di- 
viding chains of these generators are 
integrated circuits. Horizontal and ver- 
tical line patterns are developed by 
sharpening pulses from a 189 -kHz tim- 
er oscillator and from divider circuits 
that develop submultiples of 189 kHz. 

The block diagram of Fig. 1 is of the 
B&K 1246. The master or timer oscilla- 
tor is a two -stage IC and a crystal feed- 
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The newest color generators are solid -state while several 
models feature digital-IC counting circuits for stability. 

Some of new color -bar generators designed for service applications. 
(A) Mercury Model 1901; (B) RCA Model WR -508A; (C) Sencore CG159; 
(D) B &K Model 1246; (E) Heath Model IG -28; (F) Hickok Model CG660; 
(G) Eico Model 380; (H) Leader LCG -388; (I) Lectrotech Model V6 -B. 

back network. The crystal is cut to run precisely at 189.8 
kHz. (Most generators are timed at exactly 189 kHz, al- 
though RCA uses 189.6 kHz. More about these odd -fraction 
frequencies later.) 

The two down -counter blocks in Fig. 1 list division fac- 
tors. Some of the integrated circuits are wired for basic di- 
vide-by-2 flip -flop (FF) action. Others, in combination, ex- 
hibit odd -submultiple division: two of them by 3 and one by 
11. Gating diodes, sometimes called logic gates, feed the 
proper submultiple frequencies to a shaping gate switch 
and a trigger selector. 

The advantage of IC frequency division is stability. Small 
increments make for rigid counting. Patterns developed by 
IC's are rock -solid and appear on the TV screen without 
jitter. The flip -flop system of down -counting has also prov- 
en less susceptible to such external influences as tempera- 
ture and voltage fluctuation. Not only are video patterns 
dependable, but frame and line sync pulses are steady -di- 
vider relationships stay constant. 

Another IC in the Model 1246 is a digital -to- analog mix- 
er /converter. Video signals selected by the Pattern switcl, 
are mixed there with sync and blanking to build composite 
video for the modulator. 

Several other manufacturers have models which are new 
this year. The Leader Model LCG -384 has the distinction of 
being the smallest color generator at present. It is only 134 
inches thick and, at 5" X 73/4", it's smaller than a book. 
Powered by four penlight batteries, the LCG -384 is plenty 
portable. 

But it's not the lightest. That distinction belongs to the 
RCA Model WR -508A, another instrument just recently in- 
troduced. You just can't find a color generator that weighs 
less than its 19 oz. It is small too: 3" X 6'/2" X 4 ". Power is a 
single 4.5 -volt alkaline battery. 

Sencore has a new model, the CG159 which replaces the 
CG153. One feature is reduced weight; it's 21/2 lb lighter 
than the older model. Temperature stability for the coun- 
ters is rated from -30° to +1500; the usual range is -20 to 
$.pt.inb.r. 1971 

NNW 

By FOREST H. BELT 

+140 degrees. This newer version has no direct video /sync 
output. 

Putting Patterns to Work 

Your choice of one model over another probably boils 
down to minor differences. Some units provide only a few 
patterns, others have many. If the extra ones make your 
particular job easier, consider them. Price may be higher 
but so may utility. To help you evaluate, here are details of 
various patterns and what you can do with them. 

NTSC Color Bar: This is a single bar, usually about half 
the screen width, centered, with black on either side. A 
switch lets you select one of several NTSC colors. Each col- 
or is generated with a definite chroma phase and brightness 
(Y) level. These characteristics are set by the National Tele- 
vision Standards Committee. 

Fig. 2. Rainbow display. with bars labeled to show sequence of 
colors when television receiver or monitor works properly. 
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Fig. 3. Waveform of gated- rainbow color signal can be traced with oscilloscope 
through chroma section of receiver. (A) In Y, chroma, and bandpass amps, before 
demodulation. (B) After R -Y demodulation. (C) After B -Y demodulation. (D) After 
G -Y demodulation. The highest peak drives that particular color gun the hardest. 

In makeup this test signal most resembles a station color 
signal. But the gated rainbow is just as useful -some insist 
more so. And it's less costly to generate. In the directory 
you will notice that the keyed rainbow outnumbers NTSC 
displays. 

Gated Rainbow Display: This is a series of colored bars. 
Normal sequence is shown in Fig. 2. They are produced by 
what is sometimes called the "offset subcarrier" method. 

Frequency of the color oscillator in the generator is offset 
from 3.579545 MHz by exactly the horizontal line frequen- 
cy (usually 15,750 Hz). Mixing in the chroma demodulators 
of the receiver, this 3.563795 and the set's own 3.579545 
MHz cause a color shift of 360 degrees from one end of 
each raster line to the other. The result is a rainbow -like 
raster display. It begins yellowish- orange at the left side 
then continues smoothly through red, magenta, blue, and 

Fig. 4. Three -bar presentation is the same as gated rainbow 
with all bars blanked out except third, sixth, and ninth. The 
signals represented are R -Y or red, B -Y or blue, and -(R -Y;. 
Reciprocal of R -Y is bluish -green bar near right of display. 

36 

cyan and finally to green at the right. 
The rainbow is chopped into bars by 

gating. The offset subcarrier inside the 
generator is turned on for 15 degrees 
(a full line is 360 degrees) and then off 
for 15 degrees. While it is off, the raster 
is black. Thus black bars alternate with 
bars of color. 

Not all color generators use 3.563795 
MHz. The RCA instruments use 
3.563741 MHz for the offset subcarri- 
er. This still works out okay for a 360 - 
degree color change on each raster 
line, because horizontal sync from this 
generator locks the set at 15,804 Hz. 
That's close enough to 15,750 Hz to 
present no problem in receivers. The 
15,804 Hz facilitates a special scan sys- 
tem. 

Both B&K generators have a non- 
standard horizontal sync frequency. It 
runs at 15,816 Hz. That's why the B&K 
master oscillator runs at 189.8 kHz in- 
stead of 189 kHz. (RCA's runs at 189.6 
kHz, you may recall.) Consequently, 
for a 360- degree color change on each 
raster line, the color oscillators in the 
1243 and 1246 are crystal -controlled at 
3.563729 MHz. 

What does a gated rainbow let you 
do? You can trace it with an oscillo- 
scope from video detector all the way 
to the color demodulators. Its shape is 

distinctive (Fig. 3A). With the receiver color control wide 
open, you should find good amplification in chroma band - 
pass and color amps. You can check how color killer and 
a.c.c. stages work. 

The chroma demodulators in the monitor or receiver 
separate red from green from blue. The gated rainbow lets 
you see if they work right. Each demodulator should pro- 
duce a waveform that has a certain bar at maximum ampli- 
tude. From the R -Y demodulator, the third bar is peak (Fig. 
3B). From B -Y, the sixth bar is peak (Fig. 3C). From G -Y, 
the tenth bar is peak (Fig. 3D). If a different bar is at the 
peak, a demodulator may be faulty. 

Some generators have a Color or Chroma control, 
marked "100 %" or sometimes "200 %." The purpose is to 
let you turn down color -signal amplitude without weaken- 
ing line and frame sync. The receiver should hold a weak 
color signal without barber pole or floating color. If you 
have to turn up more than 100% to have steady color, the 
receiver or monitor needs repair. 

Three -Bar Color: A few generators produce this adapta- 
tion of the rainbow signal. All bars are blanked off except 
red, blue, and bluish -green. Fig. 4 is how the screen looks. 
The colors still have their same positions on the screen, but 
there is less confusion which bar is which. They represent 
(and are often labeled) R -Y, B -Y, and (R -Y). 

If one is a wrong color, the demodulator isn't working 
right. If all are wrong colors, the receiver hue control is set 
wrong or there's burst -phase trouble. Watching an oscillo- 
scope display at the picture -tube cathode and switching be- 
tween rainbow and three -bar display, you can quickly see 
which bar should be highest. 

Horizontal and Vertical Lines: These are about the same 
in all generators, although some omit them. Together, H 
and V lines make crosshatch. Lines and crosshatch are for 
dynamic convergence. 

Some generators supply crosshatch only. But many tech- 
nicians find it hard to concentrate on (for example) vertical 
lines only, if the adjustment they're making also affects hor- 

(Continued on page 72) 
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Two column speakers on 
each side of stage provide 
coverage over a wide hori- 
zontal area and create the il- 
lusion of source -oriented 

sound. 

AST month we discussed the various types of micro- 
phones, their placement and use, and how they are tied 

into the mixer /amplifier. Now we continue with the ampli- 
fier section of our system and then go into the types and use 
of loudspeakers in a portable sound system. 

It is very important to check the impedance of the speak- 
er load that is to be used with the power amplifier. If this 
point is disregarded, it is very likely that maximum output 
power from the amplifier will not be obtained and damage 
to either the speakers or amplifier, or both, may possibly 
occur. 

For example, take the case of an all- transistor 100 -watt 
amplifier without an output transformer, designed to oper- 
ate into a 4 -ohm speaker load. This amplifier, when loaded 
with 4 ohms, will produce 100 watts. When an amplifier is 
operated with its rated speaker load, it is generally operat- 
ing at its maximum voltage and current output; this results 
in maximum power output. If this same amplifier is operat- 
ed at a higher impedance load, for example 8 ohms, the 
available output voltage is the same, but less output current 
is required and the amplifier might typically produce only 
60 or possibly 70 watts. If it were connected to a 2 -ohm 
speaker load, the amplifier would operate at its maximum 
current capabilities trying to drive the 2 -ohm load but 
would not be able to reach maximum voltage conditions. 
Again, output power would be limited. In this case it may 
produce only 10 or 20 watts. (See Fig. 1.) 

Some amplifiers are not protected against low- imped- 
ance or short -circuited speaker loads. Such components 
may be damaged if operated at speaker loads less than 
those specified by the manufacturer. Generally, when an 
amplifier is operated at a lower impedance load than that 
recommended by the manufacturer, it will tend to over- 
heat and may damage some of the transistors. Some ampli- 
fiers incorporate thermal switches to avoid such damage 
due to overheating. When the speaker load cannot be ex- 
actly matched to the recommended amplifier loading, it is 
generally better to use a speaker load impedance that is 
somewhat higher than recommended rather than one that 
is lower. Operating an amplifier in this way sacrifices less 
power (see Fig. 1) and increases reliability. 

Some solid -state amplifiers employ voltage- and current - 
protection circuitry. This type of amplifier, while capable of 

producing tremendous amounts of output power to a resis- 
tive load, may not deliver the same amount of power to a 
highly inductive speaker load such as may be encountered 
with 15 -inch heavy -duty cone -type speakers. Under these 
conditions the amplifier may "current- limit," producing a 
triangular- shaped output rather than flat -top clipping 
which is normally associated with output distortion. If this 
happens, the speaker load impedance should be increased 
by reconnecting the individual speakers in a different im- 
pedance configuration. 

Speaker Phasing and Cables 

Speaker and speaker -cable phasing is usually more im- 
portant than microphone phasing. Proper phasing of speak- 
ers and speaker cables will insure that all speakers will work 
together rather than canceling out each other's efforts. 
Each individual speaker in a speaker cabinet or enclosure 
should be checked for proper phasing with every other 
speaker in that cabinet. A simple method for checking the 
phasing of loudspeakers is to connect a 11/2-volt flashlight 
battery between the speaker cabinet terminals and noting 
the direction in which the speaker cones move. All cones 
should move in the same direction, either towards or away 
from the grille cloth. All speaker systems or assemblies and 
speaker cables should also be checked for proper phasing. 

If more than one type of power amplifier is being used to 
drive the different speakers, it is important to check the 
phasing of the over -all power -amplifier /speaker system. 
Depending on the number of transistors in the amplifier, 
phasing from the input terminals to the speaker terminals 
may be different for different power amplifiers. The sim- 
plest way of checking the entire speaker /power -amplifier 
system is to play program material, preferably with low -fre- 
quency content, or have someone talk into a microphone 
while another person walks through the listening or audi- 
ence area, checking for dead spots between the various 
speaker cabinets. Should a dead zone be found, simply re- 
verse the speaker wires at the power amplifier to change 
the phasing until all the speakers are in- phase. 

Selection of Speakers 

Sound -reinforcement speaker systems may be divided 
into two basic types: these are called the "distributed 
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Portable Sound Systems 
for Performers - Part 2 Amplifiers & Loudspeakers 

By DONALD L. PATTEN /Sr. Development Engineer, Shure Brothers Inc. 

Because of loud performers, poor halls, and lots of noise 
and feedback, assembling a good sound system is a real challenge. 
Here are hints on choosing, locating, and hooking up 
loudspeakers and amplifiers to overcome these problems. 

speaker system" and the "source- oriented speaker system." 
The distributed speaker system utilizes a large number of 

loudspeakers mounted at equidistant intervals over a large 
area- usually in the ceiling. Generally speaking, these 
speakers may be of low -power -handling capability since 
each individual loudspeaker is required to cover a relative- 
ly small area. The major advantage of this type of system is 
that it provides very uniform sound intensity over virtually 
any area and is ideally suited for paging and background 
music in such locations as airports, restaurants, hotel lob- 
bies, and industrial plants. All of these applications require 
uniform coverage over large areas at relatively low levels of 
sound intensity. Of greatest significance, however, is the 
fact that these installations do not require that the listener 
be able to see the sound source for it to function as a good 
sound -reinforcement system. 

A speaker system for any of the performing arts must be 
source -oriented to give the listener the illusion that all 
sound is coming directly from the actual source. Two basic 
speaker systems are in general use for providing source -ori- 
ented sound: one system employs both high- and low -fre- 
quency horns, the other employs speaker columns or line 
radiators. 

The horn -speaker approach usually employs two drivers, 
one for low frequencies and another for higher frequencies. 
The single -horn low- frequency speaker exhibits a direction- 
al characteristic that becomes less defined at low frequen- 
cies. Quite often, this nondirectional pattern will lead to 
low- frequency acoustic feedback. Also, as the pattern be- 
comes less directional, the total radiated energy on the lis- 
tening axis of the speaker is decreased. 

High- frequency horn -driver combinations can be made 
to have very uniform directional characteristics with re- 
spect to frequency. When used in conjunction with the low - 
frequency horns, a full -range system is obtained. Due to the 
non- directional character at low frequencies and the highly 
directional character at high frequencies, such a system will 
have an imbalance of low- to high- frequency directional 
characteristics. For example, when the low -frequency de- 
vice is reproducing a low- frequency tone as an omnidirec- 
tional source, the on -axis intensity is low; at the same time, 
the high- frequency device may be operating and its on -axis 
intensity is high. The result will be a very "metallic" sound, 
September, 1971 

exhibiting a lack of low -frequency content. Increasing the 
amplifier bass controls to balance the sound may cause low - 
frequency feedback. 

The high efficiency of this type of speaker system is its 
major advantage over most column speaker systems, al- 
though this difference is rapidly disappearing as better col- 
umn speakers are developed. 

The column speaker or line- radiator offers a number of 
significant advantages over the other types of speaker sys- 
tems where source -oriented sound is required. The column 
speaker can offer high -quality reproduction at modest cost; 
columns are generally small, compact, and light in weight, 
which minimizes mounting problems and provides consid- 
erable flexibility in their placement. Narrow vertical distri- 
bution and wide horizontal distribution are characteristics 
of a column, which make it such an outstanding sound -rein- 
forcement tool. 

The wide horizontal front distribution pattern of a col- 
umn speaker is generally the same as that of any single 

Fig. 1. Available output power of typical amplifier for var- 
ious loudspeaker loads. This particular unit has been opti- 
mized for a 4 -ohm speaker load. Other impedance values 
reduce available output power Where mismatch is unavoid- 
able, always pick higher rattle than a lower impedance. 
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The small center speaker permits the entertainer to hear herself and provides "sound file' for the first few rows of the 
audience. Column speakers located at the sides of the stage provide source-oriented sound which covers entire room. 

loudspeaker within the column; the design of the column 
has virtually no effect on horizontal distribution. It is the 
length of the column that determines the vertical angle of 
dispersion -the longer the column the smaller the angle. 

Some column speakers use rear ports to produce a bidi- 
rectional low- frequency horizontal polar pattern. This de- 
ign reduces the omnidirectional properties which are ex- 

hibited by all speakers at low frequencies. Rather than an 
omnidirectional low -frequency characteristic, which might 
lead to acoustic feedback, the bidirectional characteristic 
provides a relatively "dead" area at the sides of the column, 
with the result that microphones may be placed there with 
minimal low -frequency- feedback problems. 

Speaker Placement 

It must be remembered that every room or space is 
acoustically unique and there are no set rules for speaker 
placement. However, a number of generalizations may be 
made which will at least provide a good starting point. 

Always consider speaker placement in relation to micro- 
phone placement. It is desirable for the loudspeaker and 
microphone to be in close proximity in order to provide the 
illusion of source -oriented sound. It is also desirable to keep 
loudspeaker and microphone separated in order to achieve 
a high threshold of acoustic feedback. While these two 
statements are contradictory, a good solution can generally 
be found. When the column speakers are used on stage, the 
speakers should be placed at each side of the stage and as 

far forward as possible. With this setup, the entire stage 
area will be relatively free from acoustic feedback; also the 

Rear view of a typical 100 -watt mixer /amplifier. Loudspeakers 
are plugged into jacks at left while up to six microphones can be 
plugged into 3 -pin Cannon -type connectors at the right. There 
are built -in attenuator switches above each microphone connector. 

illusion of sound coming from the center of the stage will be 
quite good except for those occupying the first few forward 
rows of seats. 

Generally the stage is higher than the main audience 
area, therefore placing the speakers on the stage helps to 
project sound over the heads of the audience. If the stage is 
low, or a dance floor is directly in front of the stage, it may 
be necessary to raise the speakers by placing them on plat- 
forms or solid boxes. 

Keeping in mind that the speaker columns have a narrow 
coverage angle in the vertical plane and a broad coverage 
angle in the horizontal plane, we can generalize on speaker 
requirements for various room shapes. A deep, narrow au- 
ditorium would generally require only two speakers if the 
seating is all on one level. If balconies are added to this 
same room, additional speaker columns would be required 
to aim sound up into them. A shallow, broad room might 
require four speakers in order to cover the entire horizon- 
tal expanse. Again if balconies are added, four more speak- 
ers might be required to expand the vertical coverage. A 
"theater -in- the -round" configuration will almost always re- 
quire the use of at least four columns. More speakers might 
be required to provide adequate horizontal coverage if the 
theater is very deep. 

To adequately cover all phases of speaker placement in 
all types of rooms would consume a great deal of space and 
still would not answer all possible criticism and arguments. 
Every room is different from any other and thus correct 
speaker placement will vary from room to room. 

Good speaker placement will provide an audience with 
even distribution of sound intensity, sound which is free 
from excessive reverberation and echoes, and the illusion of 
sound emanating from the real source. 

Providing good sound reinforcement is an art -science re- 
quiring vast technical knowledge and a good deal of prac- 
tice to become a master. However, by using the techniques 
we have discussed, the performer and soundman should be 
able to improve their performances. Good equipment is 
necessary, but proper use of the equipment is of greater 
importance. Using these guidelines as a tool, the performer 
must experiment with his equipment to find the particular 
sound he desires. In this respect, microphone placement, 
mixer /amplifier control settings, and speaker placement 
are like tuning a fine instrument. Of these, the correct 
placement of speakers is the hardest problem to solve. Only 
after a great deal of practice will you be able to make good 
first choices. Let the people in the audience be your judge 
and listen to their comments. 
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Electronics Helps fight 

AIR POLLUTION 

By SIDNEY L. SILVER 

Our technology is expanding but the quality 
of our air continues to deteriorate as more and more 
pollutants are poured into the atmosphere, 
Types of pollutants, standards, and electronic 
methods of monitoring and control are covered. 

N recent years, there has been a rapidly growing interna- 
tional concern about the quality of the human environ- 

ment. Air pollution, for example, is generally recognized as 
one of the most significant and challenging problems of 
modern society. It is a paradox that with an advancing and 
expanding technology, the quality of the air continues to 
deteriorate as more and more pollutants are poured into 
the atmosphere. 

The fear exists that the spread of air contamination is so 
rapid that society may suffer irreversible effects before the 
destructive capabilities of various pollutants are firmly es- 
tablished. For this reason, the task of tracking down, isolat- 
ing, and eliminating the important air contaminants calls 
for an interdisciplinary effort involving the collaboration of 
many trained persons in various fields of applied science 
and technology. Among these areas are electrochemistry, 
opto- electronics, toxicology, meteorology, and the nuclear 
sciences. 

Nature of the Problem 

Air pollution is a complex and diverse problem, the na- 
ture and seriousness of which can vary from one place to 
another, from season to season, and even from hour to hour. 
It may be broadly defined as the presence in the ambient 
air of one or more pollutants in such quantity and of such 
duration as to be injurious to human, animal, and plant life, 
or to property; or as to interfere unreasonably with the 
comfortable enjoyment of life and property. These pollu- 
tants consist of foreign matter suspended in the atmosphere 
in the form of smoke, vapor, mist, or dust particles which 
can adversely affect the environment by producing unde- 
sirable changes in the physical, chemical, or biological char- 
acteristics of the air. 

As a rule, individual contaminants do not exist alone in 
the air but are intermixed with other pollutants at various 
concentration levels. These substances sometimes react 
with each other. e.g., in the presence of sunlight, to pro - 
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duce new and sometimes unknown compounds. There are 
other meteorological variables, such as wind direction, 
wind velocity, and air- temperature variations with altitude, 
which influence the transport and dispersal of air pollu- 
tants, resulting in the subsequent dilution of concentration 
levels. Topography also plays a role in creating a localized 
atmospheric system, thereby affecting the air quality. In 
big cities, for example, the many huge structures rising to 
different heights and arranged in various patterns, provide 
a large surface for the absorption of more solar energy into 
the urban atmosphere. 

An important factor is the cause- and -effect relationship 
between air contamination and health, namely, the specific 
mechanism by which this phenomenon can produce dis- 
ease. While statistical evidence indicates that adverse 
health effects are most common in communities having the 
greatest concentration levels, no correlation can be made 
to show that any single pollutant is the cause of these symp- 
toms. Moreover, the health effects of less intense pollution 
exposures over long periods of time are not known. At the 
present time there is insufficient reliable, quantitative in- 
formation concerning the "tolerable levels," i.e., the specif- 
ic measured point at which normal persons exposed to an 
identifiable pollutant will experience no adverse reactions 
or physical impairment. 

Sources of Air Pollution 

The contamination of the atmosphere is caused by vari- 
ous natural phenomena, as well as human activity. Some of 
the natural forces that create pollution are volcanic erup- 
tions, earthquakes, some forest fires, and natural radioactiv- 
ity. This article, however, will deal specifically with man- 
made or artificial air pollution which derives mainly from 
the everyday activities of the inhabitants in various commu- 
nities. 

In urban and industrial areas, the primary sources of air 
pollution are the combustion processes involving fossil fuels 
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(mainly coal and oil) for the generation of power, space 
heating, the processing of materials, as well as the burning 
of waste products. The principal mobile source of pollution 
is the gasoline -powered motor vehicle. Although the ex- 
haust emissions of other modes of transportation such as 
locomotives, airplanes, and ships may be significant locally, 
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they do not add much to the community -wide air pollution. 
As a result of these operations, about 142 million tons of 

pollutants are released into the atmosphere in the U.S. each 
year; the most common of which are carbon monoxide, the 
sulfur oxides, hydrocarbons, particulate matter, and the ni- 
trogen oxides. Fig. 1 indicates the average concentration 
levels annually. 

The contribution of various sources during the same peri- 
od is shown in Fig. 2. It can be observed that the carbon 
monoxide (CO) level exceeds that of all other contaminants 
combined, and thus can be regarded as one of the prime 
indicators of air pollution. Carbon monoxide is an invisible, 
toxic gas pollutant which comes mostly from fuel that is not 
completely oxidized to carbon dioxide and water; motor -ve- 
hicle exhausts accounting for over 90% of the total CO 
emitted into the atmosphere. The hydrocarbons are anoth- 
er class of pollutants which emanate as unburned, or par- 
tially burned gaseous compounds formed during the high - 
temperature combustion process. 

Still another product of the fuel- burning process is nitro- 
gen oxide (NO), chiefly contributed by internal combustion 
engines. NO is formed because of the very high tempera- 
ture dissociation of molecular nitrogen and oxygen from 
the intake air used to burn the fuel. After emission into the 
atmosphere, the NO is converted to nitrogen dioxide (NO2) 
which, in turn, reacts with other contaminants in the air to. 
produce a variety of toxic substances. For example, the in- 
teraction of a dilute mixture of NO2 and hydrocarbons pro- 
duces complex chemical changes during the sunlight hours, 
resulting in the formation of photochemical smog. 

The second most prevalent gaseous pollutant in the at- 
mosphere is sulfur dioxide (SO2), produced mainly by the 
combustion of coal and oil which contain appreciably large 
quantities of sulfur as an impurity. Owing to catalytic action 
with other materials in the ambient air, the SO2 is more or 
less oxidized to form sulfur trioxide (SO3) which, in turn, 
reacts with water vapor to yield a dilute but corrosive mist 
of sulfuric acid (H2SO4). 

Besides the pollutant gases dumped into the atmosphere, 
there are the visible emissions caused by the presence of 
fine solid and liquid particles, or particulate matter, mainly 
discharged by industrial smokestacks. These particulates 
are composed of a wide range of substances, including dust, 
soot, grease, mineral matter, and microscopic particles of 
metals and metal oxides. Some of these particles are large 
enough to settle rapidly toward the earth, but many others 
are sufficiently small to remain suspended indefinitely in 
the ambient air until they are removed by wind or precipi- 
tation. 

Control Techniques 

Technology exists today for controlling and reducing 
most of the pollutants that stationary sources would other- 
wise release into the atmosphere. The primary function of 
any pollution- control device is the removal and neutraliza- 
tion of particulate matter and gaseous material. Generally, 
the particles on which the gas pollutants have been ab- 
sorbed are separated by particulate collectors, and then the 
gases are either reduced to harmless substances or recov- 
ered by other methods. 

In the case of particulate matter, particle size distribution 
and the amount of dust involved are critical parameters 
because they determine selection of the proper control de- 
vice. The common denominator used in referring to parti- 
cle size distribution is the micron (one- thousandth of a mil- 
limeter), with atmospheric dust particles ranging from hun- 
dreds of microns in diameter down to almost molecular di- 
mensions. Usually, particles larger than 50 microns do not 
remain airborne for long periods of time unless there is 
considerable air turbulence. 

The simplest method of reducing stack emissions is the 
cyclone collector which depends upon the property that 
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particulates have greater inertia than gaseous substances. 
In operation (Fig. 3A), the dust -laden gas is forced into a 
cylindrical tube through swirl vanes which induce a high - 
velocity spiral action to the gas -dust mass. Owing to centrif- 
ugal force, the particles are flung to the walls of the cham- 
ber and subsequently carried down by gravity to a dust 
outlet. At the bottom of the chamber (usually terminated in 
a cone), the clean gas stream reverses its vortex and flows 
upward through a center exit port. Devices of this type 
achieve a high collection efficiency with particles in the 1() 

to 200 micron range. Sometimes wet inertial devices, or 
"scrubbers," are employed in which high -pressure jets of 
liquid are able to extract gaseous pollutants from particu- 
late matter. 

Another way to remove dust from process gases is by fil- 
tration, where particulates are trapped by a large number 
of fabric filters, while the dust -free gas passes through the 
filter to an outlet. For large particles, the inertial impaction 
of the dust on the filter fibers is the predominant collector 
mechanism. However, as the dust accumulates, the submi- 
cron particles are actually sieved from the gas by molecular 
diffusion. The resistance of the gas flow to the collected 
material eventually increases so that the filter must be 
cleaned periodically by subjecting the system to mechani- 
cal vibration. 

At the present state of the art, the most widely used high - 
efficiency collector of particulate matter is the electrostatic 
precipitator. As shown in Fig. 3B, the basic device consists 
of a tubular collecting surface placed at ground potential, 
with a discharge electrode centered along the longitudinal 
axis. The center electrode is energized with a high negative 
potential (on the order of 100 kV peak) so that a corona 
discharge is established around the electrode. As the gas - 
dust mass passes through the corona the gas is ionized, and 
these ions migrate toward the collecting surface where 
they collide with the suspended dust particles. During the 
ion bombardment, the dust particles take on a negative 
charge and drift in the direction of the grounded collector, 
where they adhere until removed by electromagnetic vi- 
bration. These devices have a high efficiency in the collec- 
tion of small particles in the 0.01- to 1- micron range. 

The removal of gaseous pollutants may sometimes be ac- 
complished by oxidation, whereby combustible process gas- 
es are recycled into the burning chamber. Gases which are 
more or less soluble in water may be removed by absorp- 
tion. Here very small droplets of water (containing certain 
chemicals to enhance solubility) present a high surface area 
to the gas stream so that the gas dissolves or reacts across 
the gas- liquid interface. In the adsorption method (Fig. 4), 
the pollutant gas is forced to adhere to the surface of acti- 
vated carbon material where the molecules adsorbed from 
the gaseous state are collected into a condensed layer. The 
carbon is then regenerated with low -pressure steam, and 
the resultant steam -vapor mixture is cooled in a condenser 
unit, then fed to a separator where the gas is recovered. 

For some pollutants, such as the sulfur oxides, no com- 
pletely satisfactory method of removal has yet been fully 
developed. Obviously, the removal of sulfur from coal prior 
to burning would be the ideal solution, but this is not feasi- 
ble at present because most of the sulfur is organically 
bound to the coal and can only be re- 
leased by combustion. One process 
which has been developed involves the 
injection of powdered limestone into 
the combustion chamber, thereby pro- 
ducing reactive compounds which 
combine with and eliminate some of 
the SO2. Alternate means of control in- 
clude the use of low- sulfur coal, desul- 
furized oil, and natural gas. 

The reduction of air pollution pro- 
duced by motor vehicles requires im- 
S.pt.mb.r, 1971 
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Fig. 4. A flow diagram of a typical adsorption system. 

proved systems for controlling the emissions of hydrocar- 
bons, carbon monoxide, and the oxides of nitrogen. Hydro- 
carbons and CO emissions may be reduced by the injection 
of air into the exhaust manifold at the point of hottest gas 
temperature, in order to continue the combustion of these 
pollutants in the exhaust system. Since gasoline is highly 
volatile, the gas tank and carburetor lose hydrocarbons 
through evaporation, these vapors also contributing to air 
pollution. To offset this problem, the system may incorpo- 
rate a liquid -vapor separator in the fuel system, with a line 
returned to the carburetor to permit the purging and burn- 
ing of stored vapors. The control of NO emission may be 
achieved by automatically regulating the spark advance 
and controlling fuel combustion so that peak burning tem- 
peratures are reached at lower levels. 

Although a sharp reduction in pollutant emissions will 
probably be attained during the next decade, attention 
must be given to new approaches involving propulsion sys- 
tems with inherently low emission characteristics. These in- 

Fig. 5. The operation of an air -quality monitoring and control system. 
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Fig. 6. Technician checks the readings for smokeshade at 
one of New York City's ten automated telemetry stations. 

elude such power systems as turbine and steam engines 
where the levels of hydrocarbons and CO emissions are 
considerably lower. Electrically propelled vehicles appear 
to offer some potential as pollution -free devices, but further 
advancement in battery or fuel -cell technology will be re- 
quired before acceptable performance is achieved. 

Air -Quality Standards 

In setting standards, the quantitative relationship be- 
tween the contamination of the air and the sources of emis- 
sion is difficult to determine, since there are usually many 
sources which emit similar or identical pollutants. Ambient 
air standards are concerned with the concentration of pol- 
lutants present in the atmosphere, while emission standards 
apply to the quantities of pollutants discharged from specif- 
ic sources. 

In order to deal systematically with these problems in the 
U.S., the Air Quality Act of 1967 was developed and passed 
to strengthen the control effort. This law builds on earlier 
legislation going back to 1955, and is in the form of an 
amendment to the Clean Air Act of 1963. Accordingly, the 
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) has 
designated specific air -quality control regions that cover 

Table 2. Control limits for various air -pollution conditions. 

1. Forecast Stage: 
Meteorological conditions indicate that a high pollution 
potential will exist for the next 36 hours. 

2. Alert Stage: 
Stage is reached if for any consecutive 6 of the previous 
12 hours: 

1. Forecast predicts that adverse weather conditions 
(stagnation) will continue for 12 more hours. 

2. Sulfur -dioxide exposure = 2 ppm -hrs 

3. Soiling -index exposure = 2 rud -hrs 

1. Carbon -monoxide exposure = 180 ppm -hrs 

3. Warning Stage 
Stage is reached if for any consecutive 6 of the previous 
12 hours: 

1. Forecast predicts that stagnation will continue 
for 12 more hours 

2. Sulfur- dioxide exposure = 3 ppm -hrs 

3. Soiling -index exposure = 25 rud-hrs 

4. Carbon -monoxide exposure = 300 ppm -hrs 

4. Emergency Stage: 
Stage is reached if in a 24 -hour period: 

1. Forecast predicts that stagnation will continue for 
12 more hours 

2. Sulfur - dioxide exposure = 15 ppm -hrs and is rising 

3. Soiling -index exposure = 200 rud -hrs 
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various communities sharing a com- 
mon air -pollution problem. 

HEW has also developed and pub- 
lished a number of air -pollution crite- 
ria indicating the extent to which a 
specific pollutant, or a combination of 
pollutants, is harmful to health or dam- 
aging to property. These criteria re- 
flect the best available scientific data 
on the effectiveness of existing tech- 
nology for the prevention and control 
of air contamination. As soon as the 
control techniques for a particular pol- 
lutant are issued, each state involved in 

the region is given the responsibility for developing air - 
quality standards and plans for implementing them. 

An important section of the 1967 law provides for a com- 
prehensive study of the need for, and effect of, national 
emission standards for stationary sources of air pollution. As 
a consequence, to broaden the scope of the law, the House 
and Senate have recently passed separate bills to establish 
national air -quality standards. In the Senate version, the na- 
tional standards would cover 10 major contaminants, and 
would prohibit all emissions of a hazardous nature not cov- 
ered by the standards. The bill would further require that 
the 1975 -model automobiles achieve a 90% reduction of 
present -day standards for emissions of carbon monoxide, 
hydrocarbons, and the nitrogen oxides. As of this writing, 
both bills are before a Senate -House conference committee 
to resolve the differences between the two measures. 

As an example of how the Federal criteria are applied, 
Table 1 shows the daily air -pollution index for the New 
York City area. Here the numerical values and time spans 
are given for four of the most common pollutants. These 
designations, covering various concentration levels, relate 
to the New York State standards which, in turn, are based 
on the health -effects criteria developed by HEW. 

In the case of sulfur dioxide, for example, the designation 
"good" (corresponding to the range from 0 to 0.03 parts per 
million) has been set as the annual average goal for that 
area because there is no scientific evidence of any adverse 
health effects within this range. The criteria further state 
that the 24 -hour average concentration of sulfur dioxide 
should not rise above 0.1 ppm (to the "unhealthy" range) 
more than about three times a year. It should be pointed 
out that the objectives set forth in these criteria will be 
immediately subject to revision if further scientific investi- 
gation reveals any new health hazards associated with air - 
pollution levels. 

The standards applied to carbon monoxide suggest negli- 
gible health effects below 10 ppm when levels are averaged 
over an 8 -hour period. Since concentrations rarely reach 
this magnitude on a city -wide basis, the measurement is 
regularly taken in high -traffic areas where the levels are 
high at breathing level. 

Smokeshade, sometimes referred to as the soiling index, 
is a measure of the dust, grime, and particulate matter in 
the ambient air, and is expressed in terms of the reflectance 
units of dirtshade (rud). Here the range of levels covers the 
average city -wide concentrations over a 24 -hour period. 
The oxidents refer to a group of toxic photochemical com- 
pounds, e.g., ozone, formed by the action of sunlight on the 
oxides of nitrogen and hydrocarbons. These levels are aver- 
aged over a 6 -hour period during the time of strongest sun- 
light. 

In order to minimize the impact of air -pollution episodes. 
such as may occur during periods of stagnant weather, air - 
quality control limits must be established. These limits are 
usually stated as a concentration level that should not be 
exceeded when either averaged or integrated over a prede- 
termined time interval. These serve as a reference value 

(Continued on page78) 
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Air -Core Coil Nomogram 
By JAMES E. McALISTER 

An aid to designers and experimenters who must fabricate their own coils. 
Chart is applicable to both hand -wound and pre wound coil stock. 

THE inductance of a single -layer air -core coil can be expressed by 
the well -known formula: L = (n2r2) /(9r + 10/) where: r is coil 

radius in inches, n is total number of coil turns, / is total coil length in 
inches, and L is coil inductance in microhenrys. This formula be- 
comes more potent if the winding pitch N in turns per inch is used in 

place of total turns (n = N. This substitution, for example, will allow 
quick inductance calculations to be performed for prewound coil 
stock of fixed pitch and radius. The problem is then simply one of 
choosing the proper length of stock to give the proper inductance. 

Similarly, hand -wound coils can be designed by selecting an appro- 
priate pitch and radius and, as before, solving for the proper coil 
length. Since pitch and radius are often chosen by trial and error, 
several calculations may sometimes be required before a realistic coil 
length is obtained. For this reason, a nomogram can be usefully em- 
ployed to allow quick convergence on a meaningful design. 

Problem: Choose the proper length of coil stock of 1,; -inch radius 
and 4 turns per inch to give an inductance of 0.5 pH. 

In this case, the radius is fixed at '/z inch. This value should be 
located on the R scale of the nomogram. Note that values of R are 
expressed in eighths of an inch, so the value of R chosen is 4 (point 
A). Next, the winding pitch of 4 turns per inch should be found on the 
N scale (B). A line is drawn connecting these two points and is ex- 
tended to intercept the T scale (C). 

From C, another line is drawn through 0.5 (the required induc- 
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tance) on the L scale (D) and is extended to cross the Q scale (E). 
From E, a horizontal line is projected to intercept the graph at F. A 

vertical line is then drawn to cross the X -axis at G and on to cross the 
appropriate R line (the radius R is expressed in eighths of an inch 
here, too) at (H). A horizontal line is drawn through H to intersect the 
Y -axis at J. 

With a pair of dividers or a compass, an arc is drawn from J (with G 

as the center) to the X -axis (K). The value of X at K (in this case, 
1.65) is the length in inches of the coil stock required to give the 
desired inductance. 

Actual calculation of the coil inductance using the length of 1.65 
inches gives 0.52 pH, rather than 0.5 pH. This represents an error 
of only 4 %, which is certainly within reason. It should also be noted 
that the original formula is accurate within 1% whenever coil length 
is greater than or equal to eight- tenths of the radius. 

If the coil is being wound by hand with a length of 1.65 and a pitch 
of 4, it may be advantageous to wind 6.6 turns evenly in 1.65 inches 
of length. The pitch will then automatically be the necessary 4 turns 
per inch. 

The pitch of close -wound coils is approximately the reciprocal of 
the wire diameter. Approximate pitches for common wire sizes are 
tabulated below for enameled, solid copper wire. Data for other types 
of insulations and wire sizes may be found in a rather complete table 
in The Radio Amateur's Handbook" (ARRL). 

AWG 
PITCH 

(TURNS /INCHI 
16 18.9 
18 23.6 
20 29.4 
22 37.0 
24 46.3 
26 58.0 
28 72.7 
30 90.5 
32 113.0 
34 143.0 

4 
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5 6 
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L - INDUCTANCE IN MICROHENRYS 
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Automatic 
Railroad -Car 
Identification 
By DAVID L. HEISERMAN 

Optical- electronic scanning system accurately records 
type, owner, registration number for every freight car in 
a train moving at speeds up to 80 miles an hour. 

HERE are about 1.8 million freight cars on the tracks in 
the United States and Canada. The paperwork involved 

in keeping tabs on all these cars has always created monu- 
mental problems. To complicate the situation even further, 
railroads share cars and facilities freely, but have different 
ideas on how to handle the necessary paperwork. It's little 
wonder, then, that losing track of a couple hundred freight 
cars for a day or two is a common occurrence. 

With the help of the Association of American Railroads 
(AAR), the rail industry tried to cut down on paperwork 
and keep better track of its cars by installing sophisticated 
data -processing and communications centers. 

During the 1960's, most of the routine paperwork in- 
volved in keeping track of cars began to diminish, and the 
flow of inter -company information improved considerably. 
A few years' experience, however, showed there was still 
something wrong with the system. The AAR began working 
on the problem as early as 1959 and, by late 1967, provided 
the solution. 

It seems that the weak link in the new railroad data -pro- 
cessing system was in the information input phase of the 
operation. The computers were handling available data as 
well as could be expected, but the input data was going into 
a modern system by means of an iron -horse -age tech - 
nique-a clerk with a clipboard, pencil, and a check sheet 
noting cars on a passing train. Unless the train happens to 
be going by at less than about 20 miles an hour, it is difficult 
to verify or record registration numbers visually with any 
degree of accuracy. And if the input information is faulty, a 
computer can cause more problems than it solves. 

The automatic- car -identification (ACI) system proposed 
by the AAR could accurately record the type, owner, and 
registration number for every freight car in a train moving 

between zero and 80 miles an hour. In 1967, the AAR ac- 
cepted a Sylvania version of the ACI system. Marketed un- 
der the tradename KarTrak, there are now more than 150 
of these ACI systems in full operation in North America and 
many times more expected by 1975. 

How ACI Works 

The KarTrak ACI system consists of three parts: (1) a set 
of retro- reflective color -coded labels which are applied to 
each side of a freight car, (2) a trackside optical- electronic 
scanner that reads the labels as the train moves past, and (3) 
a data decoder and transmission unit that digitizes the scan- 
ner's output and transmits the data to far -away Teletype 
printers and data -processing units. 

The labels are made up of 13 color -coded strips of red, 
blue, and white Scotchlite tape. The strips, arranged in a 
ladder -like fashion, lie within a 10 X 22'/2 -inch area of non - 
reflective black paint. The information coded into a label 
includes the type of car, its owner, and its registration num- 
ber. 

An approaching train activates a switch that turns on the 
power supplies and ignites the xenon lamp inside the scan- 
ner. A set of rapidly rotating mirrors make the scanner send 
out a beam of bright light that scans the side of the train in 
an upward direction. When the beam scans across one of 
the labels, a string of color -coded dashes of light reflect into 
the scanner. 

The incoming pulses of light first pass through a series of 
mirrors, a lens, and an aperture. The next element they 
encounter is a dichroic mirror -a special optical device that 
reflects light of one color and transmits light of another 
color. In the KarTrak scanner, the dichroic mirror directs 
the red and blue pulses of incoming light to separate sets of 

Fig. 1. Block diagram of Sylvania's ACI scanner. It is apparent that red and blue are the two basic colors used, with black 
indicating absence of color and white used to excite both channels. As each color is scanned, it produces a pulse of a spe- 
cific duration. In the case where dual red or dual blue stripes are used, the electronically timed pulse width is equivalent 
to two shorter pulses. The system of conversion from color stripes into numbers is the Steits method (after Francis Steits, 
the designer). These color stripes are electronically converted first into pulses and, through the use of 2 separate channels 
and 4 flip -flops, are then converted into numbers in the conventioral binary manner. Refer to the text for complete details. 
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colored filters and photo detectors. 
The detectors, in turn, generate a 
pulse of electrical energy when they're 
activated. 

A pulse of blue light reflected into 
the scanner, for example, activates 
only the "blue" photo detector. A pulse 
of red light, on the other hand, acti- 
vates only the "red" detector. Since 
white light is actually a mixture of all 
colors, the dichroic mirror separates 
both red and blue light from incoming 
pulses of white light. A pulse of white 
light, then, activates both detectors. To 
complete the logic scheme, the black portions of a label 
produce no reflected light, and neither photo detector gen- 
erates an output signal. See Fig. 1 for a block diagram of the 
scanner. 

After leaving the photo detectors, the label code is still 
intact, but in the form of electrical pulses rather than strips 
of color -coded tape. A pair of line drivers delivers the two 
sets of scanner signals to the decoder unit. 

The input section of the decoder unit contains two sets of 
amplifiers and analog -to- digital converters that clean up 
the detector outputs and adjust their pulse heights and 
widths to meet a standard format. The data is then serially 
loaded into a logic circuit that performs a preliminary valid- 
ity check on the information. A red -light reflector on the 
side of a boxcar, for example, could activate the system un- 
intentionally. This single pulse of red light, however, can- 
not pass the first validity check, so the logic circuit would 
scrap the entry. Data that passes the first vaúidity check 
goes through a binary coded decimal (BCD) circuit that 
converts binary into standard decimal code. This completes 
translation of the labels into decimals. (See Fig. 2.) 

The decimal numbers accumulate in a storage register 
until all the information for one label is in. At the same 
time, data goes to a circuit that runs a complete parity 
check on the information. If the circuit calculates a "bad" 
parity, a logic circuit instructs the system to receive data 
from another scan over the same label. The system, in fact, 
continues to accept a label's code, check, and recheck the 
data until either the parity circuit finds "good" parity or the 
label moves out of the scanner's range. 

At the user's option, the label data can be stored and 
retrieved at a later time, or sent through leased lines to a 
distant Teletype and computer center as soon as the car 
passes over a magnetic "end of car" sensor mounted on the 
tracks. In either case, the data leaves the decoder unit via a 
format generator that establishes the formal layout of infor- 
mation for the Teletype printer. 

Optional Features 

Among the most common optical ACI features are a digi- 
tal time -date generator, multiple scanner units, and piggy- 
back readers. There are other optional features available 
from Sylvania, but they are mostly concerned with format- 
ting and data -transmission techniques. 

Railroads must use at least two scanners where there is 
the possibility of two trains passing the same place at the 
same time. Sylvania engineers designed a duplexer circuit 
that lets a single decoder unit accept simultaneous inputs 
from more than one scanner. 

A popular trend in modern railroading involves shipping 
freight on flatcars loaded with "piggyback" truck trailers or 
special shipping containers. The ACI piggyback option al- 
lows the user to place a label on the flatcar and on each of 
the vans or containers riding "piggyback" on it. The scan- 
ner then reads all the labels and the decoder prepares a 
Teletype and computer format that shows information 
about the flatcar and every piece of equipment on it that 
carries an ACI label. 
September, 1971 
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Fig. 2. The ACI decoder unit processes data from the scanner and prepares 
it for transmission to distant Teletype printers and data -processing un ts. 
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ACI labels are made of 3M's "Scotchlite" retro -reflective tapes. 
The non -reflective black background provides a "no- signal" in- 
put to the scanner. The ACI system converts the color -coded 
labels into a conventional, easy -to- process Teletype print -out. 

Sylvania's automatic -car -identification scanner shown being 
used to read a label on a "piggyback" car carrying a trailer. 
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44 Set of the most basic tools -those that 
every radio and TV service technician 
must have. This particular assortment 
is available as a kit from General Ce- 
ment but other firms offer similar sets. 

Hand Tools 
for the Technician 
By JOHN FRYE 

There are so many new and unusual tools that will make 
your work easier and save you time. Using the right tool at 
the right time is an art -and this article tells you how to be a real "pro." 

MANY electronics technicians are careless mechanics. 
Why, they ask, replace all four chassis bolts when 

two will do the job? After all, the important diagnostic por- 
tion of their work is done in "the little gray cells;" so the 
manual use of tools to perform the actual repair seems rath- 
er dull and boring after the intellectual excitement of using 
exotic instruments to corner the trouble. Still, repairing 
electronic gear usually ends with pulling tubes, moving 
wires, snipping out defective parts, installing and soldering 
in new ones, realigning tuned circuits -in short, with the 
use of hand tools -and the efficiency of the technician and 
the quality of his work is often judged by what he does with 
his tools. 

Lack of proper tools may account for part of the techni- 
cian's mediocre mechanical performance. Need for the 
proper tool can make a simple job time -consuming, tem- 
per- fraying, and equipment damaging. On the other hand, 
possessing the correct tool saves the technician's valuable 
time and renders mechanical work much easier and more 
pleasant. So why doesn't he provide himself with proper 
tools? Because he is instrument -oriented. Electronic instru- 
ments, not hand tools, are the status symbols of his profes- 
sion. He may trade his perfectly good v.t.v.m. in on a new 
digital type when he has only the same three worn- bitted 
screwdrivers he had when he opened his shop! 

Another reason for the technician's tool -poverty may 
well be that he simply does not realize what a rich variety 
of excellent specialized tools has been developed for his 
needs. Catalogues and magazine advertisements he usually 

Fig. 1. You will need most, if not all, of these specialized 
screwdriver bits. Their common names are indicated for 
each type. This photo is courtesy of Jensen Tools & Alloys. 
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sees devote more display space to service instruments than 
to hand tools. 

This article will review many useful hand tools available 
to the technician, discuss their features and proper use, and 
list manufacturers and jobbers from whom the tools -or 
more information about them -can be obtained. Since elec- 
tronic chemicals were covered by the writer in the May 
1971 issue and solder and soldering equipment were dis- 
cussed in the June issue, these items will not be included 
here. 

Screwdrivers 

Let's start our discussion with screwdrivers. The cardinal 
rule in their use is: the driver bit should fit the screw slot 
correctly. With regular single -slot screws, the bit width 
should be slightly less than the full length of the slot, espe- 
cially on flathead countersunk screws, because the slot 
length is less at the bottom than at the top. If the bit is as 
wide as the top of the slot, the corners of the bit will be 
sticking out at the bottom of the slot. On the other hand, if 
the bit width is too narrow, leverage is lost and the screw 
slot may be marred or the bit tip twisted. The thickness of 
the bit tip should not be so great as to prevent its reaching 
the bottom of the slot. The shaft of a cabinetmaker's screw- 
driver is round and of a diameter equal to the width of the 
bit so the tip can reach deep into a hole to turn a counter- 
sunk screw. Other screwdrivers may have round or square 
shafts. Heavy -duty screwdrivers often employ the stronger 
square design on which a wrench can be used for additional 
torque. See Fig. 1 for identification of screw types. 

There are two kinds of cross -slotted screws: the Phillips 
and the Frearson or Reed & Prince. The former has modi- 
fied U- shaped slots of uniform width, while the Frearson 
has V- shaped slots with tapered sides. While either driver 
will work, after a fashion, with either screw, both work 
much better with the screws for which they were intended. 
In addition to using the proper type, it is also important to 
use the right size driver for these cross -slotted screws. Us- 
ing too small or too large a driver is likely to ruin both 
screw and driver. 

Other screws you encounter, especially if you do industri- 
al electronics servicing, just often enough to make having 
proper drivers on hand a necessity are: the Allen head, 
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clutch head, Scrulox or square head, and Bristol head types. 
Each requires a specially shaped driver of exactly the right 
size and there is no good substitute. 

Lincoln said a man's legs should be long enough to reach 
the ground, and a screwdriver should be long enough -or 
short enough -to reach and turn a screw wherever it may 
be used. That means you need stubby drivers, two -foot -long 
drivers, and offset drivers. And to start screws in those 
hard -to -reach places, you need screw- launching drivers 
which grip the screw head, not only for single -slot but also 
for cross -slot screws, such as those manufactured by Vaco. 
For working on live circuits, screwdriver tips insulated by 
being plastic dipped are available and offer insurance 
against short -circuit damage. Screwdrivers using non- spark- 
ing, non -magnetic blades of beryllium- copper, such as those 
offered by Xcelite, are a must when working in explosive 
atmospheres or around sensitive color -TV tubes. Another 
must is a set of miniature jeweler's screwdrivers, such as 
those offered by Moody Machine Products, consisting of 
several single- and cross -slot bits that can be chucked into a 
knurled handle. If you work on miniature radios, these will 
be in constant use. 

Finally, a man who removes and drives lots of screws, 
such as the chassis- remover -and -replacer in a large shop, 
may want to use speedy ratchet screwdrivers. The simple 
type allows the handle to ratchet on the bit with a choice of 
directions. The spiral type converts a pushing action on the 
retractable handle into rotation of the bit so that pre- start- 
ed screws or screws being replaced can be seated with one 
motion. Here, too, the direction of rotation of the bit is 
reversible so that the tool can also be used for rapid screw 
removal. 

Pliers and Snips 

The variety of pliers and wire- cutters used by the techni- 
cian is comparable to the screwdrivers he uses. See Fig. 2. 
Many of the pliers have been borrowed from other me- 
chanical fields and adapted to his use. First there is the 
familiar two -position combination slip joint pliers that come 
to mind when you see the word "pliers." Every technician 
has a pair of these. He should also have their side -looking 
relatives with more positions and the water -pump pliers. A 
more sophisticated and smoother -acting version of the wa- 
ter -pump pliers is Channellock's tongue- and -groove pliers. 
The common feature of all these is that the jaws can be 
kept nearly parallel while gripping objects of different di- 
ameters. If the technician does auto -radio work, he should 
have a pair of stubby jawed battery pliers for removing or 
tightening storage- battery terminal connectors. 

But much of his work is concerned with maneuvering, 
shaping, and cutting wires; and there are several types of 
pliers specifically designed for his use. The granddaddy is 
the side -cutting electrician's pliers you see in the tool hol- 
ster of every lineman. This tool is fine for working on large, 
heavily insulated wire. But the technician also needs at 
least one pair each of chain nose (a long -nose plier with 
smooth jaws), long nose, and needle nose pliers for handling 
small- diameter wire in tight quarters. Which he chooses for 
a particular job will depend on the size and stiffness of the 
wire, how much room he has, and how far he has to reach 
to get the wire. If he is affluent, he will find an exciting 
array of variations of these three types in which the tips are 
bent, curved, and offset to provide maximum ability to 
reach into difficult spots. For looping and forming wire, he 
needs a pair of round nose pliers designed just for this job. 
A pair of flat nose, sometimes called duckbill, pliers will 
come in handy for locking or unlocking the tabs of compo- 
nents mounted on printed- circuit boards. 

It used to be that all the wire cutting equipment you 
needed was a good strong pair of six -inch diagonal cutters - 
but not any more. Printed circuits and miniaturization 
changed all that. Using those six -inch cutters on a plug -in 
September, 1971 
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Fig. 2. Representative selection of pliers /cutters. (A) S -K 
combination slip -joint, (B) S -K water -pump, (C) Channellock 
battery, (D) Channellock lineman's, (E) Xcelite transverse 
cutter, (F) Xcelite radio & TV, (G) Techni -tool "Deli- Cut." 

Fig. 3. Various wrenches useful for service work. (A, B) 
Amtronix's squeeze- action open and closed -end wrenches, 
(C) Vaco's crescent wrench, (D) Channellock's "Griplock" 
crimping tool, (E) Xcelite's Allen -hex assorted wrenches. 

TV module would be as awkward as cracking peanuts with 
a sledge hammer. A glance at a good tool catalogue, such as 
the one put out by Techni -Tool, Inc., will reveal dozens of 
imported and domestic wire cutters and nippers-of every 
conceivable size, shape, and application. Transverse cutters 
will nip the wire off cleanly flush with the board. Probably 
one of the most versatile tools for the technician is a pair of 
radio & TV pliers that combine features of long nose pliers 
with diagonal cutters. The cutting section is a short distance 
back from the tip of the plier jaws. 

If you do lots of miniature work, you will be interested in 
the tiny Deli -Cut instruments that fasten to the fingers with 
Velcro straps and are actuated by the opposing thumb. 
With tweezers on one finger and a cutter on the other, you 
can position and cut wires the size of a hair without having 
to lay down one tool and pick up another. 

A pair each of inside and outside snap ring pliers can save 
lots of time and temper if you encounter these spring -steel 
C- shaped retainers. They are so easy to remove and replace 
with the proper pliers that it is hard to believe how stub- 
born they are to manage without those tools. 

The way the two halves of pliers and cutters are joined 
together becomes increasingly important with the need for 
keeping the jaws in alignment. A sloppy joint is tolerated, 
even desirable, with slip joint water pump pliers; but this is 
not true with precision cutters or pliers with long tapering 
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jaws. Those jaws should stay in perfect alignment even 
when considerable lateral strain is exerted on the tips, as 
happens when they are used to twist things. Some pliers 
employ a steel dowel pin in one jaw that slips into a hole in 
the opposing jaw to maintain this alignment. Others de- 
pend on lapped joints and large rivets. Possibly the best 
solution is the box joint in which one half of the pliers slides 
through a box opening in the other and the lapped surfaces 
hold the jaws in alignment even when there is some wear 
on the rivet that serves as a bearing. 

Wrenches 

Wrenches are not as important to the electronics techni- 
cian as to the garage mechanic, but electronic equipment is 

a 
1111111111110 

Fig. 4. Hammers and cutting tools. (A, B) S -K's ball -peen 
and soft -faced hammers, and (C, D) cold and cape chisels. 

Fig. 5. Other useful tools that you should investigate. (A) 
Vaco's "PowRiveter," (B) Holub's wire stripper, and (C) 
Rye's "Clever Kleps " test leads in various configurations. 

For house calls, a kit of essential tools, like this 23 -piece 
set from Xcelite, is both important and very "professional." 
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still enough of a nuts -and -bolts affair to make a good assort- 
ment of wrenches essential to the well -equipped service 
shop. See Fig. 3. Nut drivers are the most popular wrenches 
with technicians. These are actually socket wrenches with 
screwdriver -type handles. The best ones are made of high - 
grade steel so the walls of the sockets are thin enough to 
allow working in tight quarters and the shafts are hollow to 
permit turning a nut far down on a long screw. 

Nut drivers are usually purchased in sets of six to ten 
drivers covering the majority of nuts encountered in radio 
and TV servicing. They can be had with individually color - 
coded handles or with separate shafts that snap into a com- 
mon handle. Complete wrenches probably save time in 
bench work, while the snap -in type saves space in the tool 
box. Two or three drivers in the most popular sizes with 
extra -long shafts and another set with extra -short shafts are 
a good investment for solving special problems. 

But there still will be places where a nut driver simply 
cannot be used, and that is where you need a set of minia- 
ture end wrenches. The offset type enables you to tighten 
or loosen a nut where there is only room for a small arc of 
action. Amtronix makes three unusual wrenches for special 
situations. The automatic ratcheting box wrench and auto- 
matic ratcheting open -end wrench provide for turning a 
nut by squeezing and relaxing the spring -loaded plier -type 
handles. The open -end wrench is for use on tubing or other 
places where you cannot slip the wrench over the end of 
the bolt. The spinning ratchet is actually a compact right - 
angle drive with a 1:1 gear ratio for driving socket wrench- 
es. It is turned with a screwdriver -type handle, accepts all 
socket accessories, and has an optional ratchet feature. 

Every shop needs two or three adjustable crescent 
wrenches and a multi -purpose plier wrench that can be 
locked onto an object with a spring -cam action. The latter is 
called a "vise- grip" by garage mechanics, but each manu- 
facturer gives his version a different name. Channellock 
calls its two models "Griplock" and "Tog- L -Lok." Xcelite 
sells a handy little wrench for removing the spanner nuts 
that hold antenna and speaker jacks in the cases of transis- 
tor radios and CB equipment. And no shop should be with- 
out a good collection of Allen wrenches for loosening and 
tightening Allen setscrews that are used profusely on dial 
knobs and in tape recorders. 

Tool Kits 

It is impossible to have too wide a variety of alignment 
tools. The very one you lack will be the one you need. If 
you try to "make do" with a tool not intended for the job, a 
broken tuning slug is likely to result. Probably the best way 
to buy alignment tools is by kits. GC Electronics offers sev- 
eral kits of basic, deluxe, and specialized types as well as 
individual alignment tools of every kind and for every use. 
Speaking of kits, Chapman Manufacturing Company has 
several midget ratchet kits for driving any kind of small to 
medium size screw you are likely to encounter. The various 
shaped and sized bits work in either the ratchet or spinner 
handle furnished with the kit. And if you are looking for 
complete tool kits containing all the tools you are ever like- 
ly to need on a job in field engineering or in telecommuni- 
cations, you will find several in the catalogues of either Jo- 
nard Industries or Jensen Tools and Alloys. 

Soldering Aids 

As previously mentioned, solder and soldering tools have 
been covered in detail in another article. However, a few 
specialized soldering hand tools deserve mention here. 
Technical Equipment Company markets a lightweight por- 
table soldering iron powered by a rechargeable NiCad stor- 
age cell. The Express 2000 features interchangeable 40- 
and 25 -watt tips, negligible magnetic field, an accessory 
charger, and complete electric isolation -an important fac- 
tor in working with solid -state devices. Removing defective 
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STEREO REVIEW PRESENTS .. . 

the answer to the cassette storage problem 

DELUXE CASSETTE STORAGE CASES -Designed by the Editors of 
STEREO REVIEW 
MAGAZINE. 

LARGE CAPACITY: 
Individual storage slots for 60 (5 dozen) cassettes. 

SIZED FOR THE COLLECTOR: 
131/2 inches high, 12% inches deep, 51/2 inches wide . . 

designed to fit easily on the same bookshelf as your disc 
collection. 

SPILL -PROOF: 
Storage slots are tilted back slightly to prevent cartridges from 
falling out during handling. 

DECORATIVE: 
Handsome outer case elegantly embossed in gold in your 
choice of three popular decorator colors -black, brown and 
green. 

EASY -TO- IDENTIFY: 
Pressure sensitive labels included tree of charge to identify 
your own blank tape dubbings as well as the occasionally 
unmarked pre- recorded tape. 

8 -TRACK CARTRIDGE 
STORAGE CASE TOO. 

For those of you faced with similar 
storage problems for your 8 track 
cartridges, this attractive unit is 

your solution. It measures 13% 
inches high, 61/2 inches deep, 
41/2 inches wide, has individual 
storage slots for 12 cartridges 
and is of the same sturdy 
construction and decorative 
appearance as the Cassette Case. 

September. 1971 

Decorative and sturdily 

constructed, Stereo 

Review Cassette Storage 

Cases are just what you've 

been looking for - the 

ideal solution to keeping 

your cassettes neatly 

stored for easy use. 

This all new Stereo Review Cassette Storage Case with its 
handsome leatherette covering is truly the answer to the 
cassette storage problem. It lends itself readily to the decor of 
any room and serves to store an unusually large number of 
cassettes (60) compactly, so that they take up very little room 
on your bookshelf. 
If you prefer or require a smaller unit, a Storage Case holding 
30 cassettes is also available. It measures 131/2 inches high, 
61/2 inches deep, 51/2 inches wide and is available in the same 
choice of decorator colors. 
60 -unit Cassette Storage Cases are $13.95 each -2 units for $25. 

30 -unit Cassette Storage Cases are $7.95 each -2 units for $15. 

8 -track Cartridge Storage Cases are $4.95 each; 3 for $13; 
6 for $25. 
Add 50c per unit ordered for postage and handling (except 
orders for 6 -8 -track Cartridge Cases -add $1.50 total). 

Ziff -Davis Publishing Co. Dept. 23 
One Park Ave. 
New York, N.Y. 10016 
My remittance in the amount of E is enclosed 
for the Cases indicated below: 

60 -unit Cassette Storage Cases @ $13.95 each; 
2 for $25.00 
30 -unit Cassette Storage Cases @ $7.95 each; 
2 for $15.00 
12 -unit Cartridge Storage Cases @ $4.95 each; 
3 for $13; 6 for $25 

Add 50c per unit ordered for postage and handling (except 
orders for 6 -8 track Cartridge Cases -Add $1.50 total). 
Outside U. S. A. add $1.00 per unit ordered. 
Check color choice for back of case (sides in black only): 

Brown Green Black 

print name 

address 

city EW-971 

state Zip 
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components from a printed- circuit board without damag- 
ing the board is always a problem, but the desoldering iron 
offered by Enterprise Development Corporation is a great 
help. It heats the joint with a special hollow tip and sucks 
the molten solder away by the action of a rubber bulb. 

The technician encounters a few broken parts for which 
no replacement is available and that cannot be held togeth- 
er with tin -lead solder. This is a cue for Microflame's minia- 
ture welding torch that can be held, self -contained cylin- 
ders and all, in the palm of the hand. It furnishes a pin- 
point flame with temperatures as high as 5000 degrees F 
that enables you to weld and braze small articles of steel 
and other metals. 

In ordinary soldering you need hand tools to seize, ma- 
neuver, and hold the wires, while clip -on heat sinks protect 
sensitive components from lead- conducted heat. Electronic 
Tool Company is one of several offering all sorts of seizing, 
tweezers, and wire -maneuvering tools. Just seeing the 
wires you are trying to solder presents a problem in minia- 
ture equipment; so you need magnifiers to help. You have a 
good choice of watchmaker's loupes, headband magnifiers, 
and illuminated bench magnifiers in the catalogue of Jensen 
Tools. 

Cutting Tools 

The technician should have a good assortment of flat, 
knife -edge, round rat -tail, three -square, and needle files. In 
addition, he should have contact burnishers so he will not 
be tempted to use his files on relay contacts! He should 
carry a good pocket knife, and the bench should be 
equipped with scissors, tin snips, tapered reamers, a good 
hacksaw, and a tapping tool for tapping 6/32, 8/32, and 

If you do industrial maintenance and installation work, you 
will need a tool assortment like this 25 -piece kit assembled 
by Jensen Tools and offered either with or without the drill. 

A universal "driver" like the Tescom "Moto- Tool" will 
handle grinding, sanding, drilling, routing, and deburring 
jobs while the tiny cordless drill is useful for on- the -job 
tasks and for PC work. It is available from Jensen Tools. 
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Amtronix, Inc. 
Box 44 
Chula Vista, Calif. 92012 

Arrow Fastener Co., Inc. 
271 Mayhill St. 
Saddle Brook, N.J. 07663 

Channellock, Inc. 
Meadville, Pa. 16335 

Chapman Mfg. Co. 
30 Saw Mill Road 
Durham, Conn. 06422 

Electronic Tool Co. 
510 N. Dearborn St. 
Chicago, Ill. 60610 

Enterprise Development Corp. 
5127 East 65 St. 
Indianapolis, Ind. 46220 

Gardiner Solder Co. 
4820 S. Campbell Ave. 
Chicago, Ill. 60632 

GC Electronics Div. 
Hydrometals, Inc. 
400 5. Wyman St. 
Rockford, Ill. 61101 

Greenlee Tool Co. 
Div. of Ex- Cello -0 Corp. 
2136 Twelfth St. 
Rockford, III. 61101 

Holub Industries, Inc. 
413 DeKalb 
Sycamore, Ill. 60178 

Injectorall Electronics Corp. 
98 -100 Glen St. 
Glen Cove, N.V. 11542 

Jensen Tools & Alloys 
4117 North 44 St. 
Phoenix, Ariz. 85018 

Utica Tool Co., 
Cameron Road 
Orangeburg, S. 

Jonard Industries Corp. 
3047 Tibbett Ave. 
Bronx, N.Y. 10463 

Klein & Sons Inc., Mathias 
7200 McCormick Road 
Chicago, Ill. 60645 

Kraueter /Dresser Hand Tool Div. 
3201 N. Wolf Rd. 
Franklin Park, Ill. 60131 

Microflame, Inc. 
3724 Oregon Ave., S. 
Minneapolis, Minn. 55426 

Moody Machine Products Co., Inc. 
42 -46 Dudley St. 
Providence, R.I. 02905 

Rye Industries, Inc. 
125 Spencer Place 
Mamaroneck, N.Y. 10543 

Technical Equipment Co. 
Box 247 
Bothell, Wash. 98011 

Techni -Tool, Inc. 
1216 Arch St. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19107 

Tescom Corp. 
Instrument Division 
2633 Southeast 4th St. 
Minneapolis, Minn. 55414 

Vaco Products Co. 
510 N. Dearborn St. 
Chicago, 111. 60610 

Wen Products, Inc. 
5812 Northwest Highway 
Chicago, Ill. 60631 

Xcelite, Inc. 
Thorne & Bank Streets 
Orchard Park, N.Y. 14127 

Inc. 

C. 29115 

Companies that make and /or distribute lines of hand tools. 

10/32 screws. Sometimes it is necessary to cut a new hole in 
a chassis to mount a new component or re- allocate one al- 
ready present, and the chassis punches made by Greenlee 
Tool Company will allow you to cut any size or shape hole 
you desire by simply turning a wrench. Finally, a nibbling 
tool is excellent for cutting odd -shaped openings in plastic 
or thin metals of any sort. 

Hammers and Hammered Tools 

While he discourages the customer's hammering on his 
TV set to "fix" it, the technician still uses hammers ranging 
all the way from the tiny tube tapper to a heavy rubber 
mallet. In addition, he should have a small conventional 
hammer, a soft face hammer, and a ball peen hammer. He 
will need something to use these hammers on, and he will 
find an excellent assortment of prick or center punches to 
start drills, pin punches to knock out rivets, aligning 
punches to line up holes in two different pieces of metal, 
and cold or cape chisels for cutting off rivets in the S -K 
Tools catalogue of Kraueter /Dresser. See Fig. 4. 

Power Tools 

The electric drill is a much -used tool in servicing and 
should be selected with care. The author favors a double -in- 
sulated, variable -speed drill for safety and versatility, but 
each reader probably has his own preference. A hand -held 
high -speed grinding tool, such as the Moto -Tool sold by Tes- 
corn, will find dozens of uses in the shop and field. With the 
various furnished accessories, it grinds, sands, drills, polish- 
es, routs, and deburrs wood, plastic, metal, glass, or ceram- 
ics. To identify positively your tools in case of loss or theft, a 
Model 21 electric pencil engraver by Wen Products will 
enable you to monogram steel, glass, aluminum, or whatev- 
er at a low cost in time and money. If you can afford it, a 
nameless heat gun, such as those offered by Techni -Tool, 
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not only is excellent for shrinking tub- 
ing, de- soldering, drying moisture out 
of parts, and speeding up the drying of 
finishes and epoxy, but it also is fine for 
triggering thermal intermittents, espe- 
cially when used with an antagonist 
such as Injectorall's Chill -It circuit 
freezer spray. Finally, you need a 
bench grinder to keep tools in tip -top 
shape. 

Miscellaneous 

There are many hand tools that are 
not absolutely essential, but they cer- 
tainly save time and effort. See Fig. 5. 
One such is Vaco's PowRiveter blind 
riveting tool that enables you to fasten 
an item to a surface while working just 
from one side. Another is a special sta- 
ple gun by Arrow Fastener Co. for mak- 
ing safer, faster, neater wire and cable 
installations when setting up intercom 
and p.a. systems. Wire strippers are 
great time savers. Holub Industries 
makes the Little -7 wire stripper that 
strips wires from #18 to #6, bends 
them, and cuts them off. Other strip- 
pers from the same company will strip 
stranded or solid wire as small as #30. 

Injecting a signal, picking off a sig- 
nal, or monitoring a voltage on a 
crowded printed- circuit board can 
present a short -circuiting hazard unless 
you have seizing, insulated test probes 
called Clever Kleps manufactured by 
Rye Industries. The spring- loaded 
claw, collet, or boathook ends grip the 
circuit -board test points while a wire or 
banana plug can be inserted at the rear 
of the Klep for connection to an instru- 
ment. Along the same line is the flex- 
ible mechanical finger manufactured 
in many forms. It, too, has a spring - 
loaded claw spread by pushing a but- 
ton on the other end of the flexible 
shaft and is excellent for starting 
screws or nuts in hard -to -reach places 
or for retrieving the latter if they fall 
down into a cranny of the chassis. A 
crimping tool for attaching solderless 
connectors should also be in the tool 
box of the technician. 

But the list of hand tools he can use is 
tremendous and still growing. The best 
way to appreciate this is to send for the 
catalogues put out by the suppliers. 
Some of these manufacture tools spe- 
cifically for electronics technicians; 
others sell a wide range of tools manu- 
factured here and abroad for many me- 
chanical applications. It is strongly rec- 
ommended both types of catalogues be 
secured for you will often find a per- 
sonal use for a tool designed for an en- 
tirely different field. The author's 
bench carries tools discovered in the 
hands of doctors, dentists, garage me- 
chanics, typewriter repairmen, and 
even housewives. We who use tools 
have a common bond, and Winston 
Churchill, that international fixer, gave 
us our motto: "Give us the tools, and 
we will finish the job!" 
September, 1971 

"ANNOUNCING MY 3RD GRAND OPENING!" 

"I opened my first 
Allied Radio Shack store 

with a small investment ..; . now I own 3" 
The smartest move I ever 

made -in June, 1968 I opened 
my first retail store in Ports- 
mouth, N.H. Things happened 
fast and with the profits from 
that store I opened a second, 
in Dover, N.H., in July 1969. 
My 3rd 'Grand Opening? June 
1, 1971, in Holyoke, Mass. Be- 
lieve me when I say the Allied 
Radio Shack plan is the great- 
est thing going in consumer 
electronics. " 

Tony Esposito 

t- 
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$30,000 PUTS YOU IN BUSINESS FOR YOURSELF! 
Allied Radio Shack is a division of Tandy Corp. (NYSE) and the nation's biggest consumer 
electronics retailer -over 950 stores from coast -to-coast and in Alaska! We offer a unique 
franchise opportunity to energetic men and women who want a retail business of their own. 
Within weeks you can be the outright owner of a store too. You get the full benefit of 
our 50 years of experience, right away. Here's your chance to be your own boss, to be 
an important part of the community you select for your store, to achieve real success, 
real status. 

* PROFITS! 

* PRESTIGE! 

* SECURITY! 

OUR PLAN IS SUCCESS -DESIGNED 
It covers everything from your Grand Opening to everyday 
operations. A full-color annual catalog, dynamic sales fly- 
ers and local newspaper ads keep the customers coming! 
You benefit from creative merchandising, continuing assist- 
ance, plus the convenience of dealing with a single, re- 
liable vendor. 

YOU'RE IN A CLASS BY YOURSELF 
There's no other operation like ours . . no one else can 
sell the same brands "right across the street." You'll be 
selling Allied Radio Shack's own nationally famous prod- 
ucts including 100's of exclusives not sold elsewhere: 
Allied and Realistic audio and CB products, Knight -Kits, 
Archer antennas and parts, Radio Shack batteries, Porta- 
Vision Concertape, many others. All priced "right" for 
healthy gross profits for you. 

* INDEPENDENCE! 

CALL COLLECT 
OR WRITE . . . 

A. A. Bernabei 
Vice President 

Allied Radio Shack 
2617 West 7th Street 

Fort Worth, Texas 76107 
Pone 1817) 3367163 

I SEND ME FULL 

ILL/ED RAD /05HALK 
M A TAM,/ I)RPpRATtON COMPANY 

Locations available from coast to coast! 

FRANCHISE DETAILS Dept. FR -17 1 

IName (print) Phone 

I Street 

I City State Zip L- - - - - -J 
CIRCLE NO. 146 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 

Electronics World SUBSCRIBER SERVICE 

Please include an address label when rf you have no 
writing about your subscription to help 
us serve you promptly. Write to: P.O. Box 

ll 
1093, Flushing, N.Y. 11352 

CHANGE OF ADDRESS: Please let us know 
you are moving at least six to eight weeks 
in advance. Affix magazine address label 
in space to the right and print new ad- 
dress below. If you have a question about 
your subscription, attach address label to 
your letter. 

TO SUBSCRIBE: Check these boxes: 
D 5 yrs. $26 D 3 yrs. $18 D 1 year $7 

17 New D Renewal 

SPECIFY: 1 Payment enclosed -You get 
1 extra issue per year as a BONUS! 

D Bill me later. 

, 
address 

Cuy 
are 

NOMA 

label handy, print OLD address here, 

r c.u pr i 
,I J ' 
X 
ñ j zip -code 

address 
please print 

city 

store 

0372 

Zip 
code 

Add'I postage: $1 per year outside U.S., its possessions & Canada. 
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Visual Aids 
in Servicing 

Although a technician's eyes are fabulous "tools" in diagnosing 
troubles, with miniature electronics equipment they need help. 

By John Frye 
USUALLY Barney stormed right through the office into 

the service department when he came to work, but 
this morning he circled slowly around Matilda, the office 
girl sitting at her desk, staring down at her critically. She 
ignored him as long as she could but then hit a wrong key 
and gave up on her typing. 

"You got a problem ?" she asked, furtively checking the 
buttons on her blouse. 

"No, I was just frying to decide what kind of nose you 
have," he explained, cradling his chin thoughtfully in his 
hand. "Is it a round nose, a long nose, a needle nose, a flat 
or duckbill nose, or perhaps a chain nose ?" 

Matilda reached for a paperweight and Barney beat a 
hasty retreat to the door of the service department. 

"I'll 'nose' you," she threatened. "Since when did you 
become a connoisseur of noses ?" 

"Since very recently. You see the noses I'm talking about 
all belong on service pliers. Most of the names are self -ex- 
planatory, but chain nose pliers aren't -at least as far as I 
am concerned. I began to wonder what made these pliers 
different from, say, long nose pliers and why they were 
called 'chain nose.' The Merriam Webster Third New Inter- 
national Dictionary does not list the term. Neither did the 
newer American Heritage Dictionary nor the Encyclopedia 
Britannica. My distributor didn't know, nor did the sales- 
man who sold him pliers. I looked in a huge hardware cata- 
logue but there was no explanation there. Finally, I talked 
to the engineers at the local electronics factory. They ad- 
mitted using dozens of the pliers in the plant, but they nev- 
er really thought about the matter! 

"Let me make one thing clear: these people did not 
know what made chain nose pliers different, but they had 
lots of diverse ideas. I was told chain nose pliers were short - 
jawed long -handled pliers; they were pliers with smooth 
jaws; the jaws had beveled edges; etc. etc. But when I 
looked in a few tool catalogues, I found pliers labeled chain 
nose that didn't match any of these descriptions. There 
were chain nose pliers with long jaws and short handles and 
vice versa; some had serrations in the jaws while others 
were smooth; some jaws had beveled edges, but there was 
no mention of this in others. And to make things still more 
confusing, I found hyphenated 'needle -chain nose pliers,' 
'bent chain nose pliers,' and 'offset chain nose pliers.' " 

"So what did you find out ?" Mac's voice asked behind 
Barney. The latter gave a start because he had not realized 
his employer had been in the service department all the 
while. 

"I wish you'd quit sneaking up behind a guy," Barney 
complained. "Do you know what these pliers are ?" 

"I hate to admit I don't." 
"Good; then I'll tell you. On a hunch I wrote Sheldon 

Gates, president of Jensen Tools & Alloys out in Phoenix, 
and asked my question. He wrote back promptly and gave 
me his considered opinion, although he modestly denied it 
was authoritative. He said in the old days chain nose pliers 
were used in the jewelry business to make chains by hand 
from gold and silver wire. A strong, fairly short plier was 
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needed to bend the wires into individual loops. The jaw had 
a curved bottom to make half -round of the loops. There 
were no serrations to nick the soft gold or silver. A radius 
edge to the jaw would be an advantage but probably not 
essential. Length of the handles would not be important. 

"The thing you have to remember, Mr. Gates warns, is 
that the name gets passed along from item to item and 
eventually loses it original meaning. For example, suppose 
an electronics technician is using a pure chain nose plier 
but decides it would be more helpful for his job if the jaws 
were serrated. So he orders a 'chain nose plier with serrat- 
ed jaws.' Even though the result would not be useful for 
making chains, it still carries the name of chain nose plier. 

"That's why I was getting all those ideas about what the 
plier was like. Remember the blind men who wanted to 
know what an elephant was like and were permitted to feel 
a live elephant? One felt the animal's leg and said, 'An ele- 
phant is like a tree.' Another felt his side and said, 'No, an 
elephant is like a wall.' The third felt the tail and remarked, 
'You are both wrong; an elephant is like a rope.' Each, of 
course, was partially right; but he made the mistake of try- 
ing to expand a single observed item into a complete de- 
scription. Not until you know the original purpose of chain 
nose pliers can you say what features necessarily distinguish 
them from other pliers." 

"Very interesting," Mac remarked; "but now come on 
back here and tell me what you think of a new addition to 
the service bench. I have a hunch it, too, came originally 
from the jewelers." 

Dutifully Barney followed Mac back to the service bench 
and examined a large magnifying lens with a built -in lamp 
mounted by a counterbalanced adjustable arm to the end of 
the bench so it could be moved over a wide arc and adjust- 
ed to any desired height above the bench. 

"As you know," Mac explained, "our work is becoming 
more like jewelers' work all the time. Electronic equip- 
ment is becoming smaller; components are shrinking; and 
they are being crowded closer together. The human eye, 
still one of the best service instruments we have, needs 
help. We already have jewelers' loupes of different magnifi- 
cation, and they are fine for a quick examination of a suspi- 
cious connection or component, but holding one of these in 
the eye becomes tiring very quickly if you are not used to 
it. I think this magnifier will be fine for actually working on 
a tiny printed circuit. You can stand in a normal comforta- 
ble position and watch what you are doing through this 
large lens. The circular lamp, as you will note, does not 
permit the casting of dark shadows on the work with tools 
or hands." 

"Looks like a winner to me," Barney approved; "but let's 
not sell those jewelers' loupes short. I see some jewelers 
using a loupe fastened to a headband so you don't need to 
hold it in your eye like a monocle. When not in use, the 
loupe can be swung out of the way. I like even better the 
binocular headband -type with flip -up interchangeable lens- 
es. This new large lens will be excellent for working here at 
the bench, but the loupes have the advantage of portability. 
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Lots of times in the home I want to make a very close exam- 
ination of a receptacle for a plug -in unit or of a suspicious 
printed- circuit lead in a vertically mounted board. That's 
where the magnifiers I mentioned really come in handy. 
On top of that, I just know I look very professional and 
competent when I screw that loupe into my eye and peer 
knowingly into the innards of a customer's set." 

"I can just see you making a production of the examina- 
tion," Mac said with a grin; "but while we're talking about 
magnifiers, let's not forget a couple of others we've found 
very useful. I'm talking about the stylus microscope and the 
color -picture -tube magnifier. That stylus magnifier is the 
only reliable way to tell if there is anything wrong with a 

stylus. I know some fellows who say they can tell by the 
'feel' of a stylus point if it is chipped, broken, or badly worn; 
but I don't believe it." 

"That dot magnifier certainly does tell you what is hap- 
pening when you can't seem to get proper purity on the 
picture tube or do anything with the static convergence," 
Barney offered. "When you blow up those dots until they 
look like poker chips -well tiddlywinks, anyway -you can 
tell where the picture -tube guns are really shooting. You 
don't need that magnifier often, but it certainly can save 
time when you do." 

"While we're talking about visual aids," Mac suggested, 
"let's not forget the mirrors we use. Think what a great 
improvement that adjustable metal mirror on a stand we 
use for converging picture tubes is over the cobbled up 
glass- mirror arrangements we used to use -and break - 
with great regularity. And that nifty idea of yours for hang- 
ing a magnifying shaving mirror on the stand for close -ups 
of particular portions of the screen is, in the tired vernacu- 
lar of the day, right on." 

"Thank you. It is always nice to have one's true worth 
recognized," Barney replied with an impish grin. "But I 

think I get almost as much good out of those tiny dental 
mirrors we use as I do out of the big reflectors. They are 
really a life -saver when you simply have to see the back side 
of a bolted -down circuit board and don't want to loosen all 
the screws holding it in place. I'm especially glad that we 
have several with different lengths of handles and different 
sized mirrors. At one time or another, I've had a use for 
every ones. And it's amazing how often I find myself using 
the adjustable little mirror mounted on the end of a pen - 
type flashlight. By properly adjusting that little jigger, you 
can send the light right into the place you need to see and 
make the mirror do double duty by reflecting the illuminat- 
ed spot back up to your eye." 

"We mustn't forget our 7 X 50 binoculars," Mac warned. 
"When I think of all the foot -pounds of energy those things 
have saved us by eliminating unnecessary trips up and 
down antenna towers or across rooftops, I feel like kissing 
them. Being able to stand on the ground and tell if a feed - 
line is broken loose, if a coupler line is open on one side, or 
if a phasing bar is shorting out is no small advantage." 

"I'm grateful for all these aids that permit us to make 
little things look big, to make far away things look close, 
and to enable us to see around corners," Barney testified. 
"As you said in the beginning, the human eye is an invalu- 
able service instrument and diagnostic device, but it needs 
help in electronics servicing just as it does in the practice of 
medicine. The modern physician would be severely handi- 
capped if he did not have the microscope to reveal and 
identify the pathogens responsible for disease in his pa- 
tients. While our technicians' eyes do not need that much 
help yet, I would hesitate to say we will never have to use 
the microscope for service -at least if the present trend 
towards micro -miniaturization continues, and there is no 
reason to doubt that it will. What are you grinning about ?" 
he demanded of his employer. 

"I was just wondering if we will be using chain nose mini- 
ature tweezers," Mac replied. 
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10 Reasons why 
RCA Home Training is 

your best 
investment 
for a rewarding 
career 
in electronics: 

Performing transistor experiments 
on programmed breadboard - using 
oscilloscope. 
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1 
LEADER IN ELECTRONICS 
TRAINING 

When you think of electronics, you im- 
mediately think of RCA ...a name that 
stands for dependability, integrity, and 
pioneering scientific advances. For over 
half a century, RCA Institutes, Inc., a 
subsidiary of RCA, has been a leader in 
technical training. 

2 RCA AUTOTEXT TEACHES 
ELECTRONICS FASTER, EASIER, 
ALMOST AUTOMATICALLY 

Beginner or refresher, AUTOTEXT, 
RCA Institutes' own method of pro- 
grammed Home Training will help you 
learn electronics more quickly and with 
less effort, even if you've had trouble 
with conventional learning methods in 
the past. 

3 WELL PAID JOBS ARE OPEN TO 
MEN SKILLED IN ELECTRONICS 

RCA Institutes is doing something posi- 
tive to help men with an interest in elec- 
tronics to qualify for rewarding jobs in 
this fascinating field. There are chal- 
lenging new fields that need electronics 
technicians... new careers such as com- 
puters, automation, television, space 
electronics where the work is interest- 
ing and earnings are greater. 

4 WIDE CHOICE OF CAREER 
PROGRAMS 

Start today on the electronics career of 
your choice. On the attached card is a 
list of "Career Programs ", each of which 
starts with the amazing AUTOTEXT 
method of programmed instruction. 
Look the list over, pick the one best 
suited to you and check it off on the card. 

Construction of Multimeter. 

5 SPECIALIZED ADVANCED 
TRAINING 

For those already working in electronics 
or with previous training, RCA Insti- 
tutes offers advanced courses. You can 
start on a higher level without wasting 
time on work you already know. 

6 PERSONAL SUPERVISION 
THROUGHOUT 

All during your program of home study, 
your training is supervised by RCA In- 
stitutes experts who become personally 
involved in your efforts and help you 
over any "rough spots" that may develop. 

7 HANDS -ON TRAINING 

To give practical application to 
your studies, a variety of valuable RCA 
Institutes engineered kits are included 
in your program. You get over 250 proj- 
ects and experiments and as many as 22 
kits in some programs. Each kit is com- 
plete in itself. You never have to take 
apart one piece to build another. They're 
yours to keep and use on the job. 

8 FCC LICENSE TRAINING - 
MONEY BACK AGREEMENT 

Take RCA's Communications Career 
program -or enter with advanced stand- 
ing and prepare immediately for your 
1st, 2nd, or 3rd class FCC Radio Tele- 
phone License examinations. RCA In- 
stitutes money -back agreement assures 
you of your money back if you fail to 
pass the FCC examination taken within 
6 months after completing the course. 

9 CONVENIENT PAYMENT PLANS 

You get a selection of low -cost tui- 
tion plans. And, we are an eligible insti- 

tution under the Federally Insured Stu- 
dent Loan Program. 

1C1RCA INSTITUTES IS FULLY 
ACCREDITED 

RCA Institutes is an accredited member 
of the National Home Study Council. 
Licensed by N.Y. State -courses of study 
and instructional facilities are approved 
by the State Education Department. 
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Construction of Oscilloscope. 
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Integrated 
Circuit 
Audio 

Generator 
By KURT T. RUDAHL 

An accurate a.f. generator, providing 
resettable, sine -wave audio signals, 

made from inexpensive IC and transistors. 

Author's generator was built into small chassis box. Three 
controls at left set frequency to two significant figures plus 
multiplier. The controls at right determine the output level. 

AVE you ever wished you could set your audio genera- 
tor for to a particular frequency and know you could rap- 

idly return to the same frequency later or that you could 
rapidly and accurately select a precise frequency anywhere 

within the audio range? This IC audio generator permits 
this to be done using three operating controls providing 
two switch -selected digits and multiplier. The generator 
provides an output level constant for all frequencies. 

As can be seen from Fig. 1, the audio 
generator consists of an integrated -cir- 
cuit amplifier with three feedback 
loops: (1) an adjustable broadband posi- 
tive- feedback loop; (2) a frequency -se- 
lective (bridged -"T ") negative -feed- 
back loop; and (3) an automatic gain 
control (a.g.c.) loop. 

The integrated circuit, shown in Fig. 
2, consists of a single -stage differential 
amplifier ((>2 and Q4) with input emit- 
ter- followers and a constant -current 
sink (Q3) in the emitter -coupled leg. 
The gain of the dual- input, dual -output 
circuit is approximately 30 dB at fre- 
quencies up to 1 MHz. 

One output from the integrated cir- 
cuit is applied through capacitor G2 as 
broadband positive feedback. This out - 

RI7 put signal is also applied as negative 
feedback through the bridged -"T" fre- 
quency- determining network. As Fig. 
3 indicates, the bridged -"T" network 
has very high impedance at the reso- 
nant frequency, falling off rapidly on 
either side. Consequently, the entire 
circuit oscillates only at that frequency 
at which the positive feedback exceeds 
the negative feedback. 

The frequency- determining accura- 
cy of the bridged -"T" network is 
strongly dependent on loading. A 
source -follower field- effect transistor 
(FET) stage, corresponding almost ex- 
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Fig. 1. Complete schematic diagram and parts listing for the solid -state generator. 
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actly to a pentode cathode- follower, raises the IC amplifi- 
er's input impedance to several megohms. Probably even 
higher frequency- determining accuracy could be obtained 
using an insulated -gate FET. 

The other IC output, which has a signal level of about 0.1 
V p -p, is connected to a conventional common -emitter am- 
plifier stage, Q2 in Fig. 1. Part of the output of this stage is 
rectified, filtered, and applied to the a.g.c. terminal of the 
IC amplifier. This a.g.c. compensates for temperature, pow- 
er- supply variations, and frequency- determining network 
losses to provide an output which is pure sinusoidal and 
constant in amplitude for all frequency settings, within 
about 1 dB. 

(For those readers who, like the author, enjoy redesign- 
ing before building, it should be emphasized that the a.g.c. 
is not unnecessary. Without it, the unit varies between not 
oscillating at all and overloading. Results are quite poor.) 

This output from Q2 is also applied through the output 
Vernier control and the Output -Level attenuator which 
permit varying the output level continuously or else in 10- 
dB steps. With the Vernier control set at a maximum, the 
Output -Level steps correspond to approximately 3 mV to 1 

V in six steps. 

Construction 

Construction of the audio generator is not critical. How - 
ever, careful work is required, especially when wiring the 
frequency -determining network (Fig. 4). Obviously, no 
generator is more accurate than the frequency- determin- 
ing components in it. 

The generator was constructed in a 4" X 5" X 6" metal 
box. The three lowest level stages of the attenuator were 
constructed inside a copper shield, as shown in Fig. 1, to 
avoid contamination of the very low level output signal. 

All parts except those attached directly to the switches 
were mounted on a Vectorboard. Short leads should be 
used throughout; in particular, leads between the frequen- 
cy- determining network and the IC input should be direct 
and dressed away from all other signal leads. The two tran- 
sistors used are economy -type plastic encapsulated units 
and are readily available. Total list price for the two transis- 
tors and the IC was about $6.00. The diodes can be any 
general- purpose silicon types. The battery should be the 
largest -capacity 9 -volt type convenient, or an external pow- 
er supply can be used. 

Alignment and Troubleshocting 

To align the unit, adjust the oscillator control for an a.g.c. 
voltage of 0.7 to 0.8 V d.c. At this setting, the output should 
be a clean sine wave at all frequency settings. If distortion is 
apparent at some settings, set the control for a lower a.g.c. 
voltage; if oscillation does not occur at some settings, the 
setting is too low. Once set, there should be no reason to 
change the setting. If readjustment seems indicated at 
some later time, check the battery voltage first. 

(Note: When making any internal or external adjust- 
ments, except output -level adjustment, allow 5 to 10 sec- 
onds for the output to stabilize.) 

Since 1- percent precision capacitors are not commonly 
available, it may be desirable to pad the capacitors on the 
frequency- multiplier switch to calibrate the audio genera- 
tor against a known frequency. 

An oscillator circuit can be very difficult to troubleshoot, 
since every part of the circuit interacts with every other. 
Some things to watch for are: 

Failure to oscillate at some frequency settings: Look for 
defects in the frequency -determining networks or exces- 
sive loading caused by a defective FET. 

Inaccuracies at higher frequencies: Look for capacitive 
coupling between the positive- and negative- feedback cir- 
cuits. 

Inaccuracies at the higher settings for each Multiplier set - 
September, 1971 
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Fig. 2. Internal circuit and connection for the CA3000 IC. 
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Fig. 3. Circuit oscillates at the single frequency at which 
positive feedback just slightly exceeds negative feedback. 
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Fig. 4. Component values and switching for bridged -"T" network. 

ting: Look for an excessive amount of network loading. 
Inability to set oscillator control as required: First, check 

the battery. Then check the a.g.c. circuit. If both of these 
check out, a slight adjustment in the power -supply voltage 
divider may be in order. 
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from electronics technician to 
ELECTRONICS ENGINEER! 

Advance beyond the technician level. Become an engineer. If you are a high 
school graduate and have a good aptitude for electronics and mathematics, 
you can earn the Degree of Associate in Science in Electronics Engineering 
mainly by 

STUDYING AT HOME 
Investigate now the Grantham college -level program in electronics engineering, offered (by 
correspondence) to working technicians while they remain on their jobs. Grantham lessons 
place heavy stress on fundamental concepts of logic and mathematics (taught so you can 
understand them), and build from there in a systematic manner, covering physics, circuits, 
and systems. The lessons are easy to understand because they are carefully written, with step - 
by -step explanations and consistent review and regrouping of ideas. 

Now is the time, not only to protect yourself from unemployment, but also to prepare your- 
self for the greater demand in engineering which is sure to come. You can't become an engi- 
neer in a few short weeks; it takes many months. You can be upgrading yourself in your 
present job while the economy is "slow ", and then be ready to move into engineering when 
the national economy gets going again. Yes, now is the time to prepare, so that you will be 
ready to take advantage of opportunity when it presents itself. 

Upgrading in your career begins when you begin studying the very first lessons of the 
Grantham ASEE Degree program in Electronics Engineering. You may very well move up 
from electronics technician to electronics engineering technician upon completion of the first 
100 lessons (out of a total of 400 in the entire program) . Upon completion of the program and 
receiving your ASEE Degree, you are then ready to work as an electronics engineer. 

111ANTHAM ENGINEERING 
"the college that comes to you" 

1505 N. Western Av, Hollywood, CA 90027 

*Accreditation and G.I. Bill Approval 
Grantham School of Engineering is accredited by the 
Accrediting Commission of the National Home Study, is 
approved under the G.I. Bill, and is authorized under the 
laws of the State of California to grant academic degrees. 

Not For Beginners 
The Grantham educational program in electronics 

engineering is not for beginners. Every point is 
explained just as carefully as if you were a beginner, 
but this program is designed, written, and taught for 
and to experienced technicians; beginners are not 
accepted for enrollment. As a technician, you already 
know the "hardware" side of electronics, and you can 
upgrade from technician to engineering technician, and 
then to engineer, while you continue your employment 
in electronics. 

For complete details, mail postcard or coupon. 

September. 1971 

Grantham School of Engineering 
1505 N. Western Ave., Hollywood, Calif. 90027 

Gentlemen: 

/. ill -9-7/ 

I have been in electronics for years. I am interested 
in the Grantham degree program in Electronics Engineer- 
ing Please send me your free bulletin. 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 
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Standardization 
by ROBERT P. RASKOWITZ 
Component Parts Eng. Dept., Norden Div.. United Aircraft Corp. 

Try to imagine the problems there would be without 
standardization -with 4 million active and 1 % million inactive 
items now federally catalogued -including roughly 225,000 resistors! 

STANDARDIZATION is a never -ending quest, in an era 
of sophisticated dynamic technologies, to properly doc- 

ument and catalogue hardware. The standard of living we 
enjoy today and the means by which our children will reap 
the benefits of our continuing research and development 
can be credited to standardization. Rapid advances in tech- 
nology and our ever -changing needs have spurred the de- 
velopment of guidelines and standards. 

The food we eat, the clothes we wear, the roof over our 
heads, and virtually every product we use are subject to 
standards -voluntary or imposed. Voluntary standards 
have played a significant role in our industrial development 
and are preferred by many industries rather than govern- 
ment regulation. Standardization has also long been an im- 
portant element of military logistics and designs, research, 
development, and engineering. It even helped establish 
and provide the basis for the mass production and distribu- 
tion of goods to the civilian population. The military serv- 
ices have had standardization procedures in effect for many 
years for establishing requirements to be met by contrac- 
tors. 

Experience during two World Wars and the critical inter- 
national situation that has existed since World War II have 
demonstrated the importance of standardization. 

In order to reduce redundant effort and control docu- 
mentation of specifications and standards, the Department 
of Defense set up the Defense Standardization Program. Its 
purpose was to establish current policies and responsibili- 
ties governing the DOD Standardization Program (DSP). 
The directive applies to all DOD departments and agencies 
and covers items and related engineering practices, proc- 
esses, services, and documentation which supports design, 
development, procurement, production, inspection, sup- 
ply, maintenance, and disposal functions. 

In late 1966 and during 1967, NASA established a 
branch, called "Prince Apec," at Huntsville, Alabama. Its 
purpose was to provide a central agency for the collection 
and exchange of test data from numerous Government sub- 
contractors. To obtain information or assistance was a sim- 
ple matter of calling an operator at NASA in Huntsville and 
indicating the type of data needed. The only requirement 
for participation in the program was current involvement 
as a prime or subcontractor on some Government program. 
Copies of test data compiled at contractor facilities, in the 
course of evaluation of components or assemblies, were to 
be submitted to this information bank so that other manu- 
facturers could benefit too. This was valuable in that it 
made previously unavailable data accessible. Although a 
useful service, it was limited primarily to collection of data 
of interest to NASA and its subcontractors. 

A similar program, but far broader in scope, was set up by 
the military services in March, 1965 and designated IDEP 
(Interservice Data Exchange Program). This tri- service pro- 
gram was designed to provide automatic interchange of 

parts/ components test data among Government contrac- 
tors and agencies, thereby reducing duplicate expenditures 
for parts testing and improving system reliability. In March, 
1968, IDEP was expanded into a storage and retrieval sys- 
tem for all types of data and reports, including environmen- 
tal test reports and procedures, reliability specifications, 
failure analysis data, and general technical information as 
well as reports on research and development. The name 
was changed to Interagency Data Exchange Program and 
included the Military Services (Army, Navy, Air Force), the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), 
and the Canadian Military Electronics Standards Agency 
(CAMESA). With the involvement of NASA in the expand- 
ed IDEP program, "Prince Apec" was abandoned. 

The need for a free exchange of information and con- 
formity to similar standards has long been recognized and 
many national organizations (EIA, IEEE, ASA, and IHF, 
among others) have made valuable contributions toward 
these goals. 

There are obvious benefits from standardization such as a 
reduction in the types, kinds, and sizes of parts that must be 
stocked. For example, consider a contract such as the F -111 
aircraft whose prime contractor is General Dynamics. The 
subcontractors building constituent assemblies are located 
throughout the country. If there were no standardization 
on the use of components, methods of test and evaluation, 
as well as application, then it would be almost impossible to 
integrate various subassemblies into a plane. 

To cite one example of the immensity of the task, accord- 
ing to a report by the Committee on Government Opera- 
tions, there are approximately 4 million active and 1' /2 mil- 
lion inactive items now federally catalogued. There are 
roughly 225,000 different resistors alone. 

The Air Force analyzed the comparative costs of buying 
parts to MIL -Specs versus the contractor's own drawings 
after an initial report indicated that the F -111 would have 
approximately 220,000 nonstandard parts. Investigation 
disclosed that certain electronic components were being 
purchased by a number of subcontractors, each of whom 
had established his own specifications. One might require 
that the part be burned -in (tested by operating) for 50 
hours, a second for 75, a third for 120. Even though the 
component was the same, it was being processed different- 
ly and would therefore be assigned a different stock num- 
ber. A voluntary effort was made to have the prime con- 
tractor meet with his subcontractors and arrive at common 
specifications on these items, which would then be used to 
update the military specification if necessary. A similar vol- 
untary program was used on the C -5. It was discovered that 
five different diodes in the aircraft's various systems had an 
average cost of $13.60 if supplied from company drawings 
but $4.53 if bought from MIL -Specs. With 7779 such diodes 
being used in the plane, savings of $70, 011 per aircraft 
could be effected. 
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On any military contract it is usually 
specified that military standard compo- 
nents (referred to as MIL -STD compo- 
nents) must be used throughout. Any 
deviation or use of a nonstandard de- 
vice must be amply justified and re- 
ported accordingly. MIL -STD compo- 
nents must meet applicable MIL -Specs 
and be periodically rechecked to those 
specifications. Most MIL -STD parts or 
specifications have an associated QPL 
list (Qualified Products List). Compo- 
nents from a QPL- listed manufacturer. 
for a particular MIL -approved part, in- 
sures that the component selected can 
meet applicable MIL -Specs. 

If it becomes necessary, either be- 
cause of a packaging (size) problem or 
a particular functional design require- 
ment, to use a nonstandard (non -MIL) 
device, then drawings must be gener- 
ated describing component require- 
ments. These drawings, as a general 
rule, must be equal to existing MIL 
specifications insofar as the require- 
ments for initial qualificaton testing 
and lot -acceptance criteria are con- 
cerned. Primary deviations from the 
MIL part are in physical or functional 
characteristics. A nonstandard part 
might be used if additional screening 
or testing over and above the MIL - 
STD is required to assure even higher 
reliability. Here, again, a special draw- 
ing must be generated. 

There are two basic types of draw- 
ings used for the purchase of nonstan- 
dard parts: Specification Control and 
Source Control drawings. The primary 
difference between the two is that the 
Source Control drawing is used to de- 
scribe a special device for procure- 
ment and complete control is to be ex- 
ercised over its configuration. Thus any 
changes that might affect form, fit, or 
function, sometimes also referred to as 
process or geometry changes, are pre- 
vented or controlled. Also, in the 
Source Control drawing the approved 
vendors are the only firms from which 
the component may be purchased. The 
Specification Control drawing is a 
mechanism for describing commercial 
or catalogue -available components, fol- 
lowing essentially the same format as 
the Source Control drawing but with- 
out limitations on configuration or ven- 
dors. 

Most recent Government contracts 
make provision for the formation of a 
Parts Control Board with a require- 
ment that each major subcontractor be 
a participant. This usually entails meet- 
ings once a month in the early stages of 
the program but less frequently as ini- 
tial problems are resolved. The pri- 
mary purposes of such a board are to 
control component usage, effect com- 
monality wherever possible, and func- 
tion as a forum where problems, how- 
ever minor, can be discussed and re- 
solved. 
September, 1971 

Make and repair your own patchcord stacking plugs in seconds. 
Any color, any length for 40 %, less cost. 

These new kits contain everything you need to custom assemble and /or replace damaged 
molded stacking patchcord plugs: 60 metal banana or .080 standard tip metal plugs. 60 hous- 
ings. 10 in each of the six standard colors. An assembly tool and fixture for fast, easy assembly. 
Use with standard 0.144" wire (not included in kit). To assemble, simply feed stripped end of 
wire through cross -hole metal contact. Insert contact and wire into housing. Place in fixture 
and snap contact into place. 
Convenience and flexibility, plus savings of at least 40% over molded stacking patchcord plugs. 

E. F. Johnson Company, Waseca, Minnesota 56093 E W- 9 
Please send me complete information on your new stacking patchcord kits. 

Name Firm 

Address 

City _ State Zip 

®E. F. JOHNSON COMPANY 
CIRCLE NO.125 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 

COOPERATE WITH THE ZIP CODE PROGRAM OF THE POST OFFICE 
DEPARTMENT - USE ZIP CODE IN ALL ADDRESSES 

_ - 
-N1 DELUXE COLOR ORGAN CIRCUITS! 

UP TO 35,000 WATTS 
A.P.M. SYSTEMS CORP., MANUFACTURERS OF THE FINEST 

COLOR ORGANS IN THE WORLD, NOW OFFER YOU THE MOST 
ADVANCED AND POWERFUL COLOR ORGAN CIRCUITS. 

AVAILABLE IN 3 AND 4 CHANNEL KITS FEATURING: 
Electronically balanced circuitry 
permits one step tuning. 
Wires to any popular sound system in 

the same manner as a speaker. 
2 year unconditional guarantee on 
all parts. 

Easy to assemble kit form. 

Solid State (easy to assemble printed 
circuit). 
All UL listed components. 
3 channel circuit - 2,670 watts - easily 
converted to handle up to 26,250 watts. 
4 channel circuit - 3,556 watts - easily 
converted to handle up to 35,000 watts. 

SEND TODAY 

FREE color brochure 
with each kit order. 

A.P.M. SYSTEMS, INC. 
1551 Almaden Rd. 

San Jose, Calif. 95125 

.LEASE RUSH ME MY A...M. COLOR ORGAN KIT AS INDICATED BELOW 

DAM s.K .e MASSA ems. 
3 CMnnR Kit - $37.95 

L e Chan. Kr, - $5..95 
O 3 Channel Hen. - 76.250 won - t7.00 
O. CMnnN HH,. - 35.000 mots - $2.00 
O Coa brochure on MM, .mrn.,nd imin9 

IMO.- $.50 

C.IrM,n. 
.q,dN,M: 
M 51. 

.1M Me 

CncK 5. ,. rndr+t. manna, 
d iYnOo, . 

n i.lun p.yrr.nt po,ip.ri . $500.pot Si,.,, , C.O D w d . 
.n.. ,I. pd.,, 

hArro 

Adb.. 

Crty Sum Z a, 

A.P.M. SYSTEMS, INC. Dept. M15 
P.O. Box 9159, San Jose, Calif. 95117 
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This important job (and its big income) 
is reserved for a qualified 

electronics technician. It can be you! 
It's a fact. There are thousands of jobs like this one 
available right now for skilled electronics technicians. 
What's more, these men are going to be in even greater 
demand in the years ahead. But how about you ? Where 
do you fit into the picture? Your opportunity will never 
be greater ... so act now to take advantage of it. The 
first step? Learn electronics fundamentals ... develop a 

practical understanding of transistors, trouble- shooting 
techniques, pulse circuitry, micro -electronics, computers 
and many other exciting new developments in this 
growth field. Prepare yourself now for a job with a 

68 

bright future ... unlimited opportunity with lasting 
security ... prestige and a steadily growing paycheck. 

Cleveland Institute of Electronics courses have been 
stepping stones to good jobs in electronics for thousands 
of ambitious men. Why not join them ? You can learn at 
home, in your spare time, and tuition is remarkably low. 
Read the important information on the facing page. 
Then fill out the postage -free reply card and drop it in 
the mail today. Without obligation we'll send you all 
the details. But act now ... and get your high -paying 
job just that much sooner. 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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How You Can Succeed In Electronics 
...Select Your Future From Seven Career Programs 

The "right" course for your career 
Cleveland Institute offers not one, but seven different and 
up -to -date Electronics Home -Study Programs. Look them 
over. Pick the one that is "right" for you. Then mark your 
selection on the bound -in reply card and send it to us. In a few 
days you will have complete details ... without obligation. 

1A. Electronics Technology 
A comprehensive program covering 
Automation, Communications, 
Computers, Industrial Controls, 
Solid -State Devices, and prepara- 
tion for a 1st Class FCC License. 

1B. Electronics Technology 
with Laboratory 
Includes all areas of Course 1A 
including 1st Class FCC License 
preparation. In addition, student 
receives 161 -piece Electronics 
Laboratory and 17 "lab" lessons for 
"hands -on" experience. 

2. Broadcast Engineering 
Here's an excellent studio engineer- 
ing program which will get you a 1st 
Class FCC License. Now includes 
Video Systems, Monitors, FM Stereo 
Multiplex, Color Transmitter Opera- 
tion and Remote Control. 

3. First Class FCC License 
If you want a 1st Class FCC ticket 
quickly, this streamlined program 
will do the trick and enable you to 
maintain and service all types of 
transmitting equipment. 

4. Electronic Communications 
Mobile Radio, Microwave and 2nd 
Class FCC preparation are just a few 
of the topics covered in this "com- 
pact" program. Highly recommended 
for jobs with telephone companies. 

5. Industrial Electronics 
& Automation 
This exciting program includes many 
important subjects such as Com- 
puters, Electronic Heating and 
Welding, Industrial Controls, Servo- 
mechanisms and Solid -State Devices. 

6. Electronics Engineering 
A college -level course for men 
already working in Electronics ... 
covers Steady -State and Transient 
Network Theory, Solid -State Physics 
and Circuitry, Pulse Techniques, 
Computer Logic and Mathematics 
through Calculus. 
September, 1971 

.....1 7:;R;;:::: 
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An FCC License. .. or your money back! 
In addition to providing you with comprehensive training in 
the area indicated, programs 1A, 1B, 2, 3 and 4 will prepare 
you for a Commercial FCC License. In fact, we're so certain 
of their effectiveness, we make this exclusive offer: 

The CIE courses described here will prepare you for the 
FCC License specified. Should you fail to pass the FCC 
examination after completing the course, we will refund 
all tuition payments. You get an FCC License ... or your 
money back! 

CIE's AUTO- PROGRAMMED Lessons help 
you learn faster and easier 
Cleveland Institute uses the new programmed learning ap- 
proach. Our Auto - Programmed Lessons present facts and 
concepts in small, easy -to- understand bits ... reinforce them 
with clear explanations and examples. Students learn more 
thoroughly and faster through this modern, simplified 
method. You, too, will absorb ... retain ... advance at 
your own pace. 

Lifetime job placement service for every 
CIE graduate...at no extra cost 
Once enrolled with CIE, you will get a bi- monthly listing of 
the many high - paying, interesting jobs available with top 
companies throughout the country. Many CIE students and 
graduates hold such jobs with leading companies like 
American Airlines, AT &T, General Electric, General Telephone 
and Electronics, IBM, Motorola, Penn Central Railroad, 
Raytheon, RCA, Westinghouse and Xerox ... to name a few. 

CIE Lessons are always up -to -date 
Only CIE offers new, up -to- the -minute lessons in all of these 
subjects: Logical Trouble- shooting, Laser Theory and Ap- 
plication, Microminiaturization, Single Sideband Techniques, 
Pulse Theory and Application, Boolean Algebra and Solid - 
State Devices. 

New Revised G.I. Bill Benefits: 
All CIE courses are approved for full tuition reim- 
bursement under new G.I. Bill. If you served on 
active duty since January 31, 1955, OR are in service 
now, check box on reply card or coupon for latest 
G. I. Bill information. 

CIE Cleveland Institute of Electronics 
'77.n E. as. 17:'_ Erne( . C eye a ̂ -1 C^ n 44114 

If card has been removed, mail this coupon for 2 FREE BOOKS 

Cleveland Institute of Electronics 
1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114 
Please send me without cost or obligation : 

1. Your 44 -page book, "How To Succeed in Electronics." 
2. Your book on "How To Get a Commercial FCC License." 
I am especially interested in: 

Electronics p Broadcast Electronic 
Technology Engineering Communications 

Electronics p First Class p Industrial Electronics 
Technology FCC License & Automation 
with Laboratory Electronics Engineering 

Name Age 
(please print) 

Address 

City State Zip 
Veterans & Servicemen : 

check here for G.I. Bill information. 
Accredited Member National Home Study Council. EW 93 
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D. A. Marsh 
Company 

É1 7 

THERE IS AN EASY AND 
ENJOYABLE WAY TO 

LEARN, USING THE NEW CASSETTE 

TAPE METHOD. JUST PLACE THE CASSETTE IN 
THE PLAYER AND LISTEN. JUST LIKE HAVING 
YOUR OWN PRIVATE INSTRUCTOR, THE TAPE 

CAN BE REPEATED UNTIL ALL DETAILS ARE 

COMPLETELY UNDERSTOOD. THE TAPES HAVE 

A LIFE TIME GUARANTEE. 

INTERMEDIATE LOGIC 
DIAGRAMS 

THIS COURSE IS THE NEXT STEP BEYOND THE 

UNDERSTANDING OF BASIC GATES. THE TECH - 
NIQUE OF READING AND DRAWING INTRICATE 
LOGIC DIAGRAMS IS DESCRIBED IN DETAIL. AS 

A REVIEW, THE SIXTEEN GATE CONFIGURATIONS 
ARE DISCUSSED AND THE LATEST IN INTEGRATED 

CIRCUITS IS COVERED INCLUDING THE LATCH, 

D -TYPE FLIP- FLOP AND THE JK MASTER- SLAVE 

FLIP -FLOP. 

CASSETTE STYLE COURSE -INCLUDES TWO 
CASSETTES, A DIAGRAM MANUAL AND 
FOUR EXAMS. $24.95 

TEXT STYLE COURSE - INCLUDES TEXT 

BOOK, DIAGRAM MANUAL, AND FOUR 

EXAMS. $24.95 

COMBINATION -CASSETTE 

AND TEXT. $29.95 
t11lNSIlINt.UMtULRSI SlR11tI MAI IIMISIW IIDIDNI1111111 
luURS! 1111 EXAMS ARI URADII,NI1111111t11aRt.l iN011111N 

1RLLAST ISStttISSII'LEI t WART! IID 1 o N111 Ritllil i 
11R11111A11UItUMPLIIIIIN NUNIIIRIIISItANIUl1 MI. A 

el IILR VAI I I It/111111 PR1c1 Ai I NUN 

I LURIDA 
RLSIDENTS 
IN.IT Di . 

MAIL PAYMI.NI IU 

Mt DONALD A MARS11 cU 
'l'I MI1NA1104 4i1 
w1.l.n Mil II,. 

CIRCLE NO. 119 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 

TOOL KITS 
FIELD ENGINEER TOOL KIT JTK -17 

Includes more 
than 100 tools! 

JTK 17-$222.50 
(meter included) 

Mori. than 100 lint. tools I seat for servicing in lire field, 
Used on cornnmicitions equipment, business machines, 
t.. I. It 1..., All tools and 

FIELD ENGINEER ATTACHE CASES 

r 
Pockets for 60 tools. Solid wood frame. Scuff -proof Mar - 
velorr{{ cover, all brass hardware. Compartments in base for 
spareparts and a test meter. Dimensions: 18 R 13 n 4 -1/2 ". 
Three styles. Write for catalog. 

F C 
ELECTRONIC ASSEMBLY TOOLS 

rat I 

Model 540704 

$49.50 

Lists navre than 1700 items -pliers, tweezers, 
wire strippers, vacuum systems, relay tools, 
optical equipment, tool kits and cases. 

o JENsEN TOO L13 anQ .A. 
N. 44TH SEMI, PHOENIX, ARIZONA 650111 

CIRCLE NO. 126 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 
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Color -Bar Generators 
(Continued from page 36f 

izontal lines. You have to learn to ig- 
nore one or the other, just as you ig- 
nore all but one area of the screen at a 
time. 

The number of lines differ. They're 
listed in the directory. The Leader 
LCG -388 offers a switch -selected 
choice of 1, 3, or 21 vertical lines and a 
choice of 1, 2, or 15 horizontal lines. 
The Heath iG -28 lets you choose 3 or 
11 vertical lines and 3 or 10 horizontal 
lines. 

Some models have a control that lets 
you adjust line thickness. These in- 
clude the B&K 1243 and 1246, Etc() 
380, Lectrotech V6B and V7, Mercury 
1900 and 1901, and all three Sencore 
models. 

Crosshatch: This is made by combin- 
ing horizontal and vertical line dis- 
plays. if you're truly familiar with con- 
vergence, this is the display to use. You 
can study all areas of the screen at 
once, and do touchups without going 
through the step -by -step procedure. 

Only a few generators put out a cross- 
hatch of squares. That requires more 
vertical than horizontal lines; the same 
number of both makes a crosshatch of 
oblongs. 

The Eico 385 has a crosshatch with 7 
horizontal lines and 8 vertical. The 
Leader generators have 18 horizontal 
and 21 vertical lines. These are a ratio 
of approximately 3 to 4 and make 
squares in the crosshatch pattern. 
Squares snake raster nonlinearity obvi- 
ous. 

Some generator models produce sev- 
eral crosshatch patterns. The B&K 
1246 offers one crosshatch with 9 verti- 
cal lines and 1 horizontal, another with 
1 vertical and 9 horizontal, and the 
regular crosshatch with 9 of each. The 
Heath produces a 10- horizontal/ 11- 
vertical pattern and a 3- horizontal /3- 
vertical pattern. The Leader LCG -388 
offers one with 15 horizontal and 21 
vertical lines and another with 2 hori- 
zontal and 3 vertical. Many technicians 
and engineers like patterns that have 
fewer lines. 

Dots: Dot patterns are formed by a 
diode that clips out the lines of a cross- 
hatch, leaving the intersection where 
the lines cross. So, dot patterns in any 
generator depend on what the cross- 
hatch is like. 

A dot pattern filling the screen 
sometimes is a bit more informative 
than a similar crosshatch. You can see 
convergence displacement in direc- 
tions that may be hidden by lines. 

Fewer dots make it easier to line tip 
the center one during static conver- 
gence. The B&K 1243 and 1246, Lead- 
er LCG -388, and the Sencore CG159 all 
have a single dot -which eases static 

convergence. You can move the dot of 
the Sencore instrument to any spot on 
the TV screen. The others put the sin- 
gle dot about the center of the screen. 

Crosshair: This is actually a cross- 
hatch of 1 vertical and 1 horizontal 
line. With the B&K 1243 and 1246 and 
the Leader LCG -388, LCG -390, and 
LCG -384, the crosshair intersects at 
the center of the TV screen. 

The Sencore CG159 crosshair can be 
moved around with the same controls 
that move the single dot. That facili- 
tates checking crosshatch convergence 
at any area of the screen, vet without 
the confusion of so many lines. 

Purity: This is a blank raster at gray 
brightness level. The r.f. signal blanks 
out any snow. The lack of video blacks 
and whites eliminates having to turn 
down contrast to check purity. On one 
or two generators without a Purity 
switch, you can get the same effect by 
turning down the Color control; it also 
turns down the bars, leaving a gray 
raster. 

Shading Bars: Only one generator 
has this pattern: the Heath IG -28. The 
pattern is a crosshatch of various 
shades of gray between white and 
black. If color tinting appears in bright- 
er squares, balance the receiver or 
monitor drive controls until the 
squares are cool white. When you have 
all the drive and screen controls right, 
the shading bars show only white, gray, 
and black -no brown, greenish, or 
bluish. 

If you're dealing with broadcast or 
CCTV monitors, you might find 
they're video fed. If so, an r.f. output 
on the color generator isn't enough. 
You need a composite video /color out- 
put too. Many models don't have it. 
Video amplitude in them is only a volt 
or so, not enough for most video or 
chroma stages. Besides, you don't need 
video alone unless there's no front end 
and i.f. in the monitor. 

The older Eico has a 10 -volt p -p vid- 
eo output. Others are rather low. The 
Heath IG -28, 1 volt p -p; the Hickok 
GC660, 2 volts p -p; Jackson X -100, 4 
volts p -p; three of the Leader instru- 
ments, 3 volts p -p; Lectrotech V7, 4 
volts p -p. 

If video -line CCTV, cable, or broad- 
cast monitors are on your maintenance 
docket, be sure any generator you buy 
has a video /color output. The more 
volts the better. 

For CATV and other off -the -air mon- 
itors and home sets, all the generators 
in the directory supply enough r.f. out- 
put if the tuner is okay. Some can drive 
even a weak tuner. 

When you buy a color generator, 
study this directory. Make sure the one 
you want can do what you need done. 
Then buy it. Maintenance is only as 
good as the generator you use and how 
well you use it. 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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POWER- SUPPLY 

IMPROVEMENT 
By FRANK H. TOOKER 

A 
typical solid -state regulated power- 

' supply circuit is shown in Fig. lA. 
A transformer's secondary voltage is rec- 
tified and applied across a filter capaci- 
tor, C. Zener diode, D, fed through a 
current- limiting resistor, R, regulate, 
the output potential. 

For best regulation, the voltage drop 
across R should be as large as possible, 
which means that the voltage rating of 
C must be quite high- perhaps twice the 
value of the regulated output voltage. 
The requirement for low ripple in the 
output demands a value of several thou- 
sand microfarads for C. This combined 
need for high capacitance and high volt- 
age means large size and high cost. Fur- 
thermore, the high capacitance puts a 
high surge current demand on the rec- 
tifier and the transformer, every time 
the power supply is turned on. 

The author prefers to use the circuits 
shown in Figs. 1B and 1C. Here, the 
current- limiting resistor, R, has been 
located in the a.c. side of the circuit 
rather than in the d.c. side. As a result 
of this simple change, both size and cost 
of the filter capacitor are reduced. The 
capacitance value stays the same as be- 
fore, but the voltage rating now needs to 
be no higher than the output voltage. 
This can represent quite a saving, since 
it usually means dropping the voltage 
rating of the capacitor to one -half the 
rating required by the circuit in Fig. lA. 
Relocating the resistor also allows it to 
limit the surge current required to 
charge the capacitor at each turn -on of 
the supply. 

The circuit of Fig. lB may use either 
a single resistor (as shown) or a pair of 
resistors -one in each side of the a.c. 
circuit -each having one -half the re- 
quired total resistance and one -half the 
power rating. The value of R in Figs. l li 
and 1C is determined by the required 
zener -diode current and the maximum 
and minimum current demands of the 
externally connected circuit. It need not 
have the same value in the a.c. location 
as may be required in the d.c. location. 
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September, 1971 
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Need high temperatures in tiny places? 
The amazing Little Torch is so tiny 
it can throw a flame of 6300 °F. 
through the eye of a needle. It sol- 
ders, brazes, welds and heats with 
exacting precision in the smallest 
places; uses oxygen and acetylene, 

tt 

hydrogen, propane, natural gas or 
Mapp. It's available with five tips 
ranging in size from one large 
enough to weld 16 ga. steel to one 
small enough to weld .002" copper 
wire. For free brochure write to: 

Toaf- 
Instrument 

Dept. 933 -1 2633 S.E. 4th St., Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414 
CIRCLE NO 104 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 

AMAZING OFFER! 
$19.88 

plus $1 for shipping 

BAY CAPACITIVE 

DISCHARGE 

IGNITION SYSTEM 
Field- Tested 
for 3 Years! 

o 

Completely wired, ready -to- install (not a kit) 

Increase Engine Power 

Reduce Engine Maintenance 

Increase Gas Mileage 10 -20% 
Instant Starting in All Climates 

Install in 10 minutes (use original coil) 
All American -made parts 
Solid state reliability 
Distributor points last lifetime of car 
Spark plugs last 3 to 10 times longer 
No changes required on timing or dwell 
For 12 -volt negative ground systems only 

1 -year written guarantee r--- 
BAY PRODUCTS P. 0. BOX 9562, E -9 
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77011 

Please send Model SW101 Capacitive 
Discharge Ignition Systems @ $19.88. 
Enclosed is $ plus $1 per unit 
for shipping. 

Name - 

Address 

1 City /State Zip 

II. - -- - - - - - -J 
CIRCLE NO. 140 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 

III send you 2 FREE BOOKS 

describing the opportunities 
in Electronics. 

My TOLL -FREE Number is 

800- 321 -2155 
(In Ohio, call 800 -362 -2105). 

For details about the famous CIE 

home -study courses in Electronics, see 
our ad on page 68-71 . 

Cleveland Institute of Electronics 
1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114 

CIRCLE NO 138 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 
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How to prepare for 
today's competitive 

job market, tomorrow's 
new opportunities 

in electronics 

Ccmpetition for jobs and promotions 
is severe in the electronics industry to- 
day. BA experts say that exciting new 
electro-iic products will create thousands 
of new jobs in the next few years. 

One thing is certain: in good times 
or bad, the best opportunities come to the 
man with an advanced, specialized 
knowledge cf electronics. He has a bet- 
ter chaice of survival in a recession and 
wi I profit more in times of prosperity 
than the mar with ordinary qualifications. 

But how can you get the additional 
education in electronics you need to 
protect your future -and the future of 
ycJr family? Going back to school isn't 
easy fcr a man with a job and family 
ob igations. 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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CREI Home Study Programs offer 
you a practical way to get more educa- 
tion without going back to School. You 
study at home, at your own pace, on 
your own schedule. And you study with 
the assurance that what you learn can 
be applied on the job immediately to 
make you worth more money to your 
employer. 

You're eligible for a CREI Program 
if you work in electronics and have a 
high school education. Our FREE book 
gives complete information. Mail post- 
paid card for your copy. If card is de- 
tached, use coupon or write: 
CREI, Dept. E1109B, Wisconsin Ave. & 
Tilden St., Washington, D.C. 23016. 

September, 1971 

College Credits for CREI Students 
Recently CREI affiliated with the New York Institute of Tech- 

nology for the express purpose of making it possible for CREI 
students to earn college credits for their studies. The New York 
Institute of Technology is fully accredited by the Middle States 
Association of Colleges and Universities and is chartered by the 
New York State Board of Regents. 

For the many CREI students who are not interested in college 
credits, but simply in improving their knowledge of advanced elec- 
tronics, this affiliation with NYIT will provide additional assurance 
of the high quality of CREI home study education. 

If you want to know more about earning college credits for 
CREI study, check the appropriate box when you mail the postpaid 
card for complete information on CREI Programs. 

Founded 1927 

Accredited Member of the 
National Home Study Council 

Free book tells all about CREI 
programs. For your copy, tear 
out and mail postpaid card or 

write: CREI, Dept. E1109B 
Wisconsin Ave. & Tilden St., 

Washington. D.C. 20016 

CREI, A Division of the McGraw -Hill 
Continuing Education Company 
Dept. E1109B, Wisconsin Ave. & Tilden St , Washington, D.C. 20016 

Please mail me free book describing CREI Programs. I am employed 
in electronics and have a high school education. 

Name Age 

Address 

City State Zip Code 

Employed by 

Type of Present Work fl G.I. Bill 

I am interested in: College credits for CREI study. Space Electronics 
Electronic Engineering Technology Computers Industrial Electronics 
Nuclear Engineering Technology Electronics Systems Engineering 
Non -technical course in computer programming. CATV Engineering 

APPROVED FOR TRAINING UNDER NEW G.I. BILL 
J 
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AR guarantees 
its published 
specifications 
At Acoustic Research we believe 
that the publication of complete 
performance data on our high fi- 
delity components is obligatory. 
Otherwise, our guarantee would 
have little meaning. 

Find out just what AR guarantees 
that its products will do. Mail the 
coupon below, and detailed tech- 
nical literature will be sent to you 
free of charge. 

R Acoustic Research, Inc. 
24 Thorndike Street 
Cambridge, Mass. 02141 
Dept. EW -9 

Please send measured performance data 
on AR products to 

Name 

Address_ 

CIRCLE NO.148 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 

DON'T SETTLE FOR 

A HIT AND MISS 
IGNITION SYSTEM 

Install a 

JUDSON 
ELECTRONIC MAGNETO 

It offers the combined advantages of 
both the standard transistorized and 
capacitive discharge systems in one 
simplified patented circuit. Provides 
better performance, a smoother run- 
ning engine and keeps your car in 
tune. Installed in twenty minutes. 

Write Today for Literature 

- T1 CO - 
RESEARCH & MFG. CO. 
CONSHOHOCKEN. PA. 19428 

Air Pollution 
(Continued from page 44) 

Ior triggering control action when the 
measured air quality has deteriorated 
to a certain point. In Table 2, a repre- 
sentative set of control limits is given 
for New York City, indicating the es- 
sential steps for implementing an alert - 
warning system. 

Air -Quality Monitoring Systems 

In order to evaluate the effective- 
ness of a pollution- control program and 
determine what corrective actions are 
required, sophisticated monitoring sys- 
tems are employed in a number of 
metropolitan regions to provide a de- 
tailed profile of air pollutants. 

Fig. 5 shows a block diagram of an 
advanced air -quality monitoring sys- 
tem, or aerometric network, which en- 
ables a computer- controlled central 
processing station to determine wheth- 
er specified pollution levels have been 
reached. In this network, major traffic 
areas and smoking chimneys are con- 
stantly under surveillance by mobile 
vehicles capable of communicating in- 
formation to the central station. To 
provide a vertical profile of concentra- 
tion levels, the system may include de- 
tection equipment mounted in towers 
and tall buildings, as well as an instru- 
mented helicopter for monitoring the 
common pollutants and weather pat- 
terns in the upper atmosphere. If the 
helicopter is equipped with TV facili- 
ties, the operator at the control panel 
continuously scans the skyline for visi- 
ble signs of smoke emissions. If he spots 
a potential pollutant emitter, he can 
activate a zoom lens on the camera to 
confirm his initial observation, thus 
identifying the offending building. 

To minimize "smoke- chasing" by 
field personnel and increase the effec- 
tive control over emission sources, on- 
site air -sampling devices may be in- 
stalled on the smokestacks of major 
pollutant producers to measure the 
rate of flow of pollutant stack gases and 
to extract a sample of the gas. The tel- 
emetered information gathered from 
these air samplers is then fed instanta- 
neously over telephone lines to the 
central control station for recording 
and analysis. Stack -monitoring systems, 
however, are generally exposed to very 
high temperatures within the stack (on 
the order of several hundred degrees 
F), so that these analytical instruments 
must be designed to withstand the se- 
vere environment. In more advanced 
systems, the use of electro- optical de- 
vices permits remote analysis of gase- 
ous pollutants from an emitting source. 
Here a telescope is focused on the 
smoke plume in question and the hot 
pollutant gases are identified and mea- 
sured using infrared analyzers. 

In addition to the measurement of 
pollutant concentrations an essential 
input to any air- quality control system 
is a meteorological program to accu- 
rately profile the particular pollution 
problem. For this purpose, a number of 
automated telemetry stations are used 
at strategic locations to measure wind 
velocity, wind direction, and air tem- 
perature; as well as concentration lev- 
els of carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide, 
suspended particulate matter, and 
dustfall. 

Fig. 6 shows a typical automatic sta- 
tion forming part of New York City's 
aerometric network. Supplementing 
these operations are a number of man- 
ual stations equipped with probes to 
collect samples of the common pollu- 
tants, these samples being returned to 
the laboratories for subsequent analy- 
sis. The aerometric network thus deliv- 
ers a large quantity of raw data to the 
central station, where a digital comput- 
er provides a rapid assessment of the 
prevailing air quality throughout the 
monitored areas. Periodically, the com- 
puter automatically interrogates each 
remote station and records the incom- 
ing pollutant information, the aver- 
aged data being formulated for paper 
punch, teleprinter, or computer entry. 

The final stage of the control system 
includes the introduction of prediction 
methods involving both the expected 
pollution emissions and weather fore- 
casting, so as to anticipate the concen- 
tration levels in different areas for a 
specified period, say 24 or 48 hours. 
Here the total pollution information 
and meteorological data are combined 
into a mathematical simulation model 
designed to interpret the over -all air 
quality. Given sufficient data, the con- 
trol agency can then decide whether 
or not to initiate emergency control 
measures. 

Ideally, air -quality control limits 
should also be based on an analysis of 
the medical effects of air pollution, in- 
cluding a calculation of the minimum 
time of exposure to various pollutants 
that are likely to cause certain symp- 
toms. If the situation is considered to 
be hazardous to health, for example, 
then it is important to predict the 
short -term rise in pollutant concentra- 
tions, clearly a more difficult problem 
than predicting the extended levels. 

On the international level, the Unit- 
ed Nations Conference on the Human 
Environment will be convened in 1972 
to consider the global effects of all 
types of pollution. Among the objec- 
tives will be an attempt to organize the 
pollution -control effort through multi- 
lateral action by many nations. This 
should lead to the establishment of a 
global network for monitoring pollu- 
tants, and provide a basis for the subse- 
quent formulation of world -wide air - 
quality standards. 
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NEW PRODUCTS 
&. LITERATURE 

For additional information on items 
identified by a code number, simply 
fill in coupon on Reader Service 
Card. In those cases where code 
numbers are not given, may we sug- 
gest you write direct to the manu- 
facturer on business letterhead. 

COMPONENTS TOOLS TEST EQUIPMENT HI -FI AUDIO CB COMMUNICATIONS 

IC INSERTER /EXTRACTOR 
The new #k885 PuI -N- Sertic tool inserts and 

extracts integrated circuits from PC boards. 
Both insertion and extraction can be quickly 

and easily accomplished without damage to 
components or the circuit board, according to 
the manufacturer. 

To insert an IC, it is loaded into the accurate- 
ly machined jaws of the tool, the lead pins on 
one side are lined up visually with circuit -board 
holes and all pins are inserted simultaneously by 
rolling the tool. Pushing a button on top of the 
tool releases the component. To extract an IC, 
the unit is positioned over the component to be 
removed and the stainless -steel spring- removal 
clip is lowered until the clip jaws are under the 
IC base. Squeezing the clip grips the component, 
lifting the tool pulls the IC free, and pressing the 
top button ejects it from the tool. 

Circle No. 3 on Reader Service Page 

11 -METER SSB UNITS 
A new line of 11 -meter single- sideband com- 

munications equipment has been introduced 
with the SSB 600, a solid- state, AM -SSB unit 
and the SSB -120 for the operator desiring SSB 
communications only. Both units use standard 
miniature plug -in crystals, one per channel, 
which eliminates the need for a synthesizer. 

Operation on either 12 volts d.c. or 117 volts 
a.c. is provided in both units by merely changing 
power cords. Telcomm Industries 

Circle No. 4 on Reader Service Page 

TOOL CASES 
Attaché tool cases for field engineers, techni- 

cians, and inspectors are now available in three 
versions. 

The deluxe case, which features two remov- 
able pallets holding more than 60 separate tools, 
has partitions in the bottom of the case to hold 
large tools, test meter, and parts boxes. It mea- 
sures 18'/2" X 13'/2" X43/4 ". 

A deep deluxe version is a full 6 inches deep 
and provides room for special tools, test equip- 
ment, cleaning cloths, and parts boxes. It also 
has two removable small -tool pallets and the lid 
has pockets for reports, manuals, and schemat- 
ics. It measures 18" X 13'/4" X 6 ". 

The compact case measures 171/2" X 12'/2" 
X 33/4" and is suitable for engineers or techni- 
cians who need fewer tools in their normal 
work. It includes one removable pallet, a pocket 
for forms and schematics, and portioned corn - 
partments in the bottom for parts boxes and 
larger tools. 

September, 1971 

A data sheet describing all three of these 
models in detail is available on request. Jensen 
Tools 

Circle No. 5 on Reader Service Page 

OHMIC CONTACT ANALYZER 
A new laboratory instrument that can be used 

for the rapid measurement of the electrical qual- 
ity of ohmic contacts has been introduced as the 
"Ohmicity Analyzer." 

The instrument functions as a high -precision 
standard in the study of ohmic contacts of semi- 
conductor diodes, rectifiers, transistors, Gunn 
oscillators, varactors, p-i -n, thermistors, strain 
gages, and other semiconductor devices as well 
as non -linearity of resistors and electric con- 
tacts. The ohmic quality is shown by the degree 
of non -linearity measured. 

Sample current range is 0.2 mA to 800 mA 
r.m.s. and sample resistance range is 0.01 ohm 
to 0.2 megohm. Limit of error is ±0.001 %. 

The instrument measures 17" X 9'/2' X I1" 
and comes in a hammertone gray finished enclo- 
sure. It weighs 23 pounds. Transene 

Circle No. 6 on Reader Service Page 

CONSTANT -CURRENT SOURCE 
The Model l l l constant -current source is a 

compact, battery -powered portable instrument 
which provides constant d.c. current output in 
three ranges: 0-0.1 mA, 0-1 mA, and 0-10 mA. 

The easy -to -read 31/2" taut -band meter is accu- 
rate to 2 %. 

The unit is housed in a vinyl covered alumi- 
num cabinet with carrying handle but a rack - 
mount version is available on special order. W -P 
Instruments 

Circle No. 7 on Reader Service Page 

SPEAKER -ENCLOSURE KITS 
Easy -to- assemble speaker enclosures in kit 

form are now available at moderate cost. These 
8 '/," X 8" X 15' enclosures will house up to 
8 -inch round or 6 X 9 inch oval speakers. 

Constructed of walnut -finished vinyl, they 
come complete with all hardware, acoustic lin- 
ing material, and assembly instructions. The kit 
does not include a speaker. Kab Kits 

Circle No. 8 on Reader Service Page 

STEREO MUSIC CENTER 
A quadrasonic -ready stereo music center has 

been introduced as the Model SC -8700, a 120- 
watt, four -piece stereo system with a four -chan- 
nel amplifier. By adding a quadrasonic program 
source and two rear -channel speakers, quadra- 
sonic sound is available. 

The SC -8700 also offers separate stereo pro- 
grams for two areas of the home. For example, 
the unit's automatic 4 -speed Garrard turntable 
can provide music in the living room while a 

program from the stereo-FM tuner can be fed to 
another room of the house. The turntable is 
equipped with a Pickering V -15 moving magnet 
cartridge and comes mounted in its own walnut 
and black base. It may be placed on top of the 
four -channel receiver or be shelf -mounted. Two 
compact air -suspension bookshelf speaker sys- 
tems are included. Panasonic 

Circle No. 9 on Reader Service Page 

MIXER /AMPLIFIER 
A solid -state mixer /amplifier designed to 

meet the performance requirements of the pro- 
fessional user has been introduced as the Model 
2A75. It is equipped with five input channels, 

each of which adapts to microphone, line, or 
magnetic phono at the turn of a switch. Each 
channel is furnished with three levels of padding 
( -10, -20, and -30 dB) for use in preventing 
overloading the system by loud voices or music. 

Frequency response is 20- 20,000 Hz ±1 dB, 
distortion is less than 0.5% at +28 dBm, 20- 
20,000 Hz, and the power requirement is 105- 
125 volts, 50-60 Hz, 10 watts or +25 volts d.c. 
at 100 mA. 

The unit can be mounted in a standard 19- 
inch rack or in a portable housing. DuKane 

Circle No. 10 on Reader Service Page 

FLAMELESS HEAT GUN 
A flameless heat gun with an exclusive cone 

attachment is designed to provide fast, easy test- 
ing of components in repairing black- and -white 
and color -TV receivers. 

The Model HG 201 supplies an instant heat 
source sufficient to enable the technician to spot 
defective resistors, capacitors, or coils. It can 
also be used in locating hairline cracks in PC 
boards. Master Appliance 

Circle No. 11 on Reader Service Page 

THREE -BAND MONITOR 
The new, three -band FM Monitoradio /Exec- 

utive Scanner enables the user to monitor up to 
sixteen frequencies in the police, fire, public 
service, marine, and business area of the u.h.f. 
and high and low v.h.f. bands. 

The front panel features read -out scanning 
lights with corresponding push- button control 
for any combination of frequencies in the 30-50, 
148 -174, and 450 -470 MHz bands. The push- 
buttons allows the operator to quickly activate, 
or deactivate, any of the channels within any of 
the three bands. 

In the automatic scan mode, the receiver sam- 

6666666 
or;tFlStrf OO6 
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MAKE YOUR CAR 
COME ALIVE WITH A 

TIGER SST 
CD IGNITION SYSTEM 

Instant starting in any weather - Eliminates 
90% of tune -ups - Increases gas mileage - 

Increases horsepower up to 15% - Improves 
acceleration and performance - Spark Plug 
points last up to 70,000 miles - Reduces 
engine maintenance expense - Amplifies 
spark plug voltage to 45,000 volts - Maintains 
spark plug voltage to 10,000 RPM - Reduces 
exhaust emissions - Dual ignition switch - 

Unconditional guarantee for original owner - 

Installs in 10 minutes on any car with 12 
volt negative ground - No rewiring - Most 
powerful, efficient and reliable Electronic 
Ignition Made in U.S.A. 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
or Money Back. 

Simpli-Kit $29.95 - Assembled $39.95 
POST PAID 

Send check or money order with order to: 

TrrStar Corporation 
DEPT. E., P. O. Box 1946 

Grand Junction, Colorado 81501 
CIRCLE NO. 103 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 

Build this pipelike 
Schober Recital Organ 

for only 

*1850! 
Includes 

finished walnut 
console. (Only 

$1446 If you build 
your own console.) 
Amplifier, speaker 

system, optional 
accessories extra. 

You couldn't touch an organ like this in a store for 
less than $4,000 -and there never has been an elec. 
tronic instrument with this vast variety of genuine 
pipe -organ voices that you can add to and change 
any time you like! If you've dreamed of the sound 
of a large pipe organ in your own home, if you're 
looking for an organ for your church, you'll be more 
thrilled and happy with a Schober Recital Organ than 
you could possibly imagine - kit or no kit. 

You can learn to play it -and a full -size, full- facil- 
ity instrument is easier to learn on than any cut -down 
"home" model. And you can build it, from Schober 
Nits, world famous for ease of assembly without the 
slightest knowledge of electronics or music, for de- 
sign and parts quality from the ground up, and - 
above all -for the highest praise from musicians 
everywhere. 

Send right now for the full -color Schober catalog, 
containing specifications of all five Schober Organ 
models, beginning at $499.:;0. No charge, no obliga- 
tion. If you like music, you owe yourself a Schober 
Organ! 

The Corp.. trehdeitOrgan Dept. RN -94 
43 West 61st Street, New York, N.Y. 10023 

Please send me Schober Organ Catalog and 
free 7 -inch "sample" record. 
Enclosed please find $1.00 for 12 -inch L.P. 
record of Schober Organ music. 

NAME 

ADDRESS_ _ 

CITY STATE ZIP 

CIRCLE NO.108 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 

pies programmed channels at a 15- channels -per- 
second rate. Super -fast scan action occurs by by- 
passing any channels the operator chooses to 
"program- out ". A third speed is accomplished 
by placing the radio in rtanual mode and de- 
pressing the channel -selector button. In this 
configuration, the scanning lights slowly pro- 
gress to the individual channel the operator 
wants to hear. Regency 

Circle No. 12 on Reader Service Page 

OUTBOARD DOLBY UNITS 
Three outboard Dolby .system noise- reduction 

units, designed expressly "or recording applica- 
tions, have been introduced as the Models AN- 
180, AN -80, and AN -50. The first unit is a 
simultaneous record -playback control center 

consisting of two separate sections. The record- 
ing section contains microphone and line 
preamps and the Dolby recording circuitry. The 
playback section contains the playback line 
preamps and Dolby playback circuits. It is de- 
signed to be interconnected with any good tape 
deck. 

The AN -80 is a less sophisticated version of 
the AN -I80. Input mixing has been omitted and 
one Dolby circuit has been provided for each 
channel rather than two. The circuit functions 
first for recording and then for playback but not 
both at the same time. The Model AN -50 unit is 
more compact and less sophisticated than the 
AN -80 and is intended for use with cassette 
equipment.Teac 
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150 -WATT HORN 
The SB -150/H Soundburst horn column has 

an effective sound throw of 100 feet and has 
been designed specifically to meet the needs of 
modern music groups. 

According to the company, the unit provides 

an unusually rich bass response, natural full - 
range voice reproduction, and a high power han- 
dling capacity. An exclusive cut -out switch for 
the horn makes it possible for the user to extend 
application of the system to all musical effects. 

Compatible with most amplifiers, the system 
features four 8 -inch, I5 -watt speakers, 60 watts 
r.m.s. and one high -frequency horn for a total of 
150 watts music power. The backplate assembly 
includes a 1/4" jack, a terminal strip, a fuse and 
fuse holder for overload protection, and the 
horn cut -out switch. Impedance is 8 ohms. 

The system measures 42i/2" X 12" x 12 ". 
Temple Sound 

Circle No. 14 on Reader Service Page 

PRINTED -CIRCUIT REPAIR 
Two selective plating installations for use in 

printed- circuit repair and for small -scale circuit 
production are now available. The new package 
installations include a special power pack with a 
built -in digital ampere -hour meter for precision 
thickness control. Completing the package are 
an assortment of styli /anodes adapted to print- 
ed- circuit work, all necessary accessories, and 
plating solutions most often used in PC work 
(copper, nickel, tin, gold, and rhodium). 

The process of high -speed selective plating 
works on the theory of electroplating but in ap- 
pearance more closely resembles arc welding. 
No plating bath is required. Selectrons 

Circle No. 15 on Reader Service Page 

DIGITAL MULTIMETER 
The Model 3310 digital multimeter measures 

32 ranges, covering most of the parameters nor- 
mally used in laboratory, standards, calibration, 
and service testing. 

Included are five true r.m.s. a.c. voltage 
ranges from 100 mV to I kV: five d.c. voltage 

Simple pcwer- supply unit designed to drive number of transistor- 
ized circuits, like one on page 82. Circuit calls for readily avail- 
able Motorola HEP line parts and standard resistors /capacitors. 

ON OFF 

110V 
AC 

IA FUSE 

POWER SUPPLY 

HEP 175 

1!2 

2.412 

"HEP 
245 

9 V 

4.7 K 

The HEP 245 should be mounted on a HEP 500 heat sink for 
adequate heat dissipation. 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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remarkable 

listening 
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experience.i 
The phenomenal realism 

of binaural sound recording 
is demonstrated by Stereo Review's 

AMAZING NEW BINAURAL DEMONSTRATION RECORD 

for 

stereo 

headphone 
\\owneW 

Created specifically for play5ack through stereo headphones, this unique record presents 
the listener with sound of unsurpassed realism. It recreates at each of the listener's ears the 
precise sound that each ear would have heard -independently -at the original scene. 

Binaural recording re- creates the directions, distances, and 
even the elevations of sounds better than any other recording 
method. The super -realism of binaural recording is accom- 
plished by recording the acoustical input for each ear sepa- 
rately, and then playing it back through stereo headphones. 
Thus the sound intended for the left ear cannot mix together 
with the sound for the right ear, and vice versa. This technique 
eliminates all acoustical problems in playback, such as the 
effects of "dead" rooms, over -reverberant rooms, variations in 
stereo perspective caused by changes in sitting position, and 
variations in frequency response due to changes in speaker 
positioning. 

Binaural recording offers the listener the identical acoustical 
perspective and instrument spread of the original. The sound 
reaching each ear is exactly the same as would have been 
heard at the live scene. The Stereo Review Binaural Demon- 
stration Record is the only record of its kind: there is nothing 
else like it. It provides a unique listening experience that you 

will want to share with your friends. 
"MAX" -GENIE OF BINAURAL 
RECORDING. More than a year of intense 
effort was devoted to the preparation of 
this recording. "Max," a specially con- 
structed dummy head, was modeled by a 
professional sculptor, then cast in sili- 
cone rubber. Super -precision capacitor 
microphones were insta led in Max's ears 
so that each microphone would pick up 
exactly what each human ear would hear. 
The two separate sound channels were 
then fed into an ultra -Iov -noise electron- 
ics system and then recorded on an 
advanced -design tape recorder operating 
at 30 inches per second. 

In making location recordings for the demcnstration side of 
the record, a recording technician taped miiiature capacitor 
microphones into his ears, so his head woulc serve its normal 
acoustical role as an absorber and reflector of sound. The 
result is a demonstration of phenomenal recorded sound. 

STARTLING REALITY. The Binaural Demonstration Record 
offers 45 minutes of sound and music of startling reality. Side 
1 introduces you to binaural recording via a narrated demon- 
stration in nine sequences, taking you through a variety of 
situations that show off the remarkable depth and natural 
perspective of binaural recording. 

September, 1971 

You'll marvel at the eerie accuracy with which direction and 
elevation are re- created as you embark on a street tour in bi- 
naural sound -Sounds Of The City...Trains, Planes & Ships... 
a Basketball Game, a Street Parade, a Steel Fabrication Plant, 
The Bird House at the Zoo- all demonstrating the incredible 
realism of binaural sound reproduction. 

MUSIC IN BINAURAL With "Max" acting as your extension 
ears, the musical performances presented on the Binaural 
Demonstration Record transport you to the concert hall for a 
demonstration of a wide variety of music. Selections total 23 
minutes, and include examples of jazz, rock, organ, and cham- 
ber music. 

A highlight of the record is the first recording of Space Virgin, 
a new jazz work by noted composer Ronnie Roullier. Insiders 
have already called it one of the most exciting jazz recordings 
ever made. The organ recordings, with Frederick Swann at the 
keyboard of the majestic Riverside Church organ, have been 
hailed for reproducing the whole range of organ sonorities 
totally without distortion, and are among the most memorable 
listening experiences of a lifetime. 

The Stereo Review Binaural Demonstration Record is the ulti- 
mate in sound reproduction. It has been made without compro- 
mise for the owner of stereo headphones. If you own stereo 
headphones, this record is a must. 

Note: Although headphones are necessary to appreciate the 
near -total realism of binaural recording, the record can also be 
played and enjoyed on conventional stereo systems. 

Order your Stereo Review Binaural Demonstration Record 
today. ONLY $5.98. 

RECORDS, Ziff-Davis Service Division, 595 Broadway, N.Y., N.Y. 10012 

Please send Binaural Demonstration Records at $5.98 each, 

postpaid. My check (or money order) for S is enclosed. 
(Outside U.S.A. please send $8.00 per record ordered.) N.Y. State resi- 
dents please add local sales tax. 

Print Name 

Address 

City 

State 

EW 971 

Zip 

PAYMENT MUST BE ENCLOSED WITH ORDER 
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Uri 
$8.95 

PLUS SHIPPING 

The NEW IC -12 
Nearly three years ago Sinclair introduced 
the IC -10, the world's first monolithic inte- 
grated circuit amplifier and preamp. IC tech- 
nology has progressed rapidly and we now 
introduce the successor to the IC-10, the new 
IC -12. The IC -12 offers many advantages in 
terms of performance over the IC -10 and any 
other monolithic device in its price and 
power range. A minimum of external com- 
ponents is required, distortion remains very 
low, and RMS power output is improved. The 
IC -12 is supplied with a comprehensive ap- 
plications manual and a circuit board for use 
in audio applications. The IC -12 may be used 
with batteries or with the Sinclair PZ -5 or 
PZ -6 power supplies. 

Freq. response: 5HZ to 50KHZ *1 db. De- 
pending upon external components and 
circuit. 

THD: Typically 0.1 %, less than 1% all audi- 
ble frequencies up to rated output. 

Power Output: 6 watts RMS into 8 ohms at 
28 -30 vdc. 

Gain: 90 db. 
Idle Current: 8 mA. 

Operating Voltage: 6-30 vdc. 

Noise: -70 db or better. 
Heatsinking Required: None, extruded alu- 

minum fin is integral part of design. 
Package: Standard 16 Pin Dual in -line. 

The IC -12 is available from authorized deal- 
ers or from Audionics, Inc. 

AUDIONICS, INC. 
8600 NE Sandy Blvd. 

Portland, Oregon 97220 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 

PLEASE SEND ME: 

_IC -12's @ $8.95 ea. +$1.00-shipping 
-PZ -5 Power Supplies @ $13.95 + $1.50 

shipping ea. 

-PZ6 Regulated Supplies @ $23.95 + $1.50 
shipping ea. 

17 FREE information ew 
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NETTo ELECTRONICS 
V.T.I. training leads to success 
as technicians, field engineers. 
specialists in communications, 
guided missiles, computers, ra- 
dar and automation. Basic & 
advanced courses in theory & 
laboratory. Electronic Engi- 
neering Technology and Elec- 
tronic Technology curricula 
both available. Assoc. degree in 
29 mos. B. S. also obtainable. 
G.I. approved. Graduates in all 
branches of electronics with 
major companies. Start Sep- 
tember. February. Dorms. cam- 
pus. High school graduate or 
equivalent. Write for catalog. 

VALPARAISO TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 
Dept. RD, Valparaiso, Indiana 46383 
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ranges from 100 mV to I kV; five true r.m.s. a.c. 
current ranges from 100 µA to 1 A; five d.c. 
current ranges from 100 µA to IA; seven resist- 
ance ranges from 100 ohms to 100 megohms; 
and five dBm ranges reading from 45 to +65 
dBm. Overranging on all but the kV ranges is 
100 %. 

Fast true r.m.s. response to 50 kHz is 
achieved by using a specially designed all- solid- 
state computing -type r.m.s. converter for both 
voltage and current. 

The 3310 measures 31/2" high X 83/4" wide 
X 13" deep and weighs 93/i pounds. Battery 
and BCD options are available at extra cost. 
Hickok 
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4-CHANNEL PLAYER 
The new Model 8400 4- channel, 8 -track play- 

er, with AM /stereo -FM receiver, features a dis- 
crete 4- channel head, four preamplifiers, and 
two power amps. 

The unit will play regular 2- channel stereo as 

is, or 4- channel when used with another stereo 
amplifier. The player features a choice of auto- 
matic or manual track advance. Ampex 
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INFRARED -EMITTING DIODES 
New high -efficiency gallium arsenide infra- 

red- emitting diodes .(LED's) with performance 
up to 3 milliwatts at 50 milliamps are now avail- 
able as Types 40843R and 40844R. 

The new units are available in the compact 
OP -10 package designed especially for closely 
spaced PC -board mounting. This package in- 

eludes a parabolic reflector for focused output 
with a controlled beam- emission pattern that 
permits detection in both close -range applica- 
tions and long -range service requiring the use of 
external optics. All types of silicon photodetec- 
tors can be used with the new LED's. RCA 
Commercial Engineering 
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L.F. SPEAKER FOR P.A. 
A low- frequency speaker for "over the prosce- 

nium" use in p.a. installations is now available 
as the "Medallion 6A405." 

The speaker will handle 160 watts and fre- 
quency response is 40 to 2500 Hz. Input imped- 
ance is 25 ohms but other impedances can be 
supplied by the accessory Model 710-2134 auto - 
transformer. The rigidly braced and acoustically 
damped cabinet houses two I5 -inch low -fre- 
quency driver units. 

The unit measures 34" high X 48" wide X 
24" deep and is finished in gray spackle over 
gray and flat black on a center speaker mount- 
ing panel. DuKane 
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COAX -CABLE STRIPPER 
A thermal stripper for use on coaxial and oth- 

er cables has been introduced as the TW -6. It 
can also be used for slitting as well as for cir- 
cumference- cutting on all types of cables up to 
s /e" diameter. 

A special fixture at the end of the stripper has 
two slots into which the cable is positioned. One 

An easy -to -build burglar alarm which uses readily available parts 
from Motorola HEP line. The relay is Potter & Brumfield RS5D. 

BURGLAR ALARM (PHOTOELECTRIC) 
Will Actuate Alarm when 9 TO 12 VDC 
Light Beam is Broken 

Lamp and Lens 
Assembly for 

Focusing Light on 
Photodiode 

r- - - - - 

I J V 
L LAMP LENA 

PARTS LIST: 
HEP 312 
HEP 320 
HEP 156 
Resistor, 10K, 1/2 Watt 
Resistor, 680 ohms, 1/2 Watt 
Resistor, 1K, 1/2 Watt 
Relay, Potter-Brumfield RS5D, 6VDC 
Push Switch, Normally Closed 

Battery as Desired 
Optional Circuit 
Potentiometer, 1K 
HEP 55 

HEP 312 

1(1 K ;G80 12 

HEP 320 

G 

1 K 

This circuit may be inserted 
for increased and adjustable 
sensitivity. 

11, 

POTTER & 
BRUMFIELD 
RS5D 6 VDC 
(335 OHM COIL) 

SECRET 
RESET SWITCH 
NORMALLY CLOSED 

A 

SENSITIVITY 
CONTROL 
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of these slots provides circumference cutting 
while the other provides slitting action. In both 
cases, operation is as simple as pressing the 
stripper's "on -off' button and twirling or pull- 
ing the cable along the slot. 

Two models are available, one has a fixed op- 
erating temperature of 1700 degrees F for use on 
high -temperature insulations only while the oth- 
er features a solid -state temperature control ad- 
justable from 100 to 1700 degrees F. It is usable 
on the full range of available insulation materi- 
als. Jensen Tools 
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DIGITAL READOUT TUNER 
The Model SEL -300 digital readout stereo - 

FM tuner features a crystal -controlled readout 

11111111111 

of station frequency using a 7- element incandes- 
cent readout tube; a double -sided, glass -epoxy 
PC board with plated- through connections; log- 
ic circuitry using 17 IC's; and an exclusive 12- 

pole toroidal i.f. filter yielding alternate -channel 
i.f. selectivity in excess of -85 dB. Sherwood 
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NEW PHOTODETECTORS 
Allen- Bradley Company, 1201 S. Second St., 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53204 has introduced a 

new line of cadmium -sulfide and cadmium sul- 
fo-selenide photodetectors in five standard con- 
figurations. 

The new photocells are available as individual 
units or in complex arrays up to 20 cells and 
with several peak spectral responses. According 
to the company, new manufacturing processes 
yield higher operating temperature ranges, bet- 
ter electrode stabilization, greater sensitivity, 
finer resolution, and improved power dissipa- 
tion. 

Photocell arrays may have as few as two cells 
or as many as 20. Individual units are available 
in TO -98 or a TO -18 package. Three basic mate- 
rials are offered, with peak spectral responses at 
515, 575, and 625 nanometers. "On" resistance, 
with respect to material, is 1000, 3000, and 7000 
ohms when measured at 10 footcandles. 

The Marketing Department of the Electronics 
Division will forward more information on let- 
terhead request. 

MINIATURE POWER SUPPLY 
A new miniature, 75- percent efficient power 

supply which the company claims solves the 
size, weight, and thermal problems of today's 
systems, is now available in three ratings. 

The 5 -volt, 50- ampere unit has input power of 
100 -130 volts a.c., 47-420 Hz, ±1% line and 
load regulation, ripple of 50 mV peak -to -peak 
including all noise and spikes, and a recovery 
time of 50 is to within 1% with a 10-A step 
load. The unit measures 5" X 6" X 7 ". 

Other features include optional overvoltage 
crowbar, overload and short- circuit protection 
with automatic recovery, remote error sensing, 
and parallel operation (no elaborate intercon- 
nections required). Five -volt models at 10 and 
20 amps are also available. Computer Energy 
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CASSETTE TAPE DECK 
A new stereo a ssi-tte deck which emphasizes 

exceptionally wide dynamic range, low wow and 
flutter, wide frequency response, and automatic 
stop has been introduced as the T -3300. 

The deck uses a precision hysteresis- synchro- 
nous motor and automatically stops when the 
tape reaches its end to avoid tape damage. The 
unit also features a pop-up mechanism which 

September, 1971 

Now Weller 
helps you 
de- solder 
faster and 
easier. 

OanOTPR[R 

De- solder and re- 
solder cleanly with 

one hand and with less 
chance of heat damage. 
Stainless steel tube prevents 

a clogging, and there's a choice 
' Iif six metal tip sizes. 
For straight soldering, you can't 

beat Weller's 25 watt and 40 watt 
professional soldering irons. They 

have stainless steel barrels, popular 
pencil shape and double -coated, in- 
dustrial -grade interchangeable tips. 
Ideal for service work, kits, hobbies. 
The Weller de- soldering tool is 
available nationwide through local 
electronic parts distributors. 

TheCooperGroup 
CRESCENT KEN -TOOL LUFKIN -WELLER 
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REPLACEMENT 
PARTS & 

ACCESSORIES 
WELTRON' S 

GOT 'EM! 
DO YOU? 

plugs & jacks * stereo switches * 
universal replacement antennas & 

bases * volt meters * cables * mi- 

crophones * power supplies * auto 

ste -eo accessories * high precision 

motors * synchronous motors 

shaded 4 -pole motors * 

COMPLETE CATALOG AVAILABLE. 

CALL YOUR DISTRIBUTOR NOW! 

w eltron® 
COMPANY, INC. 

514 EAST PEABODY STREET DURHAM, N C 21102 
919 6820333 
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I'll send you 2 FREE BOOKS 

describing the opportunities 
in Electronics. 
My TOLL -FREE Number is 

800- 321 -2155 
(in Ohio, call 800 -362 -2105). 

For details about the famous CIE 

home -study courses in Electronics, see 

our ad on page 68 -71 

Cleveland Institute of Electronics 
1116 East 17th Street Cleveland, Ohio 44114 
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New low price on Lampkin Type 107A 

DIGITAL FREQUENCY 

METER / SYNTHESIZER / 
SIGNAL GENERATOR 

A money -making, time -saving, all- purpose 
instrument for mobile -radio maintenance. - PLUS - 
Numerous applications in educational, 
aerospace, industrial laboratories; in AM, 

FM, and TV broadcast engineering; in 

commercial frequency - measuring se rv- 
ices, and many others. 

PRICE $2150.00 
Write, wire, or phone - NOW! 

Announcing the 
NEW STANDARD 
in Stereo Testing! 

The All -New Model 

SR12 STEREO TEST 

RECORD 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 

LAMPKIN LABORATORIES, INC, 
MFM Div., Bradenton, Fla. 33505 

r 
ANOTHER SUPERB , 
VALUE 

from Olson 
Electronics 

ONLY 

X12 
DELUXE 

TRANSISTOR 

CHECKER 

Compact, self -contained, self- powered dy- 
namic transistor checker. Test may be 
made "in circuit" or out of circuit. Iden- 
tifies and checks PNP and NPN types, plus 
power. Complete with instruction manual, 
service tips and transistor drawings. 

Olson Electronics, Dept. EU, 
260 S. Forge St., Akron, Ohio 44308 

I enclose $12, plus $1 for postage 
and handling. Send me the TE -199 
Transistor Checker. 

(] Send me the next seven issues of 
the Olson Catalog, without cost or 
obligation. FREE 

Name 

Address 

City 

State Zip 

L J 
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automatically ejects the cassette when playing is 
finished -an action that takes place whether the 
unit is set to its play mode, fast -forward, or re- 
wind. The pop -up mechanism releases the oper- 
ating buttons. 

The unit is a 4- track, 2- channel stereo /mono 
unit operating at l' /n in /s and can accommodate 
C -30, C -60, C -90, or C -120 cassettes. U.S. Pio- 
neer 
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MATCHING TRANSFORMER 
A new matching transformer that permits 

easy use of 50 -ohm v.h.f. signal generators with 
300 -ohm loads is now available as the Model 
100. It operates over the frequency range from 
54 to 216 MHz, thus covering the communica- 
tions, FM, and TV bands. 

The transformer has a 1:1 voltage transfer ra- 
tio, although the generator source impedance is 
in effect changed to 300 ohms. The voltage cali- 
bration of the signal generator is thus preserved 
for the 300 -ohm system, a convenience for the 
user. In addition, the transformer converts un- 
balanced signal generators to balanced (300 - 
ohm) sources. 

A data sheet giving complete specs on the 
Model 100 is available on request. Sound Tech- 
nology 
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SWEEP GENERATOR 
An AM -FM radio sweep generator with digi- 

tal frequency synthesizer has been introduced as 
the Model 1019. The unit provides all world 
standard frequencies in a single instrument. All 
functions are pre -programmed with front -panel 

push -button selectors, covering r.f. and i.f. fre- 
quencies, including amplitude and frequency 
modulation with less than 1% distortion. 

Automatic frequency tracking of the unit un- 
der test allows "hands-off" test instrument 
alignment of any radio set, with up to 30 fre- 
quency markers. Frequency coverage extends 
from 250 kHz to 115 MHz. Telonic 
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DESOLDERING TOOL 
A new desoldering loot that permits removal 

of soldered components from PC boards or con- 
ventional circuits without damage to either com- 
ponent or circuit board is now on the market. 

It uses a vacuum and a hollow tip, but the 
tool may also be used to resolder new compo- 
nents in places where the old ones have been 
removed. 

Replacement tips are available in a variety of 

The most complete... 
most sophisticated... 
most versatile Test Disc 
available today... 

For just $598! 
Who needs the New Model SR12? You do. 
Whether you're an avid audiophile, a casual 
listener, or a professional technician 
the new MODEL SR12 will be the most im- 
portant disc in your entire collection. MODEL 
SR12 has been produced by Stereo Review 
Magazine for music lovers who want imme- 
diate answers to questions about the per- 
formance of their stereo systems and how 
to get the best possible sound reproduction 
It is the most complete test record of its 
kind -containing the widest range of checks 
ever included on one test disc. 

Make these important stereo cheeks BY 
EAR . . . (no test instruments required) 

Frequency response Separation Cart- 
ridge tracking Channel balance Hum 
and rumble Flutter Cartridge and Speaker 
Phasing Anti- Skating Adjustment "Gun 
Shot Test" for Stereo Spread Multi- purpose 
Musician's "A" Equal- tempered Chromatic 
Octave Guitar -tuning Tones. 

Attention professionals: For the ultimate in 
stereo testing, 7 critical TEST EQUIPMENT 
cheeks . . . 

1,000 -Hz square waves to test transient and high -frequency response 
of phono pickups. 
500 to 20.000 Hz frequency -response sweep. 
Sine -wave tone -bursts to test transient response of pickup. 
Intermodulation test using simultaneous 400 -Hz and 4,000 -H2 signals. 
intermodulation sweep to show distortion caused by excessive res- 
onances in tone arm and cartridge. 
1.000 -Hz reference tones to determine groove velocity. 
3.000 -Hz tone for flutter and speed tests 

Sample waveforms- illustrating both accurate and faulty responses are 
orovlded in the Instruction Manual for comparison with the patterns 
appearing on your own oscilloscope screen. 

FREE Instruction Manual Includes Detailed I 
Instructions, Charts, Tables and Diagrams 

I RECORDS Ziff -Davis Service Division EW -971 
595 Broadway New York, N.Y. 10012 

I Please send SR12 Test Records 
I at $5.98 each, postpaid. My check (or money 
I order) for S is enclosed. 

(outside U.S.A. please send S8.00 per album 
ordered.) New York State residents please add 

1 local sales tax. 

I 
print name 

I address 

city 

g state zip 

PAYMENT MUST BE ENCLOSED WITH ORDER ._ 
ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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sizes. The tool comes complete with vacuum 
bulb, tip, two -wire cord, and display package. It 
is also available in three -wire models. Weller 
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SPECTRUM -ANALYZER MODULE 
The 1401A module used with the 8 -pound 

portable Sony /Tektronix 323 or 324 or most 
other oscilloscopes, provides complete facilities 
for measurements in the 1 MHz to 500 MHz 
spectrum. Amplitude and frequency calibration 
with IM distortion of less than 60 dB of full 
screen is featured. A gated mode allows the 
1401A to be used in viewing time -related sig- 

nais, such as pulsed r.f., TV signals, sync, and 
VITS. A built -in calibrator furnishes both fre- 
quency and amplitude reference for calibrating 
the associated scope. 

Among the unique features of the 1401A 
spectrum analyzer is automatic center -frequency 
positioning in a "search" mode. At 50 MHz /div 
frequency span (dispersion), the center frequen- 
cy automatically becomes 250 MHz, preventing 
an erroneous display. In "search," the center 
frequency control positions a negative marker to 
indicate that part of the spectrum which will 
appear at center screen when the frequency span 
is reduced to less than 50 MHz /div. 

Full specifications are available on letterhead 
request to Tektronix, Inc. P.O. Box 500, Beaver- 
ton. Oregon 97005. 

MANUFACTURERS' LITERATURE 

PHONO CARTRIDGES 
A new 40 -page catalogue (PC -71) has been 

issued covering an extensive line of exact re- 
placement phonograph cartridges. The publica- 
tion includes all pertinent information about the 
various cartridges, a cross- reference guide, and a 
listing of individual manufacturers and their 
part numbers -in both alphabetical and numeri- 
cal order -cross -referenced to the firm's re- 
placement number. Vidaire 
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ELECTRONIC BOOKS 
An illustrated, 20 -page catalogue describing 

over 170 current and forthcoming books is now 
available without charge. 

The following subject areas are included: 
schematic /servicing manuals, broadcasting, ba- 
sic technology, CATV, electric motors, electron- 
ic engineering, computer technology, reference 
works, television, radio and electronics servic- 
ing, audio and hi -fi stereo, hobby and experi- 
mental, ham radio, test instruments, appliance 
repair, and transistor technology. Tab Books 
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PC -BOARD MATERIALS 
A new catalogue which provides condensed 

data and industrial net prices on more than 200 
products of interest to industrial electronics de- 
sign and packaging engineers, radio hams, ex- 
perimenters, industrial arts instructors, and stu- 
dents is now ready for distribution. 

Catalogue No. CC -671 is available on request. 
Kepro 
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VOICE -COUPLER DATA 
A 4 -page data sheet on the EC -30 -A voice 

coupler which provides technical information on 
September, 1971 
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B &K 
Precision 

Model 1460 
Triggered 

Sweep Scope 
$389.95 

B & K Precision's new 1460 Triggered Sweep Scope... 
The one that's been worth waiting for. 

You won't believe how easy it is to sync TV-V and TV -H 
signals until you've actually tried it. 

Trouble shooting complex TV cir- 
cuits takes enough time without hav- 
ing to fiddle with dials and controls 
to adjust to the proper wave form. 

That's why the new B&K Triggered 
Sweep Scope features the TV -H and 
TV -V positions. These are the two new 
positions you've always needed for 
quick one -knob selection of horizon- 
tal or vertical TV signals. Exclusive 
sync separator circuit. No compli- 
cated and time -consuming adjust- 
ments ... just flick a single knob. 

Fully automatic triggered sweep 
lets you view the entire complex TV 
signal or any part of it. Including the 
VITS (vertical interval test signal). 

And the "back porch" of the horizon- 
tal sync pulse, with color burst in- 
formation. All locked in rock steady. 

All solid state with 6 FETS. Runs 
coolest. Vertical sensitivity (10mV/ 
cm) and writing speed of 0.1 micro - 
second/cm (using 5X multiplier). Fea- 
tures usually found in expensive lab 
scopes. Complete with direct /10 to 1 

probe. 19 sweep speeds and 11 volt- 
age calibrated ranges, DC to 10 MHz. 

Pinpoint your problems quickly and 
accurately with the new 1460 Trig- 
gered Sweep Scope. The only thing 
you'll have to adjust to is having more 
time on your hands. Ask your dis- 
tributor or write for our free catalog. 

There is a difference in test equipment -ours works! 

Product of DYNASCAN CORPORATION 
1801 W. Belle Plaine / Chicago, Illinois 60613 
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ABOUT YOUR SUBSCRIPTION 
YOOr SubSCriptáOn to ELECTRONICS WORLD 

is maintained on one of the world's most 
modern, efficient computer systems, and 
if you're like 99% of our subscribers, 
you'll never have any reason to complain 
about your subscription service. 

We have found that when complaints 
do arise, the majority of them occur be- 
cause people have written their names or 
addresses differently at different times. 
For e {ample, if your subscription were 
listed under "William Jones. Cedar Lane, 
Middletown, Arizona," and you were to 
renew it as "Bill Jones. Cedar Lane, Mid - 
dletown, Arizona." our computer would 
think that two separate subscriptions 
were involved, and it would start sending 

you two copies of ELECTRONICS WORLD each 
month. Other examples of combinations 
of names that would confuse the compu- 
ter would include: John Henry Smith and 
Henry Smith; and Mrs. Joseph Jones and 
Mary Jones. Minor differences in addresses 
can also lead to difficulties. For example, 
to the computer, 100 Second St. is not 
the same as 100 2nd St. 

So, please, when you write us about 
your subscription, be sure to enclose the 
mailing label from the cover of the mag- 
azine --or else copy your name and ad- 
dress exactly as they appear on the 
mailing label. This will greatly reduce any 
chance of error, arid we will be able to 
service your request much more quickly. 
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Dearad 
G 
ELECTRONICS 

WORLD 

It's the new look in Magazine Cases! 
The ideal way to save your valuable 
copies, keep them well protected 
and make it easy for you to refer to 
any issue at any time. This bold new 
design is both decorative and at- 
tractive enough to enhance the 
decor of any room -and each case 
is specially designed to hold a full 
year's copies. 

Constructed of reinforced fiber- 
board to guard your magazines 
against soiling and tearing, these 
tough and durable cases are cov- 
ered in a rich textured, leather -like 
fabric. They're available in either 
all black or attractive maroon back 
with black sides. The gold embossed 
back adds to its elegance and makes 
each case a welcome addition to 
your bookshelf, end table, desk -or 
for that matter, anywhere in your 
home or office. 
In addition to Electronics World, 
cases are available for any of your 
favorite magazines. They're only 
$3.95 each, 3 for $11.00, 6 for $21.00, 
in any combination of titles ordered. 
Add 50c per order for postage and 
handling. Outside U.S.A. add $1.00 
per case ordered. 

Ziff -Davis Pub. Co., Dept. 23,1 Park Ave., N.Y., 10016 

Enclosed is $ Please send Magazine 
Cases for the titles indicated below @ $3.95 
each, 3 for $11.00, 6 for $21.00. Add 50c per 
order for postage and handling. Outside U.S.A. 
add $1 00 per case ordered. 

TITLE 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 

QUANTITY 

Check One: 
All Black Maroon Back Black Sides 

Print Name__ 

Address__ 

City 

State Zip 

EW-971 

PAYMENT MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER 

installation, maintenance, and connection proce- 
dures has just been published. 

The unit provides voice -frequency access to 
the telecommunications network, limits abnor- 
mally high voice -signal voltages, isolates hazard- 
ous voltages and currents, and provides longitu- 
dinal impedance balance. According to the fold- 
er, the coupler provides 2 -wire connection of 
customer -provided voice transmitting and /or 
receiving equipment on telephone lines. It must 
be associated with a telephone set equipped with 
an exclusion key. Elgin Electronics 
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COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE 
A new, 164 -page catalogue (No. 715), con- 

taining a comprehensive line of equipment for 
the scientific, optical, and space fields, is now 
ready for distribution. 

Presented in handy pocket -size format, the 
catalogue pictures and describes all types of 
items for the science -minded, including many 
hard -to -get products. The listing ranges from 
items used in astronomy to weather instruments. 
Edmund Scientific 
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A.C.-D.C. POWER SUPPLIES 
A complete specification catalogue on an eco- 

nomical line of regulated a.c. -d.c. power sup- 
plies is now available. 

The catalogue lists over 600 "Voltswagon" 
models in two series: a 65- degree C base temper- 
ature line for high -grade industrial and commer- 
cial applications and a 95- degree C base temper- 
ature line for use in extreme MIL -type environ- 
ments. Voltage- current ratings are from 4 volts 
d.c. at 500 mA to 125 volts d.c. at 4 A. 

The listing provides complete specification 
data, design information, thermal considera- 
tions, as well as available options. Nuclear Corp. 
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CHANGER /RECORDER PARTS 
Catalogue 71D which covers a complete line 

of record -changer and tape- recorder belts, 
drives, and other related replacement parts is 
just off the press and ready for mailing. 

The 32 -page publication includes cassette and 
standard tape -recorder belts, phono belts, cam 
tires, turret drivers, idler and inter -wheel drives, 
pressure rollers, and pinch rollers. Detailed il- 
lustrations and dimensions are included. Also 
featured is a I3 -page cross- reference section al- 
phabetically listing over 165 brand -name set 
manufacturers, manufacturers' part numbers, 
description, replacement stock number, and set 
model numbers. A special page is devoted to 
cassette recorder belts and information on where 
they are used. E -V /Game 
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THYRISTORS /RECTIFIERS 
RCA's Solid State Division has just issued a 

28 -page catalogue describing a wide selection of 
thyristors (triacs and SCR's), rectifiers, and di- 
acs. 

Information appearing in the catalogue (No. 
THC -500A) includes data on IN and 2N series 
( JEDEC) types, the 4000 -series types, and devel- 
opmental (TA) types. Data for each type of de- 
vice is arranged by series and in order of ascend- 
ing current. This form of presentation displays 
the complete selection of types available with re- 
spect to current, voltage, and package in a par- 
ticular series. 

Priced at 35 cents a copy, orders should be 
sent to RCA Commercial Engineering, Harri- 
son, N.J. 07029. 

NEW EIA PUBLICATIONS 
The Engineering Department of the Electron- 

ic Industries Association, 2001 Eye St. N.W., 
Washington, D.C. 20006 has just issued a new 
engineering standard and a new glossary of defi- 
nitions on microelectronics. 

The new standard, RS -289 ($4.90), called 
"Standard Outlines for Solid State Products" is 
the result of the industry's first effort to stan- 

dardize the most popular and most widely ac- 
cepted designs of semiconductor devices. 

The second publication, "Glossary of Micro- 
electronic Terms, Definitions, and Symbols" - 
JEDEC Engineering Bulletin No. 1 -B ($2.15) - 
is an authoritative dictionary of terms and defi- 
nitions in the area of microelectronics. It con- 
tains sections on physical terms, electrical 
terms, and terms and definitions applicable to 
all microcircuits -digital, linear (analog), and 
hybrid. 

Orders must be accompanied by payment in 
full and mailed direct to EIA at the above ad- 
dress. 

ROTARY -SWITCH DATA 
An 8 -page technical bulletin which provides 

complete design information for using "Multi - 
dex" standard rotary switches in thousands of 
design variations in commercial, industrial, and 
military applications is now available from Oak 
Manufacturing Co., Crystal Lake, Illinois 
60014. 

Along with dimensional specifications, the 
publication provides easy -to -use information 
needed for selecting the right combination of 
switch parts to fit a specific application. Includ- 
ed are types of clip material available, life cycle 
and temperature characteristics, recommended 
blade material, and other data needed to assure 
optimum design selection. 

SOLID -STATE READOUTS 
Dialight Corporation has published Bulletin 

RO5001 which provides details on its new series 
745 solid -state readouts. 

This single -page, two -color brochure pictures 
the readouts, gives mechanical specifications, 
pin connections, special features, and offers a 
general description of the units, electrical speci- 
fications, parameters, and typical application 
notes. 

For a copy of this brochure, write the compa- 
ny at 60 Steward Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11237 
on your business letterhead. 

LIGHTING "PRIMER" 
Nife Incorporated, Copaigue, N.Y. 11726 has 

published a "primer" on the application of nick- 
el- cadmium storage batteries for emergency 
lighting. 
Covered in the booklet are answers to such 

technical questions as: What kind of battery 
should be used for emergency lighting? What is 
a nickel- cadmium battery? What is pocket -plate 
construction and why is it important? How is 
battery reliability measured? Also included is a 
brief description of the state requirements re- 
garding emergency lighting and a cut -away il- 
lustration of the firm's pocket -plate nickel -cad- 
mium cell. 

When writing for your copy of this booklet, 
please specify AG -432. 

NEON INDICATOR LAMPS 
Complete specifications on a broad range of 

neon indicator lamps are included in chart form 
in a new brochure just issued by Novelite Cor- 
poration, 226 North 6th Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 
11211. 

Included in this listing are standard and high - 
brightness lamps with wires and based neon 
lamps as well as information on various options 
which are available to the customer. 
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NIXIE I 

similer to Raytheon tlreon 
8754, with socket 1$ 
date sheet . $4.75 

ELECTRONICS 
MARKET PLACE 

COMMERCIAL HATE. For firms or utdrviduals offering commercial products or services. $1.00 per word ( including name and address). Minimum order $10.00. Payment must 
accompany copy except when ads are placed by accredited advertising agencies. Frequency discount: 5% for 6 months; 10% for 12 months paid in advance. 

READER RATE: For individuals with a personal item to buy Jr sell. 654 per word (including name and address). No minimum! Payment must accompany copy. 

GENERAL INFORMATION: First word in all ads set in bold caps at no extra charge. All copy subject to publisher's approval. Closing Date: 1st of the 2nd month preceding cover date 
(for example, March issue closes January 1st). Send order and -emittance to: Hal Cymes, ELECTRONICS WORLD, One Park Avenue, New York, New York 10016. 

FOR SALE 

GOVERNMENT Surplus Receivers, Transmitters, Snoop - 
erscopes, Radios, Parts, Picture Catalog 254. Meshna, 
Nahant, Mass. 01908. 

CONVERT any television to sensitive big-screen oscillo- 
scope. Only minor changes required. No electronic experi- 
ence necessary. Illustrated plans, $2.00. Relco -A22, Box 
10563, Houston, Texas 77018. 

INVESTIGATORS, Latest Electronic Aids. Free Litera- 
ture. Clifton, 11500-) NW 7th Ave., Miami, Florida 
33168. 

SENCORE, B & K Test Equipment Unbelievable Prices. 
Free Catalog and Price Sheet. Fordham Radio, 265 East 
149th Street, Bronx, N.Y. 10451. 

ELECTRONIC PARTS, semiconductors, kits. Free Flyer. 
Large catalog, $1.00 deposit. Bigelow Electronics, Bluff- 
ton, Ohio 45817. 

NEW SEMICONDUCTOR LIGHT EMITTING DIODES. 
Bright red lights replace light bulbs. Typical life 100 
years. Operate at 1.65 volts, 50 milliamps. Order 2 for 
52.98 NOW. Data sheet and instructions included. Mon- 
santo Company, Hobby Section, 10131 Bubb Road, 
Cupertino, California 95014. 

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS- Distributor prices. Free 
catalogue. Box 2581, El Cajon, California 92021. 

ELECTRONIC Ignition. Various types. Information 104. 
Anderson Engineering, Epsom, N.H. 03239. 

CONSTRUCTION PLANS: Laser ... $2.00. Investigation 
aids -2 -FM microphone transmitters ... $1.00. FM tele- 
phone transmitter ... $2.00. Sound telescope ... $2.00. 
Space monitor -missile tracker ... $2.00. Free equipment 
and kit catalog. Howard, 20174 Ward, Detroit, Michigan 
48235. 

JAPAN HONG KONG DIRECTORY. World products 
information. $1.00 today. Sekai Shogyo Annai, Hillyard, 
Washington 99207. 

FREE ILLUSTRATED CATALOG!! covering wide range 
of low-cost stock business forms from 2 -Way Radio to TV 
Service. Write today. Free catalog; samples, too. OEL- 
RICH PUBLICATIONS, 4040 N. Nashville East, Chicago, 
Illinois 60634. 

RECONDITIONED Test Equipment. Reasonably priced, 
list available. Walter, 2697 Nickel, San Pablo, CA. 94806. 

BURGLAR ALARM SYSTEMS. We manufacture 
intruder -fire detection systems, radar and perimeter types. 
Accessories available. Free Literature. Inquiries for dealer- 
ship and wholesale prices must be on letterhead. U.S. and 
Canada only. Microtech Associates, Inc., Box 10147, St. 
Petersburg, Florida 33733. 

EUROPEAN wholesale new products catalog $1.00 re- 
fundable. Deecow, P.O. Box 9308, North Hollywood, 
Calif. 91609. 

INTEGRATED circuits, new TTL, DTL at very competi- 
tive prices. No minimum order. Send for list. Marco 
Enterprises, POB 216, Dayton, Ohio 45401. 

FREE SAMPLES. Resistors, Capacitors. Send 254, post- 
age, handling. Comet Communications Company, 639 
50th St., Brooklyn, New York 11220. 

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, 74N series, all latest types, 
low, low prices. 7490 -$1.75, 7400 -344. Send for free 
complete list. B&A Supply Co., Box 24211, Fort Lauder- 
dale, Florida 33308. 

PHOTOFLASH CAPACITORS 490MFD, 500VDC 5% x 
1'/:" $1.50 each, postpaid. Electronic Surplus, 1224 
Prospect, Cleveland, Ohio 44115. 

CAPACITIVE DISCHARGE Ignition Systems by Delta at 
discount prices. Write: Southland Communications, P.O. 
Box 3591, Baytown, Texas 77520. 

FREE ELECTRONICS Catalog. Tremendous bargains. 
Edu -Kits, Department C -121 E, Hewlett, N.Y. 11557. 

MECHANICAL, ELECTRONIC devices catalog 104. 
Greatest Values- Lowest Prices. Fertik's, 5249 "D ", 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19120. 

SPECIAL SALE SURPLUS TEST 
EQUIPMENT -OSCILLOSCOPES: Tektronix 
317- DC- 10MHZ, $325.00; Tektronix 531- DC- 15MHZ, 
$485.00; Tektronix RM31A- DC- 15MHZ, $425.00; 
Tektronix RM32 -DC -5MHZ, $385.00; Dumont 322A 
Dual Beam, $135.00; AN /USM105 -Like H/P 1606 DC to 
14MHZ, $485.00; AN /USM24A 2HZ -5MHZ, $85.00; 
AN /USM38A 10HZ -6MHZ, $95.00. SIGNAL 
GENERATORS: TS413- 75KHZ- 40MHZ, $135.00; 
T5497- 2MHZ- 400MHZ, $165.00; DY5731 By H/P 
X -Band, $595.00; TS140 (SG15A /ME221 2 Pcs., $185.00; 
TS382A-U to 200KHZ, S75.00; Tektronix 163 Pulse 
Gen., $65.00. FREQUENCY COUNTER AND METERS: 
H/P 524D 8 Digit Display, $675.00; F.R. 
149 /USM- 159.1800MHZ, $165.00; LA6- 100- 500MHZ, 
$295.00. MISCELLANEOUS: John Fluke 801R D.C. 
V /M, $165.00; ME6 D/U VTVM -AC, $47.50; H/P 430CR 
Power Meter, $87.50; H/P 103AR Frequency Std., 
S385.00; H/P 452A AC Volt. Divider, $35.00; H/P 
330CR Dift. Analyzer, $135.00; Tektronix 161 I.F. 
Amplifier, $67.50; Tektronix 121 Wide Band Pre Amp, 
$65.00; AN /PSM2 Megger, $47.50; WWV Receiver Model 
550, 5135.00. All items operational F.O.B. Fort Worth. 
Testronics of Texas, 609 Riverside Drive, Fort Worth, 
Texas 76111. We Buy Surplus Test Equipment. 

DO -IT- YOURSELF 

PROFESSIONAL ELECTRONICS PROJECTS -$1.00 up. 
Catalog 250. PARKS, Box 25665A, Seattle, Wash. 98125. 

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS f RECTIFIERS 
SEMICONDUCTORS f TRIACS 

BCD COUNTER KIT 
Consisting of: 
1 -P0 board 12707 
2 -7476 IC' 2- Silicon diodes 

1 -Set of instructions 
When assembled by enclosed instruc- tion, this kit will count poi,. from 
0 -9 in BCD. These boards c n be con- 
nected in eries to count as high as 

n desired. Example, two boards will 
count to 99. three to 999 etc. 58.95 

ER900 TRIGGER DIODES. These 
bidirectional trigger diode. are 
one of the best and Cheapest 
methods to trigger SCR's and 
triac. , 51.00 

TIS 43 GENERAL 
PURPOSE UNIJUNCTIONS 

5.50 2N3919 
N- Channel FET's. .45 

E2N4303 P channel FEr with 
MS of 2000 uohma I .95 

TRIACS 
RV IA 10A SSA 
100 .40 .70 1.00 

LIGHT EMITTING 010DES (LED'.) 
Infra red OR visible 
spectrum $1.20 ea. 
Photo detectors for each S 80 

TTL IC SERIES (DIP) 
7441 BCD Decimal Decoder ...2 00 
7474 Dual Flip Flo) 63 
7475 Quad listable Latch ..1 70 
7476 Dual Mast -Slave JK FF ..1 00 
7490 Decade Counter 1 85 
7492 Divide By Twelve 185 
7493 4 Bit Binary counter ....1 85 
7481 18 bit read /wrIte memory 1 85 

Silicon Power Rectifiers 
PRV 3A 30A 12A 
100 .09 .30 .50 
200 .16 .35 80 
400 .20 .45 1.20 
600 .30 .70 1.50 
800 .40 .83 1.80 

1000 .55 1.10 2.20 

200 .70 1.10 1.40 Terms: FOB Cambridge, Mass. 
300 .90 1.35 1.80 Send check or Money Order. Include 

stage. Average . per package 400 1.10 1.60 2.20 y lb. No C.O.De'.. Minimum Order 
500 1.50 2.00 2.60 53.00 

Rnted rim pans 05 30 dare net 

Send for our Latest catalog featuring Transistors Ind Rectillen; 325 Elm St., Cambridge, Mass. 

DECADE COUNTER KIT 
Consisting f: 
1 -Nixie tube i socket (8734) 
1 -7490 
1 -7475 
1 -7441 

specially priced at 59.93 

709C OPER AMP S .80 
SE 501 VIDEO AMP. 1.00 
741 OPER. AMP. $1.25 723 VOLTAGE REGULATOR $1.25 
Controlled Avalanche or Epoxy 
Roetifiers 1 AMP. 

100 .06 
200 .07 
400 .09 
600 .11 
Boo .15 

1000 .20 

Silicon Control Rectifiers 
Ply 
SO 

100 
200 
300 
400 
500 
600 

3A 
.25 
.30 
.50 
.60 
.70 
.80 
.90 

7A 
.28 
.38 
.60 
.66 
.75 
.83 

1.20 

20A 70A 
.60 
.65 3.50 

1.10 6.80 
1.30 
1.30 9.50 
1.70 
1.90 11.00 
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ALL IC's ARE NEW AND FULLY TESTED -LEADS 
ARE PLATED WITH GOLD OR SOLDER. ORDERS FOR 

$5 OR MORE WILL BE SHIPPED PREPAID. ADD 355 
HANDLING AND POSTAGE FOR SMALLER ORDERS. 
CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS ADD SALES TAX. 

SUMMER SALE 
TTL dual in line 
7400, 7401, 7402, 7404, 7405, 7410, 7420. 
7430, 7440, 7450, 7451, 7453 .... all 3 for $1.00 
7441 BCD decimal decoder driver 1.50 
7442 BCD decimal decoder 2.00 
7473 dual 1K flip flop .65 
7474 dual type D FF .65 
7475 quad latch 1.50 
7476 dusk 1K FF .75 
7480 gated full adder 1.00 
7486 quad exclusive or gate 1.00 
7490 decade counter 1.50 
7491 8 bit shift register 1.75 
7493 4 bit binary counter 1.75 
74192 up /down preset decade counter 2.00 
74193 up /down preset binary counter 2.00 
8200 parity gen /checker 1.00 
8242 4 bit comparator (open collector) 90 
8280 preset decade counter 2.00 
8520 25 MC divide by "N" 2 to 15 2.00 
LU321 10 MC dual 1K flip /flop (Signetic) .50 
N1283 Signetic 8 bit scratch pad memory 3.00 
8H21 75 MC dual 1K flip /flop (Signetic) 1.25 

LINEAR IC's (dual in line) 
723 T05 Voltage regulator 1.00 
741C compensated operational amplifier 

Fairchild w /gold plated leads Dip only .75 
710 voltage comparator .75 
711 dual comparator .75 
NE525 memory sense amplifier 1.50 
7524 dual sense amplifier 1.50 
LED Red Emitting Lamp .60 

DIGITAL COUNTER MODULE 3OMC unit 
includes board, SN7490, SN7475 quad r- 

latch, SN7447 7 segm,nt driver 
and RCA "numitron" display 
tube W/ decimal. 1" x 4.5" 
module will mount on 1" 
centers. kit $12 -wired and tested $15. 

d' 

BABYLON ELECTRONICS 
5942G Don Way, Carmichael, CA. 

95608 91'6 966 2111 
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AMPEREX NUMERICAL 
READOUT TUBES 

BRAND NEW 

$3.00 each 
10/$25.00 

WUW 

NIXIE TUBE POWER SUPPLY 
From used eqpmt. OK. 

115V input, solid state. 
$4.95 

MICAD CELLS 34 AH $3.00 

MINIATURE SWITCHES ' - 
DPDT or SPDT $1.00 ea. " 
3PDT or 4PDT 1.25 ea. ,a 

HI FREQ TRANSISTORS 2N2222 
400mc 30V " 1.8W 
Better than 2N706 

3 for $1.00 

VIDEO RECORDER TAPE 
MEMOREX or AMPEX 

Used, OK cond. 
1500 ft x 1 inch $10 
3000 ft x 1 inch $15 

I 

ti, 1lllllllilllllll lllll 
ASCII KEYBOARD $35.00 

w /encoder diode matrix 
MAGNOSTRICTIVE COMPUTER MEMORY 

Magnostrictive delay line good for approx. 
7000 bit storage. Details included. $25.00 
MOTOROLA POWER TRANSISTOR 2N3448 
NPNS PWR 115 watt 80 volt $1.50 

Please add postage for above items 
Send 25¢ for Surplus Catalog.. . 

JOHN MESHNA JR. ELECTRONICS 
P.O. Box 62 E. Lynn, Mass 01904 

CIRCLE NO. 118ON READER SERVICE PAGE 

r LIBERTY PAYS MORE! 

WILL BUY FOR (ASH 
ALL TYPES: 

* ELECTRON TUBES 

* SEMICONDUCTORS 
* TEST EQUIPMENT 

* Military Electronic Equipment 
WIRE -WRITE -PHONE COLLECT! 
We pay freight on all purchases- 

LIBERTY OFFERS MORE! 
PRESTEL FIELD STRENGTH 
METER 
(Model 6T4G 

Only 

$2900 
F.O.B. 

New York 

Larger. loud speaking 
mode1.25 microvolt.Model MC16 

only $28900 F.OB. New York 

* Never Anything Like It! 
* 1 -Man Can Do A Batter Job than 3 in the 

Same Time! 
* A Gold-Mine for Antenna Installers! 
Calibrated from 40 to 230. and 4i0 to 860 in 4 

Bands Megahertz, from 10 to 50.000 Microvolts. 
Nothing makes it easier to properly and speedily find 
the correct place to install TV. FM and Communica 
Lion Antennas. You can measure and hear the signals 
with this 4!12 volt battery economically powered unit. 

LIBERTY ELECTRONICS, Inc. 
548 Broadway, New York, New York 10012 

Phone (212) 925-6000 
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PLANS & KITS 

INTEGRATED CIRCUIT KITS -Free Catalog. FRAZER 
& ASSOCIATES, 3809 Surfwood Road, Malibu, Cali- 
fornia 90265. 

GOOD news for electronic component users. Integrated 
circuits, Assemblies, Core Memories. SN7400N -550. 
Send 100 for latest catalog. TRI -TEK, P.O Box 14206, 
Phoenix, AZ 85031. 

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING 
AND INSTRUCTION 

LEARN ELECTRONIC ORGAN SERVICING at home. 
All Makes including transistors. Experimental kit - 
troubleshooting. Accredited NHSC. Free Booklet. NILES 
BRYANT SCHOOL, 3631 Stockton, Dept. A, Sacra- 
mento, Calif. 95820. 

ELECTRONICS! Associate degree -29 months. Tech- 
nicians, field engineers, specialists in communications, 
missiles, computers, radar, automation. Start September, 
February. Valparaiso Technical Institute, Dept. N, Val - 
paraiso, Indiana 46383. 

WANT AN F.C.C. 1st CLASS LICENSE? WANT TO 
BECOME A DISC- JOCKEY? REI has a school near you 
VA approved call toll free: 1 -800- 237 -2251 or write REI, 
1336 Main St., Sarasota, Florida 33577. Florida Residents 
call: (8131 955 -6922. 

DEGREE in Electronics Engineering earned mostly by 
correspondence. Free brochure. Dept. G -9, Grantham 
School of Engineering, 1505 N. Western Ave.. Hollywood, 
California 90027. 

MATHEMATICS, ELECTRONICS. No contract, no obli- 
gation. Satisfaction guaranteed. Free brochure. Indiana 
Home Study, P.O. Box 1189, Panama City, Florida 
32401. 

FCC Type Exams ... guaranteed to prepare you for FCC 
3rd, 2nd, and 1st phone exams. 3rd class, $7.00; 2nd 
class, $12.00; 1st class, $16.00; complete package, 
S25.00. Research Company, Box 22141, Tampa, Fla. 
33622. 

MEMORIZE, STUDY: "1971 Tests- Answe-s" for FCC 
First and Second Class License. -plus -"Self -Study Ability 
Test." Proven! $9.95. Satisfaction guaranteed. Command, 
Box 26348 -P, San Francisco 94126. 

TUBES 

TUBES, SEMICONDUCTORS, ELECTRONIC EQUIP- 
MENT & COMPONENTS. Quality merchandise only! 
Serving engineers, Purchasing Agents, TV /Hi -Fi Service- 
men and Hams for 20 years. Write for Catalog or call 
212 -WA 5 -7000. BARRY ELECTRONICS, 512 Broad- 
way, New York, N.Y. 10012. 

RECEIVING & INDUSTRIAL TUBES, TRANSISTORS, 
All Brands -Biggest Discounts. Technicians, Hobbyists, 
Experimenters- Request FREE Giant Catalog and SAVE! 
ZALYTRON, 469 Jericho Turnpike, Mineola, N.Y. 
11501. 

TUBES -360 each. Year guarantee. Tuner Cleaner $1.00. 
Free catalog. Cornell, 4213 -W University, San Diego, 
Calif. 92105. 

SAVE money on parts and transmitting- receiving tubes, 
foreign-domestic. Send 250 for giant catalog. Refunded 
first order. United Radio Company, 56 -E Ferry Street, 
Newark, N.J. 07105. 

WANTED 

QUICKSILVER, Platinum, Silver, Gold. Ores Analyzed. 
Free Circular. Mercury Terminal, Norwood, Mass. 02062. 

QUICK CASH ... for Electronic Tubes, Semi-conductors, 
Equipment (Receivers, Transmitters, Scopes, Vacuum 
Variables, etc. Send list now! Write: BARRY ELEC- 
TRONICS, 512 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10012 
1212 -WA 5- 70001. 

PERSONALS 

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through international 
correspondence. Illustrated brochure free. Hermes, Berlin 
11, Germany. 

AUTHORS' SERVICES 

AUTHORS! Learn how to have your book published, 
promoted, distributed. FREE booklet "ZD," Vantage, 
516 West 34th St., New York 10001. 

i PEP $ 
Dollar Sale 

EACH PACKAGE 
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

1 AMP ,,,,!,17 °Li .. 
Silicon Rectifier sars rtral 

Choice of Package mmv rn -si vo 
Bullet -Glass- Min -Metal 01111 nc r.i seasarr 

20 -50V c 5 -8005' .'n 7,11 oo 
17 -10eV r 4.100Y .."..r."-".r vnranc 
12.200V ., :i.I200V 

1 AMP 2 AMP BULLETS 
15 -505. 4.000V 12 -200v $1.00 10l0ov C 18005' 10 -SOON $1.00 H -200V C 1.1005' 

. 5.400V 2 1 -12000V 8-800V $1.00 

CIRCUIT BOARD SPECIAL 
A- Approximately 200 diodes -7 transistors - 
over 50 resistors complete with board! -$1.25 

iii Amp. Stud 24 V. ..... .. .... 7 for $1.00 
I'lastie low power transistors PNP No Test 23 for $1.00 

FULL WAVE BRIDGES 
PRV 2Amp 3Amp I SAmp 110Amp 
SOV I 1.25 I 1.35 1.50 I 1.70 

100V 1.50 1.60 1.75 I 1.95 
200V 1.75 1.8S 2.00 I 2.20 
400V 2.00 2.10 2.25 I 2.45 
600V 2.50 2.80 2.75 I 2.95 
900V 3.00 3.10 3.25 I 3.45 

SILICON CONTROL RECTIFIERS 
PRV 1 AMP 3 AMP 7 AMP 

SO I .20 .2S .30 
100 .25 .30 .35 
200 .40 .5 .50 
300 .60 .70 .50 400 .73 .63 .98 
soo .. I 1.00 
600 .. I .. I 1.30 

TRIACS 
PRV I 1 AMP 13 AMP 16 AMP 10 AMP 115 AMP 
100 I .40 I .S0 I .73 1.00 I 1.20 
200 I .86 I .75 I 1.00 1.40 I 1.80 
300 I 1.00 I 1.10 I 1.23 1.90 I 2.20 
400 I 1.30 I 1.40 I 1.80 2.30 I 2.80 
500 I 1.60 

i 
1.60 I 2.10 2.75 

I 
3.10 

NO SALES TAX -WE PAY POSTAGE 
OTHER PRODUCTS ON REQUEST 

PARK ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS 
P.O. Box 78, N. Salem, N.H. 03073 

603-893-0276 
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Padded 
back 

Dust 
proof 

Gold 
embossed 

6 _.8 

Decorative and sturdy cases constructed of reinforced fiber- 
board and covered in rich leatherette to keep your records 
and tapes from getting tossed about and damaged. Available 
in your choice of five decorator colors. Stereo Review 
Record and Tape Cases lend themselves handsomely to 
the decor of any room. Padded back (in your color choice) 
is gold tooled in an exclusive design available only on 
Stereo Review Record and Tape Cases. Sides are in stand- 
ard black leatherette to keep them looking new after con- 
stant use. Extra with each record and tape case you order 
you will receive, free of charge, a specially designed cata- 
loging form with pressure sensitive backing for affixing to 
the side of the case. It enables you to list the records, 
names and artists to help you locate your albums. 

Record cases are available in three sizes for 7 ". 10" and 
12" records. Center divider separates records for easy 
accessibility. holds an average of 20 records in their origi- 
nal jackets. Tape case holds 6 tapes in their original boxes. 

ZilfDavb Pub. Co. Dept. SD 1 Park AN. N.Y., N.Y. 10016 
My remittance in the amount of $ 1 ' Quantity Is enclosed for the Cases indicated below. 
Tape Case at $4 ea.. 3 for $11. 6 for $21. 
7" Record Case at $4 ea.. 3 for $11. 6 for $21. 

10' Record Case at 14.25 ea.. 3 for $12. 6 for $22 

12" Record Case at $4.25 ea.. 3 for $12. 6 for $22 

ADD $1.00 PER ORDER FOR SHIPPING AND HANDLING 
Check color choice for back of case (sides in black only) 

Midnight Blue Red Spice Brown 

Pine Green Black 
EW -971 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 1 

MI PAYMENT MUST BE ENCLOSED WITH ORDER =I IN 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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SILICON RECTIFIERS 
PIV 23 50 100 200 400-600 800 1000 1200 

I A - .05 .06 .08 .10 .12 .16 .19 .24 
SA .23 .33 .45 .57 
18A - .15 .19 .29 .99 - - - - 
20A - - - .59 .75 1.13 1.35 1.73 2.10 
40A - - - 1.35 1.80 2.25 2.70 3.15 3.60 

Tophat, Flangless, Pressfit 3, 20, 40 Studs 
SILICON CONTROLLED RECTIFIERS 

2N458-454 
2N 1021-600 
2 N 697-8/ 1.00 
2 N 699-5/ 1.00 
2N342-10/1.00 

PRV 25 50 100 200 400 600 

1A - - - .90 .55 .85 
7A - - - .45 .90 1.20 

18A - - - .60 1.10 1.40 

20A .18 .30 .45 .70 1.15 1.95 

Tophat, Pressfit, 7 & 20 Amp Stud 
SILICON POWER TRANSISTORS 

2N424, 85W. 80V -.65 2N498. 4W, I00V -.I3 
2N1724, 50W, 80V -.65 2N1719, IOW, IOOV -.20 
2N3053, Sil, NPN 3/91.00; 2N1142, Ger. HIFreq. 
Amplifier 3/31.00; Thermistor Beads. 1200 ohm or 
3500 ohm 3/31.00; Varicaps -27. 47, 1005f $1.25 ea.; 
P.C. Board reel- xl /IB". 1 oz. Copper 2/51.00; Epoxy 
Diodes, 200MA, 3000 Ply. 494; P.C. Connectors, 28 
contact 2/$1.30; Trim Pot 25 Turn, IK ohm, 494; IN 
34A Diode, 50/32.50; Photo Cells. Herrn Glass, 5 

D lff. $1.00; IN 661 SII. Switch, 50/$3.49, 100/$4.98; 
IN 658 Sil. Computer, 50/33.49, 100/$4.98; R.F. Coll 
Assort. 25 /$1.00; lot. Clr., TO.5- 15/91.00. 

ASSORTMENTS 
Precision resistors film 50/ I.00 
Precision resistors wirewound 40/ 1.00 

Ferric Chloride Etchant, 24 u. bottle 1.49 
Relays 6 different types 6/ 1.00 
Terminal lugs, assorted 200 /91.00 
Tie lugs, assorted 50/31.00 
Push button switches. on -off, panel 6/$l.00 
Pots, 2 -4 watt, different 10/91.00 

SPECIALS 
Output Transformer, 150 ohms -primary, 8 ohms -see. 

ea. 694. 
Electrolytic Cap.: 1500 Mid, 25 WVDC, 1/984: 25 

Mid, 70 Vde, 50 Mfd, 35 Vdc. ea. 494. 
Speaker. 2'/4', 8 ohm 1/804 
Stud Rectifier, 1500 Piv, 1 amp I/254 
IN 727A Zener, 36V, 250 MW I/754 
AM RADIO RECEIVER, VOICE TRANSMITTER, 
and WIRELESS CODE PRACTISE OSCILLATOR 
(schematics included) $4.95 
TAPE RECORDER includes speaker (schematics 
included) $4.95 
EARPHONE HEADSET, 4000 ohms $1.50 
TERMS: min. order $3.00. COO' send 25%. Send 

sufficient postage -o refunded. FREE 
catalogue with order or send 1St. 

GENERAL SALES CO. 
254 E. Main St. (713) 265-2369 

Clute, Texas 77531 

CIRCLE NO. 130 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 

MINIATURE RELAYS 

DPDT 

ACTUAL SIZE 

Stock No. H9130- 2/$1.00, 5/$2.00 
Printed Circuit or 

Socket Mount 

24 VOLTS DC 

%"0/4"a%" 

MOTOR SPEED d LIGHTING CONTROL 

8 Push button selected controls, stop & start indi 
cator lights. Overrun of famous blender manufac- 
turer. Used for controlling speed of drills, saws, 
fans, lathes, lighting, etc. 
Stock No. H5002 -ready to use .$3.95 a., 2/$7.00 
Stock No. 115003- slight factory seconds, easily re- 
paired $2.95 ea., 2/$5.00 

Wiring diagram furnished. 

COMPUTER GRADE CAPACITORS 
H 2049 3500 Mfd. 55 volt 41/4" x 134" 

$.65 ea., 5/$3.00 
H 2062 40,000 Mfd. 10 volt 3" x 414" Brand new 

$1.25 ea., 6/$7.00 
$1.00 FREE WITH $10.00 ORDER 

MINIMUM ORDER $3.00 
Lots of other items -send for free flier; all mer. 
chandise fully guaranteed. Please include postage; 
excess will be refunded. 

DELTA ELECTRONICS CO. 
BOX 1, LYNN, MASSACHUSETTS 01903 

CIRCLE NO. 134 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 

September, 1971 

TAPE AND RECORDERS 

OLD Radia Programs on tape. 6 hours for S8.00. Catalog 
501. Don Maris, 1926 Cherokee, Norman, Okla. 73069. 

STEREO TAPE TRANSPORT -7" reel -2 speeds -pause 
control -made for famous manufacturer -50 to 15,000 
Hz -with rec /play and erase heads, without case. Send 
m.o. or check for $19.50 to Alsheimer Audio Electronics, 
218 Columbia St., Utica, N.Y. 13502. $2.50 for prepaid 
shipping and insurance. 

STEREO TAPE RENTAL for particular people. Free 
catalog. G2Id Coast Tape Library, Box 2262, Palm Village 
Station, Hialeah, Fla. 33012. 

RENT 4 -track open reel tapes -all major labels -3,000 
different -free brochure. Stereo -Parti, 55 St. James Drive, 
Santa Rosa, California 95401. 

BARGAIN MUSIC, Tape, Equipment Catalog 25q. Saxi 
tone, 1776 Columbia Road, Washington, D.C. 20009. 

VIDEO TAPE, 1 inch. x 1 mil o 1700 feet. Used. On 
computer reels. $6.00 each. Lahill, P.O. Box 656, 
Martinsburg, W. Va. 25401. 

RECORDING TAPE made by top American manufac- 
turer, guaranteed not "seconds" or "white box;" 2400' 
mylar, $2.29; 1800' mylar $1.69; 1200' acetate $0.79. 
Send for information and quantity pricing. Alsheimer 
Audio Electronics, 218 Columbia Street, Utica, New York 
13502. 

RECORDS 

POPULAR organ albums factory direct. Concert Record 
ing, Lynwood, Calif. 90262. 

HIGH FIDELITY 

LOW, LOW quotes: all components and recorders. Hi -Fi, 
Roslyn, Penn. 19001. 

HI -FI EQJIPMENT-GET Our "ROCK BOTTOM" prices 
on NAME BRAND amplifiers- tuners -tape -recorders- 
speakers FRANCHISED -60 YEARS IN BUSINESS. 
Write for this month's specials -NOW! Rabson's 57th St.. 
Inc., Dept 569, 119 W. 57th St., New York, N.Y. 10019. 

HI -FI components, tape recorders, sleep learning equip- 
ment, tapes. Unusual Values. Free catalog. Dressner, 1523 
R Jericho Turnpike, New Hyde Park, N.Y. 11040. 

DIAMOND NEEDLES and Stereo Cartridges at Discount 
prices for Shure, Pickering, Stanton, Empire, Grado and 
ADC. Send for free catalog. All merchandise brand new 
and factory sealed. Lyle Cartridges, Dept. E, P.O. Box 69, 
Kensington Station, Brooklyn, New York 11218. 

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS 

JEEPS Typically From $53.90 ... Trucks from $78.40 
Boats, Typewriters, Airplanes, Multimeters, Oscill 

scopes, Transceivers, Electronics Equipment. Wide Vari- 
ety, Condition. 100,000 Bid Bargains Direct From 
Government Nationwide. Complete Sales Directory and 
Surplus Catalog $1.00 (Deductible First $10.00 Order.) 
Surplus Service, Box 820 -K, Holland, Michigan 49423. 

HYPNOTISM 

SLEEP Learning. Hypnotic Method. 92% effective. De- 
tails free. ASR Foundation. Box 7021 EW, HC Station, 
Lexington, Ky. 40502. 

FREE Hypnotism, Self- Hypnosis, Sleep Learning. Cata- 
log! Drawer H400, Ruidoso, N.M. 88345. 

PHOTOGRAPHY -FILM, 
EQUIPMENT, SERVICES 

SCIENCE Bargains- Request Free Giant Catalog 
"CJ" -148 pages- Astronomical Telescopes, Microscopes. 
Lenses, Binoculars, Kits, Parts, War Surplus bargains. 
Edmund Scientific Co., 300 Edscorp Bldg., Barrington, 
New Jersey 08007. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

I MADE $40,000.00 YEAR by mailorder! Helped others 
make money! Start with $10.00 -Free proof. Torrey, Box 
318 -N, Ypsilanti, Mich. 48197. 

$200.00 DAILY In Your Mailbox! Your Opportunity To 
Do What Mailorder Experts Do. Free Details. Associates, 
Box 136 -EW, Holland, Michigan 49423. 

GREGORY ELECTRONICS 

Your Best Buys In 
QUALITY USED 

FM 2 -WAY RADIO EQUIPMENT 

ALL NEW ... JUST ARRIVED! 

KAAR DT -76 MOBILE RADIO 
RF POWER OUTPUT, 120 watts, 6- frequen- 
cy capability. 148 -174 MHz. Brand 
new, in factory -sealed cartons. In- $345 eludes all accessories. each 
In Quantities of Ten (10) each $300 
(6- Frequency Deck . $391 

BIG SAVINGS ON 
MAMMOTH RCA 

EQUIPMENT PURCHASE 

RCA LOW BAND 
CMFT 50 27.54 MHz, 50W, Checked out, 
with accessories. Transistor power 
supply; partially transistorized re- 

8 
51 

7 ceiver O 

Same as above, but fully factory 
5228 reconditioned, with new accessories O 

RCA HIGH BAND 
CMCT 30, 30W, Checked out, partially 
transistorized receiver, complete $1 LO 
accessories 1 v 
Same as above, 30W, but fully factory re- 
conditioned, with new accessories $200 

CMCT60 60 watts. Checked out partially 
transistorized receiver, 5200 complete accessories 
Same as above, 60W, but fully factory re- 
conditioned, with new accessories 

$248 
UHF 450 -470 MHz CMUE 15, 12V/15W, 
transistor power supply with acces- $98 
sories 70 
Same as above, but fully factory recondi- 
tioned, with new accessories, nar- 51 IO 
row banded 40 
RCA CMU 15B 6/12 volt, 450 -470 

$28 MHz less accessories O 

accessories (sold separately) $20 

SEND FOR NEW 711 CATALOG 

e GREGORY a 

GE 
CLL CrRONrCS.... 

GREGORY 

ELECTRONICS 

CORPORATION 
249 Route 46, Saddle Brook, N. 1. 01662 

Phone (2011 489-9000 

CIRCLE NO. 128 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 

FREE BOOK "999 Successful Little -Known Businesses." 
Work home! Plymouth 445 -J, Brooklyn, N. Y. 11218. 

FREE CATALOGS. Repair air conditioning, refrigeration. 
Tools, supplies, full instructions. Doolin, 2016 Canton, 
Dallas, Texas 75201. 

JAPANESE Electronics New Products Monthly! Speci- 
men copy $1, deductible. Dee, P.O. Box 9308, North 
Hollywood, Calif. 91609. 

MAILORDER! Make big money working home. Free 
report reveals millionaire's trade secrets! Executive (1 K9), 
333 North Michigan, Chicago 60601. 

DEALERS Wanted! Citizens Band, AM, SSB Two -way 
radios & accessories. USA and export models. We ship 
around the world. Send letterhead to: Baggy's Radio, P.O. 
Box 778, 6391 Westminster Ave., Westminster, Ca. 
92683,714. 894 -3301. 

TREASURE FINDERS 

FREE: Jetco Electronics free 24 page treasure finder 
catalog. Find metals, minerals, gold, silver, coins, and 
relics, Jetco, Box 132EW, Huntsville, Texas 77340. 
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IMPOSSIBLE? BARGAINS IN SURPLUS ELECTRONICS AND OFTICS 

SURPLUS III INTEGRATED 
CIRCUITS. BRAND NEW IN ORIGINAL 

MANUFACTURERS CARTONS 
B 5 F has one of the worlds \J O 0 larges, storm of surplus 
integrated e ults All are 
new meeting all rrunufactur 

on91na1 spec,hcanons. and Ins 
factory packagln9 The low 

wiles should spools for them 
selves Manufactured by Texas 
Instruments NaTonal, 

Slgnehes or Pr. e All packages are 14 16 lead sdncone 
Dual In Line Pas Wale for additional RTL and DTL lines not 
hued. 

ITEMS 503 ITEMS SI es 

7400 Goad 2 Input NAND 
7401 Due ? Input Ope Cotter., 

NAND 
7402 Quad 1 Input NOR 
7404 Ir. Inver', 
1405 Open CONTI°, He. 
7408 Quad 21nput 
1409 Quad l Input AND Open 

Chue, Ito 

1410 It tole 3 Input NAND 
7411 Timer 3 Input AND 
7420 Dual 4 Input NANO 
7421 Dual 4 Input AND 
7430 0 Input NAND 
7440 Duel 4 Input NAND Butte, 
7450 Owl 7 W.. 2 Input 

Fwndade 
7451 Dual 2 WMe 21n1,,,í A O I 

1453 4 W.de F wndad. 21ns., 
A01 

7454 4WKr2Input AOI 
7460 DEW 4 ,nul E Num.. 

ITEMS TO 3100 

7406 30 Vw, He. Droop ineeiter 
1416 15 Volt He Dnn, Inverter 

7407 30 Von He. Doom 
7at t 15 Von He. D.'... 
7476 Open Co... H. Vulr 

NAND Ouad )Input 
7470 1 K F I,p F lop 
1477 1 K Mate. Slaw Elm Flnp 
7473 Dua) 1 K Flop F lop 
7474 Duo O Elm Fion 
7486 Osad 7 Input E anu..ve OR 

14171 M,,wnatu. Mull.rdaly 
(One Stool 

14122 One Sn.., 

7442 BCD In Dermal Derer, 
1443 E .ors 3,o Dermal Decoder 
7444 E area 3 Gray to (kr,mal 

Decode. 
7475 Quad B, Slade Latch 
7480 Full Adder 

7490 Omer. Coupon 
7494 4 Bo 9.11 0.p,í., 
7495 4 B,, Rut? tell Sd11 Reg 

7496 5 0,t 9e. Reps?., 
74151 B B,. 0a14 Serno, wan 

Strobe 

ITEMS 3700 

7448 BCD to 7 Sq.Mn, Moaner 

1492 D,.,. he 12 Counter 
1493 B B,nay Counter 
741808 B 000 FVEN Party 

Generata Cneaker 

ITEMS 5750 
7447 BCD In l Sennen, Dnude, 

7445 BCD ,n Dermal D.(ade, 
0rn, 

1483 4 Bo Ana, Full Adder 
74145 BCD to Dermal Decoder 

Dr..n 

ITEMS 5.100 

1441 BCD in Oec.n,aINIKR 
(MM., Decoder 

1191 B B, 5nó1 Rend. 

SUPER SPECIAL - TEXAS IN- 
STRUMENTS LIGHT EMIT 
TING DIODES (LED's,. Use as 

logic readopts, father On panel or 
right on bards Inhale life 
2 for St 50 10 for 5700 

ITEMS 4400 ITEMS 31000 
14154 4 to I6 Lau Decoder/De 

Mul,.deeer 
74192 E. Dne(I,onal Counter BCD 

Output 
14193 B. aren,onat Carron 4 Bit 

BknalY 
14181 Arin,nrr, Iogc 

1489 64 B Rambo, Acv 
Memo, 

14a8 256 Bo Rom ASCII In 
EBCDIC 

7501 256 11.1 MOS,andum ace. 
rnitInOre 

70% n4counr on all olden for 100 or mim ere.yaed &MCpnn All I C'x 
ppllpad, Heed FREE at mal on olden ow, 05000 11k Irr... to Lop 1C' 
be Worn mal Free dam 'Man en all who 

RESISTOR SPECIAL 

. 100 1'. and 7 ,I military RN 70 saes hcahon retest°,', 1. 

Walls. mixed values and wattages _. St 00 

r THIS MONTHS SUPER 
SPECIAL NIXIE - READOUT 
DECADE COUNTER KIT 
. nclud,rq 7490 and 7441 
integrated reu,ls, readout tube. 

plerr etched ud and 
nstruct'ORI Would you be 
love 5895 
(Add 52 OC for 747514101 

RO "ART THUMBWHEEL 
SWITCH 

Brand sew digital switch 
volts .able it (put m 

ihaght decimal lorm, or 
specially coded BCD Makes 
obsolete old style rotary 
sontches 

Thumbwneel switch. per section Oec, dal 
110 position! output 53 75 

Same BCD output 53 75 

End pieces. per pup 5 50 

High vol1a9e solid state supply provides 500 volts 1 

Ma. 5000 volts 1 Ma Excellent for OIT. plotnmulrmlm, Dash. 

make or ec,pdal,on, bug /apprise etc About 2" 4" 10 ". close 
out 59 75 

Mln,boxes 7 x 5 x 3, natural fours Handy for all types of 
construction prolecis SI 00 30c postage and hardbng 

Teflon standoff terminals Du,Ck rMlallahon, lust push m 

chassa Regular price about 18e earl. package of 50 brand 
new 51 00 

' 80 PAGE CATALOG- Free with any Order Of send SO 25 

ALL ITEMS POSTAGE PAIO IN THE USA 
CIrayn *Meow San *Amwrcaed MAW (eaEe S1000hen 

B.&F ENTERPRISES 
Phone 16171 537 7323 

P (1 Box 44, Hathb000 Massmhuseln 01937 

CIRCLE NO. 143 ON READER SERVICE PAGE 

MAGNETS 

MAGNETS. All Types, Specials -20 disc magnets, or 2 
stick magnets, or 10 small bar magnets, or 8 assorted 
magnets, $1.00, Maryland Magnet Company, Box 192E, 
Randallstown, Maryland 21133. 

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES 

LEARN WHILE ASLEEP. Hypnotize! Strange catalog 
free. Autosuggestion, Box 24 -ZD, Olympia, Washington, 
98501. 

INVENTIONS WANTED 

PATENT Searches including maximum speed, full airmail 
report and closest patent copies, $6.00. Quality searches 
expertly administered. Complete secrecy guaranteed. Free 
Invention Protection forms and "Patent Information." 
Write Dept. 23, Washington Patent Office Search Bureau, 
711 14th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005. 

MAGAZINES 

OVER 2,000,000 Backdate magazines! Specify needs. 
Midtown, Box 917EW, Maywood, New Jersey 07607. 

JAPAN PUBLICATIONS GUIDE business, pleasure, edu- 
cation. $8.00. INTERCONTINENTAL, CPO 1717, Tokyo 
100 -91- 

STAMPS 

FREE! 88 DIFFERENT COUNTRIES!! An Incredible 
Collection of genuine postage stamps ... from Afghanis- 
tan to Zambia, all around the world! Stamps from the 
North and South Poles. British, French, Portuguese. 
Spanish Colonies. Ancient Stamps, New Issues, Airmails, 
Commemoratives, Moon and Outer Space Stamps -from 
88 countries! Also, other exciting stamps for free exami- 
nation. Buy any or none, return balance, cancel privilege 
any time. Plus Big Introductory Catalog. Send 10g for 
mailing. H.E. Harris, Dept. SS -12, Boston, Mass. 02117. 

WAREHOUSE- REDUCING 
GIVE -AWAY PRICES: 

LINE -VOLTAGE REGULATORS: 
Sorensen & Superior Elect. Electronic 

Types, 0.1°0 Regulation, 3 °,0 Max. Harmonies: 
500 VA 95 -130 v in, 110 -1.20 n out 35.00 

1000 VA ditto fob Utica. N.Y. or Los Angeles 37.50 
2000 VA ditto fob Los Angeles 67.50 
2500 VA ditto fob Los Angeles 79.50 
5000 VA (Into fob Los Angeles 149.50 
ditto 190.250 v to 220 -240 v. Los Angeles 149.50 

Electromechanical. I /p, No Distortion: 
15 KVA I I'S. 95 -130 v to 110 -120, Los Ang. 195.00 
274a KVA 1 l'h 205 -250 v to 220 -240, Los Ang 195.00 

PULSE GENER. FROM AEROSPACE PLANTS: 
H.P. ::211A Sq 05V 1 tu I Million pp. 137.50 
H.P. :212AR .07 -10 user, 50 -51100 pps 49.50 
Empire Devices 1íF Pulses, it IG -102 37.50 
Servo Corp. 02140A $2300.00 2- pulser 149.50 
Servo Corp. 53450A Megacycle Pulser 99.50 
Berkeley :903 double -pulse generator 79.50 
Alfred #305 St! 11'v 850.1150 pps 0 -60 v 17.50 
Gen.Radio 0869A 20 -4000 pps, var. wd 27.50 
Gen.Rad. :1217A with 41203 pwr sply 57.50 
SKL :503 mechanical, fastest risetime 37.50 
KayLab Radapulser Sr. RF or pulsed RF 69.50 
E -H Research Labs :130 Double l'ulser 475.00 
E- H Research Labs =132A 5 Hz to 31/2 MHz 375.00 

BRAND NEW FREQ -SHIFT TTY MONITOR: 
Navy OCT -3: FM ltccei I cr type. freq. range I to 26 
.3111,. In 4 banda, sont. tuning. Crystal cant,. heads up 
to 1500 liz deviation on built -in VTV11. lost 
$1100.011 curb! In original box, with instruct. bunk & 
(nid. fob Mariposa, Cal 49.50 

MAKE YOUR OWN 115/230 V 60 HZ POWER! 
10 KVA. Late -type. brushless, hall -(rearing alterna- 
tor. if- excited. Take the full 10 KVA from either 
1 ph or 3 ph connections. Needs a 361)0 RPM engine 
to drive It. Etched plate tells all possible connections. 
Tested and gild. fob Mariposa, Cal. 295.00 

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS: 
L &N ßI554 -A2: $3201100 Capacitance & Conductance 
Bridge Assembly; Measures insulation, etc. 195.00 
AN /ASM -3: Complete new Test Set for AN /A3í1 -s 
Magnetometer. with books, fob San Diego 295.00 
TIC #431 Electronic Freq. Changer (or 1000 watt am- 
plifier?) Input 230 r 1 ph 60 liz. Output adjustable 
102 -130 V. 3:30 to 3000 Hz, 1 ph 195.00 
CML :33828 3 ph Electronic Freq. Converter, 1500 
Va. Input 220 v 3 ph 60 Hz, output 115 v, 3 ph, 350 
to 450 liz; or use ,r 100 VA any leg with no danger of 
unbalance; or 1000 VA any leg (3 KVA total) for any 
lo second starting load 295.00 

R. E. GOODHEART CO. INC. 
Box 1220 -A, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90213 

Phone: Area 213 272 -5707 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING ORDER FORM 
Please refer to heading on first page of this section for complete data concerning terms, 
frequency discounts, cicsing dates, etc. 

1 

6 

11 

16 

2 

7 

12 

17 

3 

8 

13 

18 

21 22 23 

26 27 28 

4 5 

9 10 

14 15 

19 20 

24 25 

29 30 

31 32 33 34 

3 

@ .65 Reader Rate 
@ $1.00 Commercial Rate 

Insert time(s) Total Enclosed $ 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 

SIGNATURE 

Words =$ 
35 

WORD COUNT: Include name and address. Name of city (Des Moines) or of stata (New York) counts as one 

word each. Zip Code numbers not counted. (Publisher reserves right to omit Zip Code if space does not permit( 

Count each abbreviation, initial, single figure or group of figures or letters as a word. Symbols such as 35mm 

COD. PO, AC. etc.. count as one word.'Hyphenated words count as two words. EW -9 -71 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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U.S. GOV'T ELECTRONIC SURPLUS 
Nationally known -World Famous SURPLUS CENTER offers 

finest, most expensive, Government Surplus eleefrona units and 
components at a fraction el Meir original acquisition cost. 

IBM COMPUTER POWER SUPPLY 

( ITEM 21 -911 ) - 1 .p'o'ns, r.r.- 
uo.a unit. Irae Inc college Ian. -h 
,u.. r Wogs. It. Purr ,u' over wide senor 

,o Wee b. 1-. 
;17:,,..",,S.',:"..1:::!: tl r,úuce....e.nl 

1 mea u 
r I . 

manen 
1 h 

An 
, ,1 do cum. hn 

noshed. mo.1:. In". i111Al I h.., 

l,,ll:n.l $24.95 
Oser $100.00 

ONCE -IN -A- LIFETIME SPECIAL 

BURGLAR -FIRE ALARM SYSTEM 

- -1 v.° -,ii.ni cor. nerd, r of lire or 
1 

l u .. 
I 

I r. Ir n.^ 
a 

I, stole flash hr 
.x 'uh 

I Mo or 
al + 1. 1 Inn w$29.95 r : u: 

STANDARD DIAL TELEPHONE 
( ITEM X715) - standard. , n Iii l' ! 

lepM1we cam used IMud,wt I 1 1't1Im 1 

e p,l,.hed blank. Ille moo 1111711111111. 1 . n+l 

nn,lndl noel!, u,.,. ., m n,We,""Ñ. inn. 1X+.10 
ooll 

toms 
are lu ho 

1.t 

$7.49 

STEP -BY -STEP TELEPHONE SWITCH a= ( ITEM e1 -906 ) - big, .trie., .t.. - ( A 

. h. ,., ,..n. ill nl n s Mien used x,lh tit., 
eleWxme 11141 11,III .eir, an umMrloom "S lo IBM ' 

ligie 111111111f11 r p,,. In . , luny , 11.111111. 

el yjp,,L 

I('0Ì. m , 1 1110 tr., t Wok 
,,. 

,r5 
' "'Ih n,.' I n. .r wp.Im$6.29 

4.0 :,:.!,...n...,...,.1,,..,1,. I n, , ,, i n, 
O. a 

'm, 

MAGNETIC DIGITAL COUNTERl12to18 -VDC) 
.-.- ( IT EM.21159 1 

..nì 
.. . I,. 

`, .1I 
.,ii , t I I ,.Ì, 1 ,t Ida 

r Inn,t "1 . Co r1 I . 

, 
naos moo .. o..., mon 

,1:',!:',.;;;;;' 
, $1.99 'I'.':, $4.99 

200 AMP., 50 VOLT, SILICON DIODE 

( ITEM 022-!63 ) - - s 1,.W .tat Ica.. Se.. I...I., 
m_e. 11 dun u ,e11!Ì Im use ,n I:.o ,4 -sob 
las rh h,d,nn 1 W,orr w00Ii . 
.,,...1,1",... V' Ih U somme ih,. dh.» I Ib. 

I,.1 nee, $11.00 $4.99 

AC PROGRAM TIMING CLOCK . 

ITEM I SI 1 - - um I . s t, 
-.k 

I 

non.. big nrl Ì k. la 

.Ln tdr,hp. W'm, n\al1` t, Liu 
,. 'Mina ., 1. M. ha. --skin 

multiple moArammool n ..,,Il '..n ....i. "11.:- b,tn.i .. Ian.. 

n..l aiu 00 $15.75 -... 
û 

Si Y 

SNAP AROUND VOLT- OHM -AMMETER 

I. ( ITEM 11411) -- 1Ìo +^... o 1m,nt 
Inn... .pl. I 

tool the m.o. O.., r sin! 2ll ol_i 
11111.. Read. lir Inn r:d noon up 1 5011. 11 

g . ranee a euh ,+., o., bravi. 
o urn. .... l', . 

r$36 90 a,.r.crnr :n,. 19.91 

SPECIAL SALE 

Co pondnt 
Course In 

ELECTRICAL $8.79 Pr 

ENGINEERING $10.79 ,mt.me 

( ITEM AIE0 I- "bum 

n 

pad ha. m.l , 

t 

n . 

t . 

11 

, ho al t 

nl+hf' »tIhr,u'10rramisiu1í 
I'n 

tenir nlll I..n. .ohintia 
IdF I,.,k d,.. oolong Wt, w mu Ibme 

R-= 

paid In I I 

1 s I 

pm don 
Ì ls111,1' 

e 

I 

'r,n.'rrr trd: an..nd.rd 
1Apert l,ali+Ì.rnun 

+ 

' 

I , .1 11 

. be 

' 

RUNNING TIME METER 
( ITEM 1102111 ) - Av.,.re numm.. m 

, n . 01 ..Iertr lights e ...Me 1 

d.. ,.. wn + refit ewe. i re, mr 
ae,vds total hour, lent. And hutMredths up 

99 Moo tex 111 -1,. b0. tt le, to 
mt.. 

99.4 r. .n 4.. t", r,..niPpmr ..e. z I $4.39. ,,.i n,. r u9. eu 

COMPUTER TRANSISTORS ON HEAT SINKS 
IBM Computer Quality ands 

(X21-920 - 1 n "m. n.. id for 
parer transistor ,m neaope 0mÿ. 

uses. nranank. .lam r ig I 

uses. n m. r 

Cum on. co et slo.op $199 
(e11- 919 1- - t nt n.0.0Ì. nl o.,, np. 

ribbed ...noun heal sink.. 
:,.M°:::- 

Meal hit 
munir .perd t nouai. 1 4 IM. Ì 

Cr. O.,.'i IT et $11.00 $4.91 =' 
F...., :4.,.an,r ALL ITEMS SHIPPED F.O.B. LINCOLN. NEBR. 
f' ,7y Order Direct From Ad. Money Back Guarantee. 

`' -. s. SURPLUS CENTER 
DEPT. EW 091 LINCOLN, NEBR. 011501 

September, 1971 

RUBBER STAMPS 

RUBBER Address Stamps $2.00. Signature $3.50. Free 
Catalog. Jackson's, Box 443 -G, Franklin Park, Ill. 60131. 

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS 

30% DISCOUNT name brand musical instruments. Free 
catalog. Freeport Music, 127 -L Sunrise Hway, Freeport, 
N.Y. 11520. 

EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION 

EXCITING Overseas Jobs. Directory $1.00. Research 
Associates, Box 942 -E, Belmont, California 94002. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

WINEMAKERS' Free illustrated catalog of yeasts, equip 
ment. Semplex, Box 122 -76, Minneapolis, Minn. 55412. 

WINE Recipes and Catalog, 25q. Country Winemaker, 
Box 191 E, RFD 1, Mattapoisett, Mass. 02739. 

STOP BURGLARS THE EASY WAY! Affix authentic 
"Protected by Electronics Sentry Alarm" decals to auto 
windows, doors and windows of home, retail stores, 
vending machines, etc. Whether you have an alarm or 
not -thieves stay away! Only $1.00 for each set of two. J. 
Ross, 80 -34 Kent St., Jamaica, N.Y. 11432, Dept. EW. 

MAIL ORDER OPPORTUNITIES 

WAITING FOR YOU! 

Classified Advertisers find more outlets for 
their product and service advertising in Ziff- 
Davis Electronics Publications than in any 
other media. 

Monthly publications: POPULAR ELEC- 
TRONICS, ELECTRONICS WORLD, STEREO 
REVIEW are each acknowledged leaders in 
their respective special interest areas. 
They offer mail order businessmen the op- 
portunity to reach additional markets with 
Classified Advertising that is responded to 
regularly by an affluent audience of active 
electronics enthusiasts. 
Prove to yourself the effectiveness of Classi. 
fied Advertising in Ziff -Davis Electronics 
Publications. Write today for information, 
assistance or sample copies to: 

Hal Cymes, Classified Advertising Manager 

Ziff-Davis Publishing Company 

One Park Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10016 

SURPLUS TTL IC's 
ALL DUAL INLINE -NEWS- GUARANTEEDI 

Type Function Sale Price 
7400 Quad 2 Input Nand Gate 
7401 Quad 2 Input Nand Gate -Open Coll. 
7402 Quad 2 Input Nor Gate 
7403 Quad 2 Input Nand Gate 
7404 Hex Inverter 
7410 Triple 3 Input Nand Gate 
7420 Dual 4 Input Nand Gate 
7430 8 Input Nand Gate 
7440 Dual 4 Input Nand Buffer 
7450 Expand. Dual and -or- Invert Gate 
7460 Dual 4 Input Expander 
7441 BCD to Decimal Decoder - Driver 
7442 BCD to Decimal Decoder 
7447 BCD to 7 Segment Decoder Driver 

.35 

.35 

.35 

.35 

.35 

.35 

.35 

.35 

.35 

.35 

.35 
1.75 
1.50 
2.50 

7448 BCD to 7 Segment Decoder 2.00 
7473 Dual J -K Master -Slave Flip -Flop .75 
7474 Dual D Flip Flop .75 
7475 Quad Bistable Latch 1.25 
7476 Dual J -K Master -Slave Flip -Flop .75 
7490 Decade Counter 1.60 
7493 4 Bit Binary Counter 1.60 
74107 Dual J -K Master -Slave Flip-Flop 1.00 
74192 Sync. Up-Down Decade Counter 2.00 
74193 Sync. Up -Down 4 Bit Binary Counter 2.00 
we Pay FIRST CLASS Postage. Californians -Add 50e 
S. Tax. Minimum C.O.D. Order -510.00 -25% with Order. 

JIM ASSOCIATES 
P.O. BOX 25 

FAIR OAKS, CALIF. 95628 

FREE: CHOOSE 

ANY 
$1 ITEM 

FREE WITH ANY $10 ORDER 

PARTS PAKS 
WORLD'S 
MOST POPULAR 

I7 100 Plastic Transistors, TO -I'I Pop.no i ". +t$1.98 
! ' 25 Dual In Line 7400 Sines "I(' e ", no test 1.98 
" 10 709, 723. 741 "COLD" TO -S 1("rno text 1.0o 

100 CE 1 -AMP Silicon rect. to 1000 volta. 1.98 
6 Dual in line 709, 741 w /sheet, no test 1.00 
4 2N4269 Nixie tube driver transistors,- 1.00 
1 PHOTO Electric FET 2N:i:i70, P- Channel 1.00 
5 1 -AMP SCR KIT, 15V,:I0V,60V, 1004, 150V, 91 

5 - Varactor dindes, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 p 1 1.00 
1 - "PUT" Programmable umjunction . .. 1.00 
8 -1 AMP 1000 014 sil. rectifiers . 

2 - 2N3370 FET. N channel TO- I h, metal 1.00 
2 - 2N2608 PET, P channel TO-Is, metal 1.00 
2 - 2N2646 l'nijnnet.un, plastic 1.00 
2 - 2N3819 F'F:T, N channel. plastic 1 00 
5 - ER -900 Tugger doules. sers, trines 1.00 

' 2 - 2143277 VIT I' channel. metal TO-5 1.00 

GIANT SALE ON NEW TTL 
TEXAS & NATIONAL ICs 

Type Description Sale 
51117400N Quad NAND gate ... 9.45 
SN74O1N Open coll. out .45 
SN7402N Quad NOR gate 48 
SN7410N Triple 3 in. gate ... 45 
SN7420N Dual 4 In. gate .45 
SN7430N 8 input Rate .45 
SN7440N Dual 4 in. buffer .45 
5147441N BCD -NINie driver .1.95 
SN7473N Dual 3 -K flip flop . .88 
SN7474N Dual "D" flip Roo .88 
SN7473N Quad latch 1.95 
SN7476N Dual J.K flip flop . .. .88 
SN7490N Decade counter 2.25 
WRITE for "I( "' bargain rntning. 

PI V 
so 

100 
200 
400 
600 
800 

1000 

1Amp 
S.O5 

.06 

.07 

.09 

.12 

.15 

.18 

2Amp 
S.O5 

.06 

.07 

.09 

.12 

.16 

.22 

3Amp 
9.08 

.12 

.15 

.22 

.28 

.39 
.59 

"FLAT PAK" 
THYRISTORS 

EPDXY 
(SCRS) 

5 -Amp 
$1.10 

1.25 
1.35 

PRV 5 -Amp PRV 
50 S.49 400 

100 .69 500 
200 .85 600 
300 .95 

EPDXY 
SILICON 

RECTIFIERS 

Sirlsllat 
t° Oa 

RCA aos" vÚ11 

LIGHT EMITTING DIODES 
91.45 V" 

.88 ,88 , e ! 
1.45 

.88 

I \ i I l u l r.l , I i l l .. 
I\Fl;\ .11 .\ .,ut 
cI<IItL1. Ir 
cl nn.1. s1:Nuli 

G -E 3.SW AUDIO 
"IC DIP" AMP! 

Type PA -2113, :1.5w- 
nnt. duty. 9- to -30v $3.95 

soonly. For phono, tape, 3 for S10 
e red 

T 

COUNTING SYSTEM 
"DIP" COUNTING 
SYSTEM 

Im-ludes SN749(i, N744I, rN7475 

I 3-pc. Rit $4.95 

4 -pc. Kit S 8.88 
NIXIE TUBE 
BURROUGHS 

$4.50 
3 Tor 513. 
'I' > ili Ii- 54.11. w lth 
de, Imalb 0 -9 wide 
nnglr numi rol., 11; punse 

709 OP-AMP 
75e 

3 for 52.00 
. Dual In luu 
' TI)-ri ease 

Flnt 

1 I nit ...111 inn e 1;6, 

723 VOLTAGE 
REGULATOR 

$1.50 
3 for 53.75 

PnsitÌV r negative. d 
to- ,111V. 

o 
1 -watt. 15(Inu. 

741 OP-AMP 

$1.19 3 for 53 

[ Ihiid in line 
TU -5 case 

709, tnq. .' nip 
6 -AMP FULL WAVE RECTIFIERS 

l'Iit 
50 9. Ne 600 1.75 100 99 

HOO 1.95 200 1.25 1000 2 25 400 1 50 CO 020 (if; Du.J 7,1 .. 
" In1:11 7J 

51 1.8 49 

15t CATALOG on Fiber Optics, 'ICs', Semi's, Parts 

Terms: told p.,. t;,,:,. Rated: 11,1 a1 ..,I'. 
Phone tIi,!,:.- 55 .1. sit 14, \1;, .1171 715 I:i -:ll 
Retail: 1I I Slbi..n .S1 55.,b,-1.ld, 

POLY PAKS 
P.O. Box 942 W 

LYNNFIELD. MASS 
01940 
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KEEP PACE WITH SPACE AGE! SEE MOON SHOTS- LANDINGS, SPACE FLIGHTS, CLOSE -UP! 

1 r SCIENCE BUYS EE 
RN7 

for PUN. STUDY or PROFIT CATALOG 
1 

LOW COST 

MAHN 
TREASURE FINDER 

Discover the fun and profit 
of treasure hunting Ines- 
Pensively. Light as a 
feather (lo os.1 ltd -state 
metal detector finds hidden 
coins, jewelry. Precious 
minerals. Distinguishes 
jeifferals 

from metal ob- 
cts. Great for school, 

beach, campground or 
backyard. Requires 9V 
transistor bait. -works with 
any common AM transistor 
radio thus eliminating 

costly extra circuitry, weight, dangling wires. Adjustable 
multi -purpose plastic handle reduces Immediate area 
metal -adds to efficiency. No tuning needed. 
Stock No. 71,395AK $14.95 Ppd. 

3-CHANNEL COLOR ORGAN BARGAIN! 
' Create tremendous variety of 

0005001 & beautiful lighting 
effects with this low -cost 
t p quality 1500Watt unit 
I',Ou W. per channel). Com- 
pare with others selling for 
twice the price. Has pilot 
light. plus individual sensi- 
tivity controls and channel 
indicator `lights. Can operate 
ten 150 W. "spots" or 200 
t'hristmas lights. Uses reg. 
house current -attaches to 
audio source w /RCA type 

phone plug. 51/e" x 63/4" x 21 /z ". 21 /z lbs. Thermal setting 

Stock 
plastic 

oA 50 571,223AK 
cord. Including complete instuctions. 

ROTATING MULTI -COLCRED LIGHT 
Dazzluig colon's etr,.nn end- 
lessly from sonstantlY rotat- 
ing light. Facetted. trans- 
parent globe has louvered 
drum inside with red, green. 
blue yellow stars. Ruth 
heat rotates drum which pro- 
Jests flickering star points 
on walls. ceilings. etc. while 
Individual globe facets pre 
sent constantly changing ar- 
ray of brilliant colors. Jas," 
star-approx. 12" high on 
bell- shaped base. Surprising- 

ly light. Easily ',Incest on to ,le. Tt', tireplace -even top of 
Christmas tree or other ,lisp 
Stock No. 71,00001( $7.00 Ppd. 

SPECIAL VISUAL EFFECTS PROJECTOR SET 
Dazzling, avant -garde vis- 
ual effects. Fantastic vari- 
ety. Incredibly beautiful. 
Special package offer con- 
tains all necessary appere- 
tus. Create floating, explod- 
inR fiery bursts of color -like 
'Symphony of Spheres,' ' 

"Crystal 
is StarburFea- 

Crystal Starburat. Fea- 
tures 35mm 500 W. fan 
cooled projector-produce. 
big image at short distance. 
Accepts two 0" dram. wheels 

(Dry Kaleidoscope & Hexidoscope). 2 cylindrical acces- 
sories s sae" Colored Cloud & 5" Hexainin pe w /six Internal 
rank..eA walls). Perfect for entertaining, parties, photog- 

Stock No. 71,2120K 
instructions. 

979.50 Ppd. 
Deluxe Model No. 71,295AK 

(w/ Kaleidoscopic lens) $99.50 Ppd. 

BLACK -LIGHT MIGHTY MITES 
Relatively small (12 "0 fix- 
tures give surprisingly 
bright blacklight. Mirror 
finished reflector makes in- 
stant starting 8watt, high - 
intensity bulb look like 40 
wafter. Up to 5.000 hours 
of safe. long -wave (3660A) 
blacklight to really turnoil 
parties. light & theatrical 
shows, psychedelic decors. 
holiday decorations. Shock- 
proof afor safe. easy replacement of 

bulb snot star tet. Stands upright or horizontal. Alum. case. 
Stock No. 71,274ÁK $14.95 Ppd. 
DELUXE OUTDOOR INDOOR MODEL 
Stock No. 71,2994K $19.95 Ppd, 

PSYCHEDELIC LIGHTING HANDBOOK 
100 information packed 
I,ages. 

Fully explains latent 
atulp 

ment, technique., develop 
n psychedelic lighting 

of, \ ' s meats. Covers all facets of 
`. \,` V. - lightshow pro - 
\, ope J'E.e1 faction Including strobes. 

:.:. el black lights, protectors. crys 
tale, organic elides mirrors, 
color organs, polarized col- 
or light Noe,. Mush- 33,1°n. 

,..eß:&,1 etc. Shows how to 'sical 
ere,le Show Parllrs, -'puyI 

m Ps. rings or how t set 
up "electric p.1( tel Ps" for private gatherings. B1/.l" z I1" 

paf t 910r Pn ncbe,l for :1 ring 1.1 noter. 
Stock Ne. 91004K 53.00 Phil. 

MAIL COUPON FOR GIANT FREE CATALOG 
148 PAGES- 1000's OF BARGAINS 

w 11 1 edition. New items. 
categories, Illustrations. itiDozens of 

Foot ainnfelect election rnf` 4stiongmiaccessories. al `Tele 
scopes 

t's. Magnets. Lenses.R Prisms rsManyaw 
0äo(05 Item: for hobbyists. nerlm tr 

orkshon factory. Mali , poupon tfor 
catalog "AK" 
EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO. 
300 EDSCORP BUILDING. 
BARRINGTON. N.J. 08007 

NAME 

AD! ltq s- 

CIT)' 

ST:\TI 

EMOTION METER "TESTS" YOU 
Amazing lie detector type 
device that really works. 
Reveals hidden likes, dis- 
likes. Easy to use. Sensitive 

n,l accurate. Measures 
changes in body resistance 
caused by changes in emo- 
tional state. Needle move - 

int 
indicates emotional 

asponse snot whether favor- 
able or unfavorable). Effec- 
tiveness depends on lues- 

tos 
asked and interpreta- o. Unique 10.00. net 

udended strictly for entertainment. education. Great fun at 
Parties. Inrts. Jv batter)', compl. instra. 
Stock No. 41,422ÁK 515.00 Ppd. 

HELIUM BALLOONS MAKE A "BALL" 
Anytime there's a balloon 
the air is festive. Especially 
when the "air' is helium: 
which makes a balloon perky 
atol adventurous. Now here's 
25 times the fun- 2 5 vari 
°us colored balloons of 4. 

6" diameter when in- 
flated. With them, a pres- 
surized (300 Ihs /sq in., can 
containing 25 litera of hel- 
ium to inflate all 25. For 
0,10115 or kids' parties, give- 
aways. bazaars or just de- 

astrnting "lighter than air ". Helium is a sale monP,xic 
inert gas. 
Stock No. 71.289011 $3.00 Ppd. 

w 

NEW Mtlia 070 04 

Actually "see" tousle In 
dazzling action with com 
pact, self- contained unit 
designed for portability. 
Produces fantastic pat- 
terns in beautiful color 

each Individual note 
creating its own unique, 
twisting. radiating shape 
-each shape dancing and 
prancing, whirling and 
swirling IN PERFECT ' 
TIME with the music. 
Features big patterns with low 5 0 ( 5 0 0 5 s and at short 
projection distances. Perfect for indow displays, rear 
prof boxes. clubs. combos. parties. Stand or hang. 
4. a lbs. Uses reg. Ì1O -120 \ - L -Pad needed for use 
a- : big amplifiers. 
Stock No. 71,124ÁN 552.50 Ppd. 
Stock Na . 41,140ÁK (L -AD) .... .. .. S 2.00 Pvd 

MINI -MODEL 

LOW COST XENON 
Price breakthrough in bright. .yvv-re 
reliable electronic strobes. 
5110' /Second xenon tube. 
Variable flash rate -00 to 
5110 per minute. Long life- 
more than 1.000,000 flashes. 
1Printed circuit board design. 
Safe, durable Bakelite case. 
Externally mounted bulb, 

shield. Ot d 1x3ax2 ". 
14 o Perfect for psyche- 
delic, stop -action lighting 
effects for home light shows. 
parties, displays. 
Stock No. 71,34201K 524.95 Ppd. 
B UILD ITYOURSELF STROBE KIT 
Stock No. 71,343AK 519.95 Ppd. 

STROBE 

GIANT WEATHER 
Available In big 5' and 16' 
diameter. Create miSe a neighbor - 
hood sensation. Great back- 
yard fun. Fsciting beach at 
traction. Blow up with vacu- 

Fn 
cleaners or auto ale hose. 

illed with helium (available 
locally) use balloons high in 
sky to attract c lode adver 
lase store sales. announce 
(air openings, etc. Amateur 
inetemologists use balloons 

measure asure cloud heights, 
wind us sprout, temperature, 

utilize 
pressure, frltI,,ti -cost 

at 
erialr photos. Made 

Photographers fhey u 

BALLOONS 

Stock No. 60.5680K 8' Dian,. .. S2.00 Ppd. 
Stock No. 60.632AK 16' Dian,. .. S7.00 Ppd. 

CHROMATIC "MACHINE -GUN" STROBE 
R.I. Green & Blue light 
barrage the eyeballs every 
6 seconds with this low- 
cost top-quality 

strobe that can un 
continuously without fear 
of burning " p Dazzling 
effects , 500 ft. sq. 
area. by rotating 
color wheel in front of 
Innw, 120v reflector 
tloodlanq, (incl., - ele- 
ments seen to flash on & 
off as colors fluctuate. 
Turns store window's. posters, parties into flashing. pulsat- 
ing productions. Convection cooled. Rugged wrinkle finish 

Adjustable hanger bracket. Reg. house current. 
Stock No. 71.423ÁK 19 "x9 "06 "1 532.75 Ppd. 

NEW $99.50 HELIUM-NEON LASER! 
impletely assembled, In- 

stantstartlnt w /3X power 
output of comparable mod- 
els. Steady. ripple -free light 
of moderate (safel power. 
Excellent collimation. Sim 
Uand nitr aches 75 ee Power r in 
2 secs.: 100,r, typically - 
O.5 mllliwatt (O. :) mÑ mini- 
mum) In 3 mins. Ream di 
vergence 2 mllliradians - 
2 ems at 4oft. 
Stock No. 79,004ÁK 599.50 Ppd. 
Stock No. 79,OO8AK .... (Single Mode) ...5129.50 Ppd. 

EDMUND 300 EDSCOPP BLDG. 
BARRINGTON, NEW JERSEY 08007 SCIENTIFIC CO. 

ORDER BY STOCK NUMBER SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER MONEY -RACK GUARANTEE 
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I5 
5r 

10 TEAC o 
20 

OR RECORD MODE 

:E 

LEFT RIGHT 

OFF 

REC. BIAS 

HIGH 

NORMAL 

TEAC announces a current event: 
BiaTron. 
It's the latest and greatest in dual capability: 
TEAC has incorporated a bias -current switch 
in the superlative A -1230 stereo deck. We call 
this feature BiaTron because it lets you choose 
the right bias for both standard anb low- noise, 
high- output tapes. 

The A -1230 has lots of other good news going 
for it, too. Like the remarkable Edi -Q Pause 
Control that lets you edit and cue the cleanest, 
click -free, pro -quality tapes while recording. 
And three precision motors: hysteresis - 
synchronous for capstan drive, eddy current 
types for turntable drive. TEAC constant - 
contact hyperbolic heads. And hair -trigger 
solenoid controls that make this one of the 
most humanly engineered decks tc be found 
anywhere. No wonder it delivers 
this kind of high -performance 
characteristics: 30 to 22,000 Hz 
frequency response, 55 dB or 
better signal -to -noise ratio, 0.08% 
or less wow and flutter at 71/2 ips. 

Add to that such TEAC exclusives 
in a deck of this class as MIC 
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T E AC. 

and LINE mixing, TAPE and SOURCE 
monitoring, turntable height adjustment, 
independent headphone mo -ritoring with built -in 
volume control. And the price is a surprisingly 
low $349.50. 

Then to double your enjoyment, we added an 
auto - reverse mechanism to the A -1230, and 
called it the A -1250. This one is still a buy 
at $449.50. 

Whatever your choice, 
you can't help keeping 
current when you 
stay tuned 
to TEAC. 

A -1250 AUTO- REVERSE STEREO TAPE DECK 

TEAC Corporation of America. 7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello. California 90640 
TEAC Corporation. 1 -8 -1 Nishl- shmluku. Shinluku -ku. Tokyo. Jar an TEAC EUROPE N V . Kabelweg 45 -47, Amsterdam -W 2. Holland 
In Canada White Electronic Development Corp.. Ltd.. Toronto 

A -1230 STEREO TAPE DECK 
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E. The first Eliminator was built to 
prove a point. Because young mu- 

sicians, in a search for more volume, 
were literally driving the guts out of 
some very good speakers mounted in 
some very poor enclosures. 

It started an intensive investigation 
into the failure of speakers (ours and 
the competition) used by guitars and or- 
gans. The testing was very rugged. For 
instance, we took miles of high -speed 
motion pictures while test speakers de- 
stroyed themselves with sound. 

We found out a let about how to im- 
prove our speakers. But we also learned 
that by simply putting our SRO /15 
speaker in a folded horn enclosure we 
created a combination that was unbeat- 
able for efficiency, high power handling 
capacity, low distortion, and extended 
bass. It was an important first step. 

Of course, this now meant we needed 
a solid high end. So we added the time- 
FOR INFORMATION ON E PRO(`U, ' 
Microphones 
CIRCLE NO. 111 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

tested 1829 treble driver and 8HD horn, 
or (optionally) a T25A treble driver plus 
a pair of T35 super tweeters. These com- 
binations were a revelation to musicians. 
They got more sound power per watt 
than they thought possible. And they 
could use the El minator for both vocals 
or instruments. 

But we weren't quite satisfied. If the 
Eliminator was good for popular music, 
what would it do with other kinds of 
program material? So we tested it in 
good rooms and bad rooms. With test 
instruments and with live audiences. And 
we decided that the Eliminator was too 
good to sell only to the young. 

For example, in one test installation 
in a difficult domed building, four E -V 
Eliminator I speakers far out performed 
an elaborate multicell installation in nat- 
uralness of sound for voice and music, 
in uniform sound pressure level through- 
out the listening area, and in the ability 
to reproduce the extremes of loudness 

of a big, driving jazz band with ease. 

Granted, the E -V Eliminators have a 
flash of chrome. But don't be misled. 
They perform to beat the band. And 
they solve problems. Get turned on to 
the great sound of the E -V Eliminators 
today. It can open up an important new 
market...and shock your old ones! 

ELIMINATOR 13 -way system: Response 55 -15000 Hz, Power 
Handling Capacity 100 watts RMS (white nos. hh:ped to ,'rfn, 
gent lead guitar frequency spectrum): Dispersion 100°; Sound 
Pressure Level 122 db at 4' with full Towel maul; Suggested 
Resale $490.00. 

ELIMINATOR II 2 -way system: Resnonse F ' 

10.000 Hz; Powzr Handling Capacity 100wa!' 
(shaped tc stringent lead quitar Irequencr 
trum): Dispersion 100°; Sound Pressure lev 
db at 4' with lull power input: Suggested R, -sal. 
$385.00. 

ELECTRO- VOICE, INC., Dept. 916N 
Street, Buchanan, Michigan 49107 
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racc. 
a GULTON subsidiary 
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